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AcnoKowiiSmmxiKf^ 
1 I I1—WI—Wl» i l |«««WiH>«HMl i1 i iM i« l»n l»«» i«< i—HI 
I «elaa«wa«dg* nor a«ep«8t ssxuie of gratltadt to 
«y mxj^wflmT frofostoy M, A» T^mim « StpurtBtnt of 
]|[ith«Datlot moA Statiatlot* illgash Mailiji tmii^vrslty, 
Itligaae t^ for Ms Tiluaiat galAane* aod «ntlmsia8tle 
ai£«6tiozia » dttf to whioh I oould ooo^loto t)io worlc » 
for «3r Fh«B. th«8i« » insplto of hit hart prossod h««3.th 
oondltioiui and sororal otbor prooeotg^atlona. 
( Tirondra Sraaad ) 
(ii) 
PBEPACS 
fhl« th08i» •nt i t l t f t * > A Stttdr of Categories Ov«r 
and Beldw Objeete »* i s th t veseareh fork don* ti^ » • s inot 
29th of II6T«nberfl970 nndiiif th* enoouraging, inspiring and 
kind aapeirviaion of frofeasor M« A« I!K»IJOI» Otpartsent of 
Vatbieatios and Statistics, Aligarh li islis tmitsraitrt 
AXigarh* Shft work was aXX along finanoial3jr supported by 
th« Oounoii of Soitntifie and Industrial Bsssaroli t India, 
ftm oonotpt of eatagoxy orsr an objsot and bslow mi 
objsot was firstly introduoed W A,» Grothsndieek and 
1, IlLsudonn^  in their pspir * * SL^ents de ga'anetrio 
alg^brique** VoX« IXIt Pub* Math* lost, des Bfutstes 
Btudes* XX (X9€X)t X**X(T» Tti^ ealX@/A as the eategezy of 
ohjeots ikbove A. BiaXly A/(^ ^toi be defined, isiter on 
MaoXane [X2J « in X965 gave the easts definitions of these 
eategories« Buour L 51 defined S / S as the eategoiy t ifhose 
objeets are al l pairs (A««) § where A i s an obijeot of the 
oategeSi^S end o i s a aerphiM tsom A to S M& t end 
the olsss ef whose skerphiiwi consists ef alX s^rphiiM 
f • 1 - > B la (g ,» V A .» B e (^  ., such that 
( ill ) 
th« following diagrams 
comnnite. He added to the above definition the concept of 
fihered products and coproducts over a particular scheme 
and oMained scsne properties of fibered products. 
!13ie purpose of the present work is to study thoroughly 
related to (? , the categories over an object and below an 
object, denoted by us as QQ and & respectively. We 
investigated their structural properties and those/which 
are preserved both ways in relation to & directly or 
.under certain conditions, likeJproducts, coproducts 
(Sec. 1.2) equalizdrs, coequalissers (Sec. 1.3)t pullbacks, 
pushouts (Sec* 1,4), intersecjuions, cointersections (Sec. 1.5), 
completeness, cocmapleteness (Sec. 1.6), filterednens, 
cofilteredness (Stc. 1.7) and Abelianness (1.9). We further 
introduced new concepts , which extend the relative study of 
, as fibered projectives (Sec. 3.1)» fibered 
injectives (Sec. 3.2), fibered infective hulls and projective 
( iv ) 
covers (Sec, 3.*)» fibered generators (Sec. 3.5)> fibered 
reflectivity (Sec. 3.6), some fibered morpMsms (regular (Sec, 4), 
strong (Sec. 4.3)# extremal (Sec. 4-.5)) and scnne fibered 
factorizations (regular (Sec, 4.2), canonical (See, 4.41 
extremal epi-mono (Sec. 4.6) ), a special type of category 
called ?-category (Sec, 1,3C&, special t3rpe of functors P/P*, 
G/G« on (^ / &^ (sec, 2,1), T^ , T^ (Sec. 2.2), 
^cat • ^"^^^ * ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^®^* ^*^^ ®"^ % • ^ S > (?s' 
induced by a functor T I (§ > (^* (Sec, 2,4). 
We have also generalized the concept of these categories 
in different ways I categories over and below for two objects 
(Sec, 5.1)# for a countable number of objects (Sec, 5.2) , 
categories which are both over and below objects at the same-
time (Sec, 5.3) and categories over categories like ^S, 
ij^t ^ » (S are arbitrary categories and S is an object 
of & (sec,5.4) . 
i^art from this, we have also studied some properties 
of characteristic subobjects and certain types of functors 
and factorizations. 
ThB thesis consiots of six chapters containing 46 theorems, 
( ^ ) 
131 pr^o8itloi»» 29 Icxmiae « 7 corollaries » 8 rcnarks 
in «!!• ftim mnto **0^* eiiipt«v proridts t\m prtliwLnariesy 
utiioli «re u m d in tli« lat#r G)iapt«]Mi« i^art trm litportaat 
notions t floflit ratults hair« alto bean Quotad witSiout psfoof 
for fturtliar naa, 
caiflqptaj? I glTaa tht alamolsuria study of (^g aa* S 
with rsspaot to (^  • W« aotuaUy find out that, if & has 
initial ohjaots, coproduots» pollhaokst pu8houts» aqualiaerSf 
oosqualistrs* intsrsaotions and oointarsaotions* than (^ g 
Also has initial ohjaots, ooprodtiotsi puUhaokSi pushouts, 
equaliaars, oooqu<Bd.iaarSf Intarsaetions and eointersaotions 
raspeotivaly* Sba eonrerss is trua ozOy whan w« put ths 
3?astriotion that S is a tasminal ohjaot in (^  » fa, therefora, 
ooneluda : Xf S is a taxninal ohjeot in ^ » than (i) & is 
right; oon^lats if and only if (^ 3 is right cos^lata, (ii) 
^ iii filtarad if and on3y if &Q is fatarsd, (iii) 0 
is ahalian iff &^ is ahalian. Similar rasults hold dually 
for &^* M tha end, wa find that if (^  is « T*oatagozy, tha 
rastriotion of S haing taxmina^ is rssoTod in sons eomrev»% 
oasas lika t puHhaelcs, intarseotions and noxnality* 
Qhaptar IX ia mostly dsfotad to ths study of spaoial 
types of ftinotors introduoad en (^ g« fe first show that 
if S is tezBinal ehjeet than (^  ^  ^ hy using functors 
C ri ) 
f and a, »• hxf pawrtd tbt ftmotor T^ I ^ -•-«.> gg, 
i» Additiftt if ^ i« «tt additiT* cattgoxgr* f^^^ t ^  *"*-> &•>% 
is additlTt < IiSMma 2.3 } and laft llsit presavrlng (I^oposltion 
^•5) • fg : (^ > ^ g , , whtra S» « t(S) , is faitbfal, 
fWlf «aea0t» «iti«ddi»g limit pi?««»i!Tl«g if f : 0 -,-^> @* 
is also faitXiftap fedttiful fSjUX t sacaot, smbsddiBg and liadt 
peB§mfwim and has laft adjoint if T bas. Wt find a oonan* 
tatitit^^^lika relation liatwssii fg and fg « In tha last saetion, 
•a introduea tg • (^ - — ^ > g«g, , whava S» is a tanalnal 
ob jaet of & ' and obtaimsd SGma i^ortant propartias out 
of «hiob ona is tba axistanca of natural transfoznation for 
two functors of t M s tarpa. 
In (Sii^tar ZXXf fibarad struotiras hara baan introduoad, 
SoKO of tba main inrastigatians» out of 41 propositions and 
22 tbaorans astitbliabad in thia ob^ptar* ara (1) in objaot 
1? is pro^aotiva (i) iff it is fibazad prajaetiTa ovar a 
taxMinal ebjaett (ii) if and only if it is oofibarad projaotiTO 
oYor in initial objaot» (iii)7if t balongs to a THsatagoxr» 
in abioli araxx aplaaxpbian in (^  is ^ i in (gifis fibsrad 
pralaatiTS oirar ax^:; objaat. (2) (i) If 3 - T T g^ , then IP ia 
fibtvad pr#|aatiTa vww S iff s is fibarad i^e;)aatiTa o?«r 
aaah 8^ » (1»sor«a 3.5) (ii) if t « ® Pj, , tban W is 
fibarad projaatira ovar S iff aaoh 'B^ is fibarad prajaotiTs 
( fil ) 
0T«7 S (Th«er«Bi 3«5}* (5) Xn 7'»o*t«go£|tt« with coti^ualistrSi 
«a ebjtet Is «•n•rato3^ iff i t lu fi^twft g«a«rator t^ymv azqr 
object, ( i i ) la T^ategori«« with eoprodttet , i f [Vsl 
^ *^iei 
i s » fwdljr of fil!»«r«a gtnwmtovt oirtr S» tbtii ® tr^  
i s fi1>«r«d g«n«rator ori^ S (proi^ssitioa 3»29)* Hi ths «nd 
of -tMs eh«pt«v« s irslatiiri s tu^ of x«flsotiT« sad fibsrsd 
iHiflsetiir* sttticattgoriss otsr sn objtot of ths oatsgoi^liMS 
bssn m»dm, 0ns of tlie i^povtunt i*ssult i s t If (^ * i s 
afefXsotifs subcatsgsxy of s V-cattgosy & , tbsn (^ » i s 
fibsvsA refltetiTO sabeategozy of (S orw 931 objsets of &* 
Chi^ tsi? XT AsaXs with the fibration of tha notions of 
sztrisiaX »oao snd ^ i bjr Isbsll L 6 1 § of rsguXar «nA strong 
•pi miA sonst fCoA thsir rsguXsai? and eaaonioal factorisations 
b3r S»X37 [ 103 » of sztrsmal wono^spi faotoriiations «f 
BsrriXioh [ 8 1 . A rslatiYS study has bsea nads bstwssn thsss 
oonospts and ths oorrssponding fibsrsd oonetpta introduosd 
hsrs ofsr an objsot of a oatsgory* Sons of srun: li^ortant 
invsstigations asps as * Xn T«oattgoX7 t * rtguXar spi/waa 
i s fibsrsd/cofibsrsd rsgular spi/aono ofsr an object S af the 
oattgozf* i isoi i f a worphim has a rsguXar tpi-faotorisation 
thsn i t has fibsrsd rtguXar spi-faotorisation* She conTerse 
prsblss heXds on37 i f S i s a tssBinal objeft* 1!hs beharieur 
of other fibered faotoriaations i s nearXy sljidlttr* 
( m i ) 
In (^ la^ ftip 7 I »• g«afvalit« th« notien ot oattgoriti 
cattgtHVits Ilka (So a • '^ ^ t ^ « « 
(9%»%»***»V^** h«ra bttn dtfInad anA thair attt^r 
la ajBiXar ta our atu^ ar of eatagoriaa ovtr a aingla objaotf 
wMoh eaa l»a achlavaA lor 3?apaatad applioationa of praYioiia 
veaiata. Q&a iraxy istaraating phanonanon irliioh wa bova ahown 
ia that /^ 
can 1}a amliaddad in ^ . » for any 1 # Va oloaa tlila obs^tar 
lay glYSng acna na« conatsuctlene of eatagarlaa ofav and 
balov oatagosMas. 
Ijaatljr^ we glTt an ippendix n^eh eontaina tlia copiaa 
of two piqi^ ara prapax«d dtirlng this pariad on topioa nat 
oonneotad with tha t i t la of our tlMiala* Ona la antitlad 
** k Itota 0n Gharaatariatio Sabab;}aota** and tlia othar 
* * On Oartain ^ a a of funotava and faotoriaationa* *« 
In eonnaation with tha lattar t i t will ba in right fitnaaa 
to thanka Brofaaaor a* X* EaUjr of Ubitaraitgr of Sly-dnigr 
tvx Ma kind halp in praTiding tha raprinta of hia papara 
aaaa of lihioh hara not oalj baan uaad in thia papar Imt 
alaa in tha thaaia* 
f» tiett thB x«gislrinttnt of CQjttiM It* Tilt of 
Otu '^lor XXf iAmdomie Ordiii«»eo«* i^orl! froa tho sliort 
vtmao in tlio pr«f^« of tht tlmuim, ortzgr ohaptov and lt> 
•oetions sro gotttmlly wolX-oqulppod witb oonipvohonslvo 
introdttotioiur pointli^ out tho sain tlwosroas pvof^A and 
oonoopts liit««oduood fo3.Xovtd "by m Bhort l i s t of relcrrant 
vofoseneov at i t s snd, 
flaal3jr> I agalii sxprsss agr asass of gratitudt to ngr 
sttptwisox' irofesso^ X* A>m Wtm$M for his oaa^oftil and oontinuod 
gaidaaea during tba proparation of this thasis, 
X m& twethmt gttuttfvl to tha O&mmiX of Soiftitifio and 
Badustrial Basaareh* India for providing »a the noeassftzy 
finonoial support without idiioh this work would not hava haan 
possiMa for ma. 
I also taka this opportunity of axprasaing agr thanks 
to Profossor S^lshar Btisaitt« Haad» Sfpartsant of Xathssuiitios 
and Statistiosi iligarh llisliv Ihtivarsit^'t iligarht for 
proTidittg naeaasazy faoilitiaa in tha dapartaant* Wy thanks 
go to ail iriands and eollaaguas in work for azQr tjpa of 
halp randarad hgr thSB during tha prapax»tian of thia work 
in partiouiar to Mr. S, X* A* Zaidi « laoturari Separtaant 
ix) 
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CHAPTER 0 
FR£LXIfIHARl£S 
Xn thi0 chc^tert d •finltloxuSf general oonoepts, notations 
and results» «falch bavs been taken granted in the latter 
cheaters of this thesis» are prorided* Generally i the 
definitions and notations are taken froa 111 t 13 1 and 1133 
end from research papers [2 ] , 112] and [16] • Ttm proof 
of these results azre not given but a proper reference has 
been noted. 
0»1. notions in the theory of categories 
In this seotiont we introduce the definitions and general 
concepts inrolred in the category structure such as produotst 
coprodttOtSf pullhackSf pushouts* equsliserst ooequalisers^ 
interseetionst eointerseotions f keznelf* cokemelSt normalityt 
exactness* additivlty and abelisnness. We give some results^ 
which hare been used in the work ahead, 
0«1.1. gifiiiitions and examples 
Definition 0.1. Category (An objective approach ) 
A category ^ is a eysteu consists of a class (y of 
< 2 ) 
objects { A , Bf,.. jtogether with a clasBjiot morphioms 
[a f ?!•••# t » g»**. ]f which is a disjoint union of th« 
for» 
satistring. 
lor each triple (A»Bf0) of »«Biher8 of (3 t we are to 
have a function froa C B J C I ^ X [ A , B I U to CA,Clj^, !Die 
image of the pair {^$a) under thie function will he called 
the cos^oeition of p W a t and w i H be denoted hy pa. The 
eonqpoaltion ftinotiona are sahject to two axio&s : 
(a) AagQoiatiTit^ ; Whenerer the ocsa^ositions make 
sense we have 
(TP)a • npa). 
(h) Btiatensf of identi^ t lt>» each object A e ^ , 
we have an element 1^ t [AtA] » called the identity aorphii 
frem A to A » such that l^ a^ « a and pi^ « p whenever the 
compositions make sense^ i ( [l53 « p,l )« 
( 3 ) 
Kmajdk 0*1. (fo icfoid logical diffiottltles, ve postulatt 
that eaoh [k^hjQlo a set (possibly -void)* Ihon there is 
daxiiter of no oonfasion we shall write [A»B] inplace of 
I^A,B~^ • Also a sM»rphl8B a e LA,BjL^y we shall write as 
a eg, 
Hcmark ©•S. An ohjfect A C 0 for a category (^  t we shall 
write A e (5 , 
Remark 0»3« fhe condition 'b* on laorphiflns asserts that 
the rule A > 1^ ^ provides a one to one correspondence 
between the class of all objects end the class of all 
identity ffiorphiaois, fhus a category can be represented as 
Definition 0.2» Oategory (Hony^ob^eetive apyroaoh) 
A category & can aiso be defined as a class • ^ » 
together with a partially defined binary operation on,/v t 
called cosposition, Qie iaage of the pair (p,a) tinder this 
operation is pa (if defined) and satisfies : 
(i) Zf either (rp)a or Xipa) is defined, then ths 
other is defined » and thiy are equal • 
(ii) If rp and pa are defined and p is en identity t 
then r« is defined. 
( 4 > 
( i i i ) Oivwi a € /ithtpee are identities Ij^  tad Ij^  in (? 
saoh tbat I^a and aZ|^  are defined and equal to a* 
(IT) Stor any pair of identities Zj^  and Ij^  , the class 
[ae A \ i^joi)^ ia defined} i s a set ( Cl33 p.2). 
Bmtacek QA* Sefinltioss 0*1 and 0.2 are equiiralettt 
( [ 1 3 ] , P . 2 ) . 
Categoxy & i s aBtaa^  i f class of objects i s a set. 
Definition 0.3. A category (?'« { ^. / / • i ^ / i s a 
g^boategoay of the category @» {^$/f * i/ff i f and only i f 
( i i ) [AfSLy, C [A ,BJ^ for euLl pairs (A.B) 6 ^ X ^ . 
( i i i ) Xhe o<»Bpo8ition of any two norphiams in (^ i s the 
same as their ooiaposition in & • 
(iT) Ij, 1 . th, , « . 1» (?• a» to (9 for ^ A e (?: 
Definition 0.4. The dual categoric « denoted ty t^ « / (ft/t^t^^ 
of a eategoxy ^ • {0$/f$ i y / i s such that 
(i) ^ * . ^ 
( 5 ) 
(U) U»»^i [ B , A ] ^ and 
( i l i ) th« coii5>08ltioii of a e [A,BJ^^ and p 6 [B»Cl» 
denoted a s a p l n S • p a i n S * (^  
Remark 0*5 C D ( S * ) * - c^  (Il3j . p.4 ) 
is 8oiB« tints dsnoted as 
Dsfinltliai 0,5. ito object f is a tsrtainal ob^eot in « 
categox7 ^ i f to each objtot k in Q % tDsre is exactly one 
morphian A ——> I, In other words , if L^t^?] * singleton • 
for all objects A in (^  • 
Definition 0.6, An object I in ^  is called an jJiitjal Qb|eot 
if [itA] " singleton for all objects A e (?• 
Qie following is the list of texminal and initial 
objects in certain categories [12] : 
He, 
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e^ t^, bV*» spaces 
y-with All singletoni 
base with base 
points points 
She spaces One point 
of base space where 
point the point 
only is basse 
point. 
Definition 0«7» An object Z of a category!?is called a 
sero object if z is both initial and terminal object (TlSl >p.l4), 
We denoted if by »0», 
Eicaaiple 0.8, Categories Qr^ -^ b^ andy^ hare sero objects. 
O.I.2. {fecial...^ morphiSBUi 
Definition 0«8, A aorphias A. — > B i s a sero^iaorphias i f 
i t factors through 0 (sero object) vis^A -'—> B •• A —-> 0 ~ > B, 
Definition 0.9. A category (? is called a cate^ry wit1[i 
«ere_ob^eo^ i f i t contains a sero object. 
( 7 ) 
Definition O.IO. A morphlfla la J A ——> B la called a 
BioyK»Bogphl8in If and only If for each pair of morphlsoB 
f t g : C - — - > A »aoh that 
f m g tt 
C -—> A > B •• C — > A •«—> B 
l2iipli«s f » g , l?J .In otber words iff m la left 
canoellaMe ( \;i3] » p*17 ) . 
Definition O.lO • laally t e^  morphlem e ! A •->«•> B la oalied 
^^ gplttorphlaa If and only If It la right oaneellahle. 
Definition 0,11 • A morphlsm a ! A «-«> B la called an 
laomorphlsm If and only If there exlata a morphlsB} p 2 B ——> A 
auch that a^ « Z^ and ^a « Tj^ . 
Remark 0*6• (1) E^ezy Btonottorphlaa In a category need not 
be one to one. 
atawple Oft^ . Conalder the categoxy of pathwlae connected 
topological apacea with haae points and continuous mi^s 
( taking haae points Into baae points )• Xhen If A is a covering 
space oTer B , the coTerlng aaq;> Is continuous t hut not In 
general ene-one , for exeaple , ^ over P**. HoweTer, since 
If the ciiqposltlons of any twe Borphlenui Into A with the 
coTerlng miq? are equal , the Bozphleos are equal » the 
( 8 ) 
oorering map is a aonomorphism ( L 4] t P«156 )• 
(II) Erery epiooirphlcn In a cat«goX7 need not be onto, 
EKample OA10# I«t X be a set and Tj^ , '5 ^ * ^"^ 
topologies on X such that 7^ < T^. fhen morphlsB f: '^ j^ —> ^ 
Is an eplnorphlsm in the category of topological spaces 
bat not onto* 
EaEag^ le,;0,.ll> Let & be the oategoxy whose objects are 
Abellan Sopologleal groups ( seperated In the sense of 
HftttSdorff ) whose morphlsos are continuous hoaomorphlaias. 
Then the morphlam e J A —•> B Is epifflorphlsm If and only If 
the closur of e(A) via e(A) » B. So If e(A) may not be equal 
to B «««"> e is not onto even eplmorphlan ( Cll » p«5 )• 
(III) A mprphlam , which Is both inono and epl aey not 
be an Isomorphism, 
Example ^0yl2« Consider the following objects and 
morphian In the category of Abellan Eausdorff topological 
greups ; 
R Is the additive topological group of real numbers, 
Q Is the addltlvi topological group of rational numbers , 
u : Q •»—> R is the Inclusjpi of Q Into R and also onto but 
not an Isomorphism ( [2] » p.6 )• 
(9 ) 
Definition 0»10, A morphlaoi a I k -—-> B Is called a 
retraqtlon If there exists a BorpMem p : B * — > A such 
tliat ap • I^, loally a is oallad a coretraotlen If there 
exists p : B •*—> A such that p a • I^ .^ 
If a Is A — > B is detraction / ooretraotion, then A 
is called coretraot/retraot of B, 
Renark 0,7* A morphlsct which is hoth retraction and eoz^trac-
tion is an isosmrphiasi ( [15 J # p«5 )• 
Proposition 0.1« If a : A — ~ > B is a ooretraction and is 
also an epimorphian » then it is an isoiaorphisn ( [13] fp«6). 
Proposition 0«2. If a ; B "•**> A is a retraction and is also 
a monomorphisb , then it is an isoBorphiaei ( [1? j ,p,6 )• 
Bafinition 0*11* If a 2 A «•*•> A is a moneBorphiaa , then 
we say that A' is a jtihobject of A » and we refer to a as the 
inolusion of A* in A. Bually« if p : A -—> A* * is an epi-
•orphiflai then we say that A* * is a qaetient ohject of A. 
( [I3j • p*6 ) 
HsMark O.B. She ahove definition is taken fron Mltohell [13] 
bat Freyd C3 ] gires this definition in the following wiqr : 
( 10 ) 
Definition 0,12, A yil^qbjtot of an object A. i s an eattiTalenoe 
cliuia of MonoiaorphiaBui into 3* Caally* & quotient object of k 
i s equi-raltnoe class of m0-moTp}aXmt tetm A. 
3Sfo monomorpliiSBis A>^*-i^> A and Ag— >^ A are said to be 
equiiralent i f there are norpMwia Aj^  ——> Ag and Ag —-> A^ 
tsach that the following triangles 
are cawnitatiYe ( [33 » P« 19 ) 
RsMark 0»9. (i) 9txe relation ** i s a aabobjeot of** i s 
transitive in the sense of Definition 0*11 » because 
composition of two aonoaorphisBS i s a nonoaorphiaD* Bat this 
relatiin i s not transitive in the s«»8e of Definition 0,12, 
Indeed » subobjeots » as defined in Definition 0*12 , do not 
have subobjects. 
0.1.3. ££taiiets ai^ d e i^^ gedaets 
Definition 0.13. Lat f Ai 1 be a faaily of objects in a 
^^ i e i 
( n ) 
c&tegox3r(?. A |^>rdaaet for thii family i s a faaiXy of noxpM 
(P • A <—> A4 \ such that for aqy o#ber fanlly of 
'- * ^ le i 
Y • A* -—> A such that the following diagram 
i s oossnatative , for al l i 6 X* 
ffl»s ffiorphiano pj, •» are called canonioal pro^eotJoBa. 
Remark 0.10. fhe product i s imique i^to iaomorpMm i[3l >p.25). 
SoiBtt tlMtd this unique object A i s denoted txy | j A^ ,^ 
Suallji , we hare the following definition ; 
Definition 0«14. A ooproduot (Sua) of a family {A^ j^ ie 
i6I 
a family of norphiaa JA^ —4-> Sj^^^ ouch that for aay other 
family of norphians [A^ **•«> S*} j^^j there exiata a unique 
•orphiaa 8 2 S -—>> S* auch that the following diagran 




i s coDiBatatiT« for all 1 6 X« 
The w&vphXaas ^4 i K ""^^ ^ * ^^^ called caiiei|toal 
ili.1eotiona» 
Roaark 0«11* Coproduot is imlqae iQ>to ieomorpbiam ( [3jf[2jfP.25' 
Shia unique sum S i s denoted "b^r ® A4 also. 
l e i ^ 
In the well knomn categories » the word * oc^rodaet* xaeana. 
Categories 
Ens 
Ahellan groups (A) 
^ 1 grocq^ s (Gr) 
Coraautatlre Blngs (Coosn R^ 
Modules over R (c/fj^) 
SOB 
Blsjolnt union 




Befinltien 0,15 • A category is said to be a category with, 
]products/ ooprqdnots if every family of objects in the eategozy 
has a product/eoproduct in the categezy. 
<15 ) 
Remark 0*12» If the index eet Z is finite we eeor product i» 
finite product and oategozy is called eateg^oay with finite 
3)efinition 0.16 • A nonoaaorphiem VL I K •-—> A ia called the 
^gualiger or difference Kiamel of two morphiema a $ ^ t A «•> B 
if 
(i) an» pu 9 and 
(ii) for sogr other laorphiwa u* J K» — - > A such that 
oca* • pu» there existe a unique morphiaa Y J K« -*-> K euch 
that the following triangla 
is ooBButatiTe. 
Definition O.IS*. ]]ually > an epiBorphion B —-»> 0 is 
called eoequaliser or difference cokemel of two aorphiMS 
a • P : A -> B if 
(i) pa •* |l^  • snA 
( U ) 
( l i ) for any $tli«p morphiai p* : B ~ - > c» iuch that 
• p*p » thtr« exists a tmiqus BozpliiflB 6 : C ——> C* 
such that ths following aiagrMi 
i s oowaatati're ( [319 P*21 , r i 3 ] * p.7 )• 
Rsnarlc 0*15• Wo denote eqiuallser/eoequaliBer of a and p Isisr 
equa/eoequa (atp)« 
Definition oa7» We say that a categgiy ^ has equalisers/ 
coeqaalisera i f every pair of aorphians a , pj A -—> B 
for al l A 9 3 € 0 has an equaliser/ a ooequaliser in 0 ^ 
oa«9. W.lbacki,and Pasho^ta 
fcrnition 0.1a. «,r t« , „rpMo« . , : ^ _ > A « a 
tt^ : Ag «"-«»*> A t with a ooanon oodoiaain , the following 
eooKtttatiTe square 
-> Ag h P «iiiiii W •»•»• —111 I Mia 
".l «1 
A« •« " t'«> 
( 15 ) 
i« oaned a pullt>ack square for Oj^ and a^ i f for rrtry 
pair of sorpMsBWi pj, : P* — - > A^ and pg 5 p* •«-«*> Ag 
I t 
such that cb^ pj^  * Ogpg t thara exists a unique Borphlani 
Y : pt «««> p auoh that ^ • pj^ T and pg • pgY, 
Definition 0.18 , Bially* we define |)U8hout diafflyaa for a 
pair of morphisms %. • ^ *'***^  ^ ^^ "2 * ^ '"^^ ^* *^^^ 
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% 
auoh that for erery pair of aorphisms p^ : A,^~> Q« and 
Pg • Ag «—*> Q* auoh that ^ ^^ 2^^ 2 * '^ •^^ ^ exiata a 
unique Borphiam T • Q •*—-^  Q* ouch that X^ * ^ » ^^2 " ^2' 
23efinition 0,19» ^ oate^ory ia said tc> hare pullhaolaifaueheuta 
i f erexy pair of aerphitMS % • !« ..«.«> A | ob S A —«> A^^ « 
i • 1»2* has a puXlhaek / pushout in 0, 
Zaidif S.K.A. [X?] generaXiaed the definition 0*18 aa followi 
Btftaition 0.20, I*t [u^ : k^ > A | i • l f2M.. n^ n I 2} 
be a fanily of aorphians in a oategozsr (^» an objtet "B t& 
togvthflr with a foaily of •orpMawi [H * ^ ""*~^  Aj^|i«l,2,,,a/ 
i s oalleA the generalised p^lhao^ &t the giren fanily of 
aorphisma if the following iPtioma hold ^ 
( i ) Ojfi^ - ttgPa * ••• * «tt^ n* 
( i i ) for any object P* € t^with a faaily of aorphiaMe 
[^ : P« —> Aj^ j i « 1 . . . a ) Ottch tba* 
there esciete a unique moxphls Y * i^ * -—*> P saoh that 
V • ^i ' *•' a l l i « l »2 , . , . ,n . 
luelljrt genereliaed iproahoiit i s iefined as : 
let {«^ : A —> A^  I i • l t 2 , . . . , n 12} he a family 
of aorphiflM in i j t i l p l l l & * Tbmi an object Qt& together 
with a feaily of norphisM ^^^ t A^  •«^> q| i » 1«2»•«.,&} 
ia eelled the ^enerdia^fal ymhent of the g iT^ faHlly of 
aosphiCMi i f the following aacieHs hold : 
( 1 7 ) 
( i i ) lor any ob t^tot Q* e (^  with a family of moirphima 
[^ M|^ —-> QM ^ * lf2»#«»»»f such that 
th«re «3ci0t« ft unique morphim X t Q *«*> Q* auoh that 
X^l • p^ fer all i • l«2t*«.t&» 
Ranaxle 0.14. ?iE>»ni» 2 , tba ooneapta reduces to siiqi^ le 
pttllb&eks and simple pusliouts. 
fhsorw 0*1 • 4 categozj has generalised pullbaoks/fusliouts 
i f and only i f i t has siapie puHbaeks/pusheuts [ 16 3 • 
0.« fitterseetions and eaJnterseotifims 
Definition 0. . I*t («|, ? ^ -*-> A j he a feisiay of 
suhehjeets ef A, fhen a BorphiMi u : B -«•> A i s called the 
intersection of the family ef m • m^ia^ « for each i » vhere 
Vj^  : B —-> l^ • and for errezy ether »orphiai u« : c —> A 
satisfying tt« •» ii^\| f Vi • ^•^ •••• ^ • C —> ^ • *^«*^ 
( 18 ) 
folXowlB^ diagraM 
is eotsmitatlTv » for a31 1 ( [15]f p*XO )• 
la o1ih«r words* lutorsootlon is tho largost suttobjoot 
of A eontainod in each A^» 
Renark 0.X9* Wo d«not« tbo lAtorsoctlon by (BfU) and also 
as B • n A^ # 
iei 
DoMllyt we doflno the eelntorsootion of <|uotio&t objoots 
(Cj^ )^ o^f «a objoot B as ths Z^n^&at quotlsnt objsot coataln<n^ 
in O l 0^'s. 
BtfUiitioii 0.20. A eaitgogy, is ,said.,tft..,haT» totfrsfotioas/ 
cointsrsoctioas if srszy faaily of sabobjoots/ quotiont objoots 
bas an iatsrstotioa / oointorssotioa. 
( 19 ) 
0«1«6. tMcnele and oofccmelg 
Definition 0«21. ImtShB a oateiSoxy with c«ro object. Xhen 
a BoxpbiMt tt : K —•—> A i s kemtl of a morpMan a * A ->-^ > B 
i f 
( i) aa « 0 t and 
(ii) if on* « 0 for oay otiier oorphiaa u»: K»—-> A, 
than there exista a imiqae BorphiflM Y • K* —*^> K auoh that 
T u u* 
K« — - > z *•*"•»•••"> A • K:» — > A . 
Definition 0*21*« Dtzallyy we say that a zBoxphion p 7 B ——> 6 
As j^ okyrn^ of a oorphiaa a : A —> B i f 
( i) pa *» o » aiod 
(ii) if p*a • o for any other Biorphian B — > 0* 
there exists a unique norphion 6 : c •——>> 0* such that 
p 6 p« 
B .-..i. m> 0 '-" •-> C* • B »•" ••> C», 
Remark 0.16. Kernel « / ookemel a * eqiial (a,o)/coequal (a»o}. 
Definition 0.22, A eategerr ^ i s said to have tie kemela / 
cokerneli i f erezy aorphisa in ^ has a kemsl / ookemal in(^. 
( 20 ) 
Defiaitioji 0.23* If s monowsplJiaB A» - i * > A 1« th» Ininin 
of Bm» m&pphim la (5 , tlt«a «« mi^ tJiel A* 1« e y>i!fai|.. 
8ut>ot^ j»ot of A. 
BtflnltidZk 0#25». 13ttaXly» i f an ispimorptolwm A -•JS—*> A»' i i 
cokftrnal of mmm m&rphioA in (3 ^ Hum A* * 1» onixed n 
gss taa ai^MM «^ 3«ot ©f A. 
Stfinltioii 0*24* A catagoz^ r (§ i s oalloA g^rmfl c>teg<a;3ey i f 
eToxy wamm»vphitli In i t i t noxnaX* 
Definition 0*24*. SuaU f^ i f ffiraxsr episoxpfaiM in & oategozar 
ia oonoxttaif thon tba eatagoxy ia oaXladi eonomal oatagos^ r 
< [13] , pa« ) . 
Sifinition 0*25* lm% & 1m m nozmaX and oonoxnaX oatagoxgr 
with leaxnals taoA eo)»maia* Wa aagr that & i» tm axac^ a^taj^ qoey 
i f avaxy noxphifla a t A *»"" •> B oan h« wxittan a« a 
eo«f aaition A '•*'*^ "'-> X ">*• •>> B » whaxa t ^ «A apjUwxphi i 
anA a ia a wMMMaxphiin., 
HaaarlE e#X7» BaaX aatagoiqr «f an leiaot eatagoxy ia axaat. 
( 21 ) 
A stqaeno* of aorphlswi 
in an «xaot oattgoxy i s oalX«d an aocaot sequenoe i f 
^^ ^*i*l^ * ^^*A^ ** ^ aubob^acti of Aj^ ^^ ^ for evoigr i . 
Definition 0«26. An a^ditiTt category ia a oatagoxar(^ 
togathar with an abalian atmotura on eaoh morphias seta 
0uoh that the following conditions eve satiafiad t 
( i) fha ooa^ositlon ftinetiona [^$02 X rA»^ E>?-^ > [AfC] 
ara hilinaar, !i!bat i s » i f a$ p e [A*BJ and Y 6 CB»OJ « than 
T(a+p) • Ta + YP and i f Y e fAfS] and a , p C l.B,C] then 
(a4.p)Y « <XY • PT« 
( i i ) 3ha saro dcvent of ahelian groupa bahairas as 
U9rit Morphiaua* 
!)afinition 0*27* A OAtagoxy (9 i s ahelian i f 
(i) & has a save ohjact* 
(ii) J^r afazy pair of ebjaets, thara ia « pradaat and 
a SUB* 
(iii)E?ary iiozphiai has a kamal and ookamA* 
( 22 ) 
ilr) Brtxjr mmatmaixfphitm i s * ktm«i •t Mm% soi^iam 
and •v«xy •pSnorpMsa i s oolffmaX of soa* »or$MMi. 
fh«ov«oi 0*2• Shs folXflfiring statsments «r« •ciuiima.ent 
(ft) (^  i s aa abslien oatsgos^ 
(1)) (^  lias loex}t«l» o i^msl t finite produotsy f inits 
ooproduots and i s mxmaX and eonoxmal. 
(o) (^  1ms puslicmts and pulltiaclcs and i s nox»a3. and 
eoaoasnaX ( [13] t P#55 >• 
Wit we sbaXX defina oartain objacts $M a oategoxy' t 
Stflnition 0»28« An ol>jae1; :? i s a oatagozy (^  i s y.ro;|acti'y| 
i f and only i f fos^  avaxy diagi?i«B 
JL ••liliinlMI——»MMW imiMlMI I ^ J ^ t I 
with • -* •'*> A* * an aplaarphitMi tbare azists a uniiiua »oi^liiiK 
( 25 ) 
p ^,».^> A nakiztg tbe dlagrttn oonoatatlire. 
Jroposltlon 0.3. If P • ® a?, and i f caoh %< Is proJectiYe, 
l e i * * 
thea f 10 pro3«otiT« • Oonverotly in a oategoiy with ii«ro 
objcot » i f F i s projective then each :B^ 1B pro^eotlYe 
<C2l t t3 l t 113]). 
3)efinition 0.29. An ohject Q in a oategoiesr & i» in3getl.ve 
i f and only i f for er&cr diagroB 
A * >«" i im <• n«»> A 
•V ^.-
With A* —~*> A a nonomoxphiaDDi there exiata a miiqae norphiea 
A ~ - > Q making the diagran ooniaatatiTe {13'] • 
Propoaition 0.4. If Q • TJ Qj. » *Jiea Q i» indaetire i f f 
X 6 1 
eaeh Q^ la injeotive. 
Definition 0.30« in eaaential eacteneien of an object At la 
a •onoaoxphlan A* •>—*> A aaoh that for angr nonaere aahohjeot 
Aj^  of A , A* n A^  ^  0. 
( 24 ) 
IhtoriM 0.3. A moncmcmphXm u : A* — » > jl is an »s8tntlil 
monoaorphlaBi if and only if rrtry «orphi«n f t A «—•> B 
saoh that fa is a BononoxphiaB in|>lies that f is a wtmemoT^ 
phiaft [15] • 
Remark 0.18* for oiar ptirposs » «a Shall oonsidtr th#oresi 0*3 
as the definition of essential extension of A* or essential 
ISnally » we also haive essential ret3raotion. 
Definition 0.31* M in^eotivs envele|>^ for an oh^eot A is 
an essential extension A ^-*-^> Q with Q injeotiire* 
IXially t we say that an essential retraotion P «»-*«•> A 
is p^aye^ ective coysr of A if P is pro^ectire [15] • 
Remark 0*19• She concept of essential extension and essential 
retraction are the generalisations of concepts of large end 
small respeotiyel^ in the theory of modules. 
0«1«9* Qmnerators and cogenerators 
Sefinitiott 0.32* A fwiily of objects (U^j is called a 
iei 
family of generators f«r m eategozy ^ i f for erery pair of 
distinet morphimw a * p t A »«*> B , there exists m morpMmi 
( 25 ) 
u : tF^  •«•> A for •one i such tliat (m ^  ^» 
Stfinition 0*72 • DaalS^ » w« dtfln« tmilT of cogtaratorj 
If for ffTozy pair of dlstinot norphins a « ^ S • •«..^> B 
tbftre eseistt a aospblam u.: B -H.-^> 0^ for sono i amh 
tbat U« f' up* 
Remark 0.20. If the f^ onily [^^\ contalne only one object 
U(8aQr)t then U i s called g«ierator / oogenerator in the 
oategoxar* 
theorem 0«4* I<et 17 • Q 0^  be in * oategonr with xero 
iei * 
ob|eot, fhen 0 ie generette^^l^ind 0 1 ^ i f eaeh VI4 ie 
generator tX] • 
0,1,3.0« Itoflectiyity and corefleetiTity 
2)efinition 0.33. IietS* he a euhoategoxr of a eategozydand 
A he an eto|eot of @. A refleotiim of A in (^ i s «n oh;)eot 
R(A) e{f * tegether with a serpliiMi 
pj^ : R(A) > A 
•aoh that for erery ohjeet V e^» end erexy verphiflB A»—-> A 
there eziete a unifiue vorphiflB A*—«•> R(A) in^* each that 
(26 ) 




J l f J | , l « • • •——••» m mil • • • ^ ^ 
l i coiamatativ«. 
Definition 0.33*. Dually , A — > R(A) Is called coreflectlon 
of A In (?• If R(A) t0* end If for auar norphlew A -*—> A« 
with A« t (?• there exlate a wnlqae oorphlan R(A) -«^> A« 
such that the following diagram 
A - •> R(A) 
^ 
A« 
la oewmtailTe ( UlJl » pa28 ). 
Definition 0.34. If each oh|eot A in ^  has a refleotlon / 
oerefleetlon In the sabeategoxy &\ then 0' Is called 
( 27 ) 
geflegtl^i / coren^otlve •abcattgory of @ ([l3] , pa29 ) 
0«2» gi&tian0 of ftmotorg 
In this section # firstly , we give the ooneept of 
ftioiotors t covarlant and oontraTarlant t with their examples 
ana later on we define certain epeoiaX tsrpee of factor* 
0uoh 9» sahftootor f induaion functor » identity functor t 
full , faithfbl f emh#ddlng « Hom< » Veneor and adjoint 
fUnotosm eto« We also give certain results regarding the 
functions » «Ailch are useful for our fold^ier work. 
0,2«1, Se^initions and eacaaples 
Definition 0«5S« 3jet & and @* he two categorieo, A oovarlant 
functor 2 : @ ' — > (? * is an asalgment of an object 
T(A) e ^« to each object A e (? and a morphias !P(a): f (A)—>T(B) 
to each morphias a : A -•«—> B in @ each that the following 
conditions are satisfied • 
(i) |g*g»yi*t;^on,of,,i<|«n^it|,es : for each object A € (?, 
(ii) Preserratlon of ccBpositien : If pa is defined in ^, 
then T(pa) • T(p) T(«> ([15] , p,49 ). 
She categozy @ i » called the domain of the functor t » 
( 2B) 
and ttm category (^ is <sall«d the oodomaln for t . 
Dtflnitiott 0.56• A oontrafyaglant ftoaotor f I 
laeo an aesigmiant of an objtot t{k) e (^ * to «aoh objaot 
kt^ and a aorpbifli f(a) • f (B) «**-*»> S(A) to eaoh morphlaa 
« : A — . > B in Smxib. tbat 
(i) Eraeerfatlon of idtntitjoa ; Jbr aacli objaot A € ^ , 
(11) |g«»g«3t4ffl ,^ ,l..„«»1!^ Sm><^ «^ 1fiQa •• If Pa 1« daflned 
la @ , than 3r(pa) • f(a) 5?(p), 
Renarlc 0,21. aSo each oontraTaplant Itinotor t I & —^> (^ « , 
and a eoTarlant funotor 
froDi 0 into (S oxh asaoolatad in a natural nanner»aad 
Tioe Tersa ( Ll l t p*7 )• So that the general stady of 
contraivarlant funotors oan always he reduced to the study of 
eoTariant funotore. 
Definition 0.3T. A ftanotor f : (9 - — > (^ « i» a imhftanotor 
of the fkinotor 0 : (9 - -—> @* i f F(A) ^ 0(A) for each 
ohjeot A of (? • and f (f) • 0(f) |y(A) » preoiBe3y the 
diagrfli 
P(f) 
y ( A ) ••"" •'•'—•"•«•» • •> F ( B ) 
i(A) i(B) 
0(A) •— 2ll i > G(B) 
( 29 ) 
i« oomsutatiTS , for a U f e [ A , B ] ^ t wbert i(A) and i(B) 
Definition 0.38, Oie coTarlant functor I : ^ - « — > ^ , 
fluch that IQ (A) • A for all A e (? and 1 ^ (a) • a for 
all »oipM«i» « la (?, im oallad the |4ffl|t|L^ „fffic.t><», on(? • 
Dtflnltlon 0.39. 2itt &* t»e a auboatagoiy of ^  • Shan a 
oovariant ftanotor 0 : ^ - « — > & such that ^(A)»A, A e<?' 
and ^(a> ««a» V a € ( ? , l B called tho IncXnalon ftinotor. 
Definition 0.40. A factor « :& > &• la aald to ha a 
forf^ etftJ, fonotor if !I!(A) forgata the atruotura asaoolated 
with A 9 for all A t ^ * 
|ggjapla..Qfl^ > F • j ! b — — > fiM la a forgatftjl functorf 
which forgota the atraoture of haing ahalian » froe tha 
wategoxy of abOllan groupa to tha category of aeta. 
Other axanrplea of functora. 
Bciapla Q*14» Oonaldar tha mapping F I £na •*«--> Or , 
which aseooiataA to each aat S tha firae group f (3) ganeratad 
by S« Sinoa aach fimotion f : s «-—^> S* in "Sam can ha aactandad 
to a unlqaa groi^ hoatoaorphlini 7(f); f(S) <—<-«>> 7(S*) , yialda 
a functor 7 : Iha '*> Gir » en tha oatagory of acta into tha 
( 30 ) 
oat«gozy of groups* 
E>campl< 0>1^ » I«t (9 bo a catego:cy eaxA A be a fixed 
obj«,t of ^ . 7h«> M bar. . ooTviant fonetor T^:@—> ^ . 
with reopeet to A. Explloi^t for anjr B e (? t H (^B)« tA»Bj 
end i f « : B «*»> c tben 
H*(a) ; [A t B] > [AfCj 
is given by the rule B^(a)(x) *• ox » where x e [ ApB j . 
If ^-^  ie an additiire oategozy t then H^(B) ia an abeliaa 
grou|>)H^(a) is a group homorphiam. Henee IT is a oovariant 
fuaotor tstm^ into (£r« 
Likeirise » we ha?e the cotttrafariant Amctor H^ r^ (?—•> ais 
defined by H^^CB) « iB»A] and H^(«)x « xa for a 2 B — — > C 
aadx e [C,A] . < [15] , p.50 ) 
Remark 0.22. w H^« • This giTes the relation between 
H^ and Rj^  where A* is the dual of A* 
™9«S-.S4±2» Gonsider the category y*^^ of EnsodUlest 
where R is a coavutatiTe ring with identity and let h be a 
fixed R««odale, 
C 31 > 
Dtfine « funotlon 
f : A^  > \ 
aa followo* lor «aoh modula Z oT«r R in A.j^t l«t T(X) denota 
the tanaor product X ^ M over R of the aiodnles X and K« 
On the other hand # for eaoh homooorphian mix «-»->-> 1 of 
moduXea ofwr R la X^^ , l e t f(a) denote the tensor pi^ odnct 
T(a) •» a ^ i : X ® H > T (8 11 . 
for «c and the identity -'':&is§morpMm i of II* ftmn f i s a 
ooTariaat fUnotor* 
0.2A. SoeoloX types of f^ gitrcora 
Biflnitlon 0*41 • liet T I «M....M >^ * he a oofariant funotor 
fren tm additive oategoz^ r to an additlre oategorgr * • 
5!hen T Is called additiiye ftonotor If 3!(a -•' 6) • T{a) • T(^)• 
Definition 0,42« A oovarlant funotor S I «•.*«.> * la 
celled a •ffnft/ f l>|. i^ot^r i f Ka) i s nono/epl in • whenerer 
a i s «ono/epi in • 
Definition 0,43« 1 funotor I J -—«> • is oaa.led kernel 
preserring fUnetor if Tin) is kernel of T(a) in • when 
( 52 ) 
xi I t «—> A 10 iMxnel ot a • A -™> B la (^  . 
3)eflitltlon 0«44« Mt T 10 -«—> (p* be a coTarlant ftmotor 
f^ «B en «caet category (^ to an exaot oategozy f^. llxtiii 
we aajr that T le an exact fanetpr If T(A) -S*SU> 3»(B)Si£i>!ij(c) 
18 escaot In (?• fbr the eocaot sequeno* A —iL—> B -t—> c 
in ^ . 
Definition 0*45» A oovariaat functor T l&•.—> (Ot ^g 
called a falthftil f^ ot<>it* If for evwcy pair of ohjeot A and B 
In & the fimotlon 
[A,B] — > [ K A ) , f(B)J .•.(0,a) 
Induced tor f Is unlYarlant ( one to one >• 
Reaark 0.25. If a functor T : ( ^ ~ « - > ^ t i^ faithfta , 
then It Is called an embedding of (P Into (^  * In the sense 
of fteyd ( t3j , p.66 ). 
But In the eenee of Mitchell 113j which le genercaiy 
adopted we have the following : 
Beflnltlon 0.46. A falthf^ functor which takes distinct 
ohjeots Into distinct objects Is called on asbeddigg. 
( 35 ) 
DiflnitlOB 0,47. A ftinotdr f : @ > @« ia •*!& to t>« a 
^Ifbnetor If tb« BM^ LAtB3 — > [I(A),f(B)] iaauo«d by 
f 1« onto* 
Definition 0.48* A ftmetor T : @ > @« la representative 
i f for erery object A« e (?'^ ' there le an object A e {? each 
that 7(A) and A* are lecntorphlo, A ftOX repreaentatlTe » 
falthfol functor la called ma, ec^iilvalenet and the eategoriea 
are aald to be egalyalent eategoriea, 
Eenaxk 0*24* Uj^ to ainr , we hare dealt with the fonotora of 
one farlable. 33ie concept of fonctora of one Tarlabla can be 
generalised for the flmotora of sore than one varlaihle. fhe 
following are some of the ezax^lea : 
Eacagple 0>.l'?* 1«t M^^9 category of moAolea over a 
ring R. ©len we define a ftmctor HOB t J(^ X M^ m^ .> /z^^ 
aa V (A»B) e M^ "K M^- i . HMB (A»B) la the aet of all 
heaoaorphiflw tetm A to B jtoralng an abellan group in general, 
iad , i f a : A > B , p : C ——> D » then 
mm (a,p) : HBB (B ,0 ) > Hoa (A,!)) 
defined aa Hm («*p)(g) « pga t V g € Btxa (B,0)« 
( 34 ) 
Shtn Hoa !• m tanotor of two r«riti>l%» oontraTariant in 
til* first and oovariant in tho 0eoond« 
Sinilarly # we baT« ttm following atempX* I 
aeqwyle 0)^16. Ziot ^  INI th* oatogorsr wboao o'b^eots are 
ordered triples (R,A|^ ,|^ B) where R ie a ring^A^ ia & rii^t 
BHaodule and R^ ia a left R-nodijle. A morpbiaai of (R*%f]K^) 
into (R*fA^tfiitB*) ia , tiy definition » an ordered triple 
($»tt»7)t where (^ u^) ia a bihonosorphias of the pair (RfA^) 
into the pair (R*»i^t) a»A (<>«•) i> » hihososorphiaai of 
(R,^6) into (R%|^|B*)* Shen we hare a oovariant funotor f fros 
the category^ into the eategozgr ^^ h^ of ahelian groiq;>8 if 
3?(R,Ajj,^ B) • A ^ B 
R 
and 
f(^ yUfV) "* the hosoaesphiflK indnoed tiy i^^u^r) 
tr<m A ® B > A« 10 B« ( t i l • p«0 )* 
R R» 
in pertieular « if we take R aa a oonnatatiTa ring » then 
we get a fUnotor ® J M^ <S M^ — — > ^h , defined aa 
(D (A,B) » A (g B and 
R 
( 35 ) 
(^  (o,p) I A S> "B —*> A« ® B^ for tireiy a»P«>'^ |i 
R 
such tbAt R 
® («•?) (».!») • ( a g) p)(a,l>)« aU) ® p(b). 
!!lii8 functor i s oovariant in tioth t!ie irarialtles. 
0»2«5» HataraX ta?angito3aiation 
" "^ " ; i — i 1 i — l a j i i ^ ' i l U H i i H i i i M i l n i i l J l 1 1 1 ! • — ' 
Definition 0.49. I** %• 2^ * ^  ^ (?• be two covariant 
fiinotor« and sappose that for erexy objeot A e (? , we hare 
a motphism ^ : \iA.) — > 52(A) in (p* auch that for 
'A 
•Teijy MorphisB o J A **—-> B i n ^ t h e diagraa 




fj^ (B) . > TgCB) 
i s oeHRitatiTe, Ihen we sear that c i s a natcgal tranafomation 
JBaaJj^lS-gz " ^ denoted as "ti \ > ^2* 
It "^ i s an isoBMrphin for each ob;Jeot k of (P then ^ 
i s called a natnital equiTalenoe » and we denote i t as l.l\^ ^2* 
( 36 ) 
BropoBition 0,5. A i^ motor 3f !{? -.—> /?• i s «B tiiulYiaattoe 
If and only If t!i«p« 1« a flmotor % % ^* '-"••*->(? tog«th«r 
with nAtoral •qulvsltno* 
0#2«4« RantagkB for constyaotion ef_*Cftt* and 'Bonet* 
Eiofirk 0.23. Sow we can bove two «peolaX tsrpes of omtegoriis: 
( i) 0«t • CategQJgy of all eatg^rifit wliosa ot^j^ots 
are oategorias and daas of morpMaM i s the olasa of liatarai 
transformations between then. 
(11) Bcmot : <3ft1^ »go3=S:,ft| ^fflctqrs : I*t (?be a m a i 
oategoiey and Q * be another oategozy* Shen we hare a categoxy 
whose objects are all fiinotors from ^ te ^* t and olass of 
aorphlsBS Is the olass of al l natural transfozmatlons between 
th«B, 
0«2»5* Adjoint fttneters 
Definition O.SO. k eovarlant ftooter T : & -> &' Is 
said to be an adjoint for the ooTarlant functor S I ^ L — > ( 9 
if there la a natural equlTalenoe of set-fsaued blfunotor 
(not necessarily unique) 
( 57 ) 
^ ; [S(AO#A3 ^ [AS K A ) ] ...(o^ fe) 
'ASA 
w« also saor that 3 is a eoadjoint for f. 
She ad|olnt sitavtlon glYen Isgr natnval aquivaltnoe 
defined in (0»t») above is also denoted as ( "^  ,3»7 » ^  t @ ' ) . 
Given a natural eq^valenoe as in (0«t>) > tst A* 0 (^^^  
we denote W ^^t the aorpbiai 
Suallyt for A e @ we denote tjgr "((^j^  the aorphiaa 
-1 
7 ^%A)^ • ^^ ^ * ...(o,d) 
^T(A)tA 
these two morphiaM are vequired to define sons speoial 
tjrpes of f^moters in Chiq^ter IZ ahead, 
Beferenees 
Buour [ 1 ] f - laeabers and Ibolane L 2 J • Irerd [ 5 J • 
Qxvf [ 4 ] , Xaolane [12 ] r Mitehell [l5 ] , Zaldi [16 ] . 
CHAPTER I 
STRUCTORES ON (^  AND (^ ^ 
IN RELATION T0(?. 
1,0. ]^:^oductlon. Maclane In 1965 [l2] and Bucur-])eleanu[l] 
defined categories (^  and (9 as follows : 
Definition 1,1. let '-^  be a categoiy and S be an object of ^ , 
Then the ob;jects of f^ are pairs (A,a) , where A is an object 
of ^ ^ and a ! A —-> S a morphiom in (^  . The morphiams in ^g 
from an object (A,a) to an object (B,p) are taken to be the 
morphiams Y •> B in ^  such that the diagram 
is commutative. 
The cospoaition of the morphisma is defined in the 
usual way. 
Dually, the category (^ is defined as fbllows : 
( 39 ) 
Definition 1,2, The objects of the categoiy are pairs 
of the form (a,A), where A is an object of (? and a ! S -—> A 
is a «orphl« m (3. a e m o r p M ^ In Q^ fcom an oDJeot 
(a,A) to on object (p»B) are the morphisms Y J A — — > B in 
the category & ^leh that the diagram 
is commutative. 
In this chapter , we study the categorical notions like 
products , coproducts, eq^ualizers, coequalissers, intersections, 
cointersections, pullbacks, pushouts etc. in (^ g and ^ and 
categorical structures like completfaieas , cocompleteness , 
filteredness, cofllteredness, normality, conormality and 
abelianness for (^^ and (9 in relation to the original 
category (^  , fflrnt is , if <^ has any categorical structure 
then we investigate whether it is preserved by (^ g/ (^ 
or not. Generally , all the properties are preserved except 
that of product/coproduot which is not preserved. We find that 
it is also preserved if S is terminal/initial.object. Also , 
If any property is contained by '^o or then it is contained 
( 40 ) 
by (• provided either S is terminal or initial according 
to the situation^ In the last section of the chapterf we 
define V-category , in which certain concepts as pullbacks, 
intersections and some other structures like normality are 
preserved by @,whenever t h ^ are preserved by (3^ or & 
without any condition. 
Generally » we shall pr4ve the results for the case of 
(?3 ana roauXts .or @^ can .c proved aually. 
1,1. Initial and terminal ob.1ectg in ^c and <^ . 
In this section » we study that if ^  has initial/terminal 
object then @g/ @ also has initial/terroinal object. But 
if ^ has terminal/initial object , then (?g/ 6^ may not 
have the terminal/initial object and hence if (?has a zero 
object it is not necessary that ^g or (^ must have a 
aero object. 
I»roposition 1.1. If 6? has initial/terminal object , then 
^ / ^ also has initial / terminal object. 
Proof. Let I be an initial object of (?. 3?hen the object 
(I,i) in (^  is an initial object in (^ g, where i : I > S 
is unique morphism » since I is initial in &, This follows 
( 41 ) 
atonce as there exist only one morphlom Y I I 
such that the diagram 
.-> A in{^ 
is cOTnmtative , for all ob^ Ject (A,a) in (^ g. 
Remark 1,1, If <^ has a aero object then (^ g and ^ may 
not liave zero object, ^ r e:cample . it& U tho eategoiy of 
all groups with group homoinoirphiams, IHhen the trivial group 
is zero object inland hence (^g has initial object (0,2), 
where 0 is trivial group and z : 0 — > S is zero morphism , 
but it is not a terminal object in (^ g, because if we take 
(G«,g) another object in (?g with a nonzero homomorphiao 
g : G» 
morphism G* 
•> S , then there does not exist any nontrivial 
•> 0 such that the diagram 
( 42 ) 
Is coamutatlve, 'Sbla Iniplies that [(Cr*tg),(0,s!)] «• ^ , 
Henc©/lt i0 not a terminal object and^thercfore^not a zero 
object* 
Similarly , (ztO), where z I S — — > 0 , Is not is an 
initial ob;Ject for 
1,2, Characterlaation of products and coproducts in (^ o/ ^ . 
La this section » we study products and coproducts in 
(^  ana gP related to &. Proclaoly , we oboerved that if 
^hao coproducts/ products,then (^ / &^ has coproducts/ 
products, ffiie converse is true only if S is terminal/initial 
object in ^ , Further , if S is a terminal / Initial object 
of ^ t '^'^'^'^ (^ has products/ coproducts if and on3^ if 
^g/ & has products / coproducts, 
lemma 1,1, If a category ^ has coproducts/ products , then 
so does ^c! / ^®. 
Proof, let ((Aj^ »aj|^ )j be a family of objects in ^ 
hence k^ t & » Since (^has coproducts , let {Q^U^} be 
^ ^ iei 
a coproduct of the family {k»\ in ^ , Ttien there exists 
^^iei 
( 43 ) 
a unique morphism Y J Q • 
dl€igrain 
.> S such that the following 
is commutative » for all i e I. Therefore , we have 
^i • ^h*^i> > (Q'Y^ ^  ^ S ' 
How we ohall show that ((Qt Y )» U4f ia coproduct 
of the given fcmlly in ^ „ , It has already seen that 
i^ • ^h*\^ ^ ^^»^^ belongs to /^ , V i e I. 
If we consider another family (( QSY*)f ul 
ui : (A4,o.) > (QSY') in (^s / , then we 
have the following diagram 
( 44 ) 
Now , as Q i s the coproduct of the family ^AA in (9 
there muet exist a unique morphisa & t Q ———> Q* 
such that , A^  — > Q >Q« » A^  > Q*, V i e I* 
Since 
r^^i « r*ui ° aj. " Tttj^  f Vi e I , 
iisplies Y'6 " T f "by the uniquOTiess of raorphiam in the 
definition of coproduct • !i!herefore f we have the unique 
morphism 
6 : (Q,T) > ( a ' , r * ) 
in (^ such that 
V i . Hence | (QfY)t u,! is coproduct of the given family. 
^ ^ iei 
Ihe pther port con be proved similarly 
How we prove the converse of the above lenana as follows T 
lieHsaa 1,2, If (^  / (3^ is a category with coproducts/produots 
and S is a termiic^/initial object in Q t then so is 
( 45 ) 
Proof. Let j A. I "be a family of objects in (^ • Since S 
^ ' i e i 
i s a terminal object » there exist unique morpbisms 
o. • A^  ——> S , V i 6 I . So we have a family f(A^><*jL)/ l e i 
of objects in {^ g. l e t {(Otq)* u ^ j be coproduct in (^g 
iSX 
of the family ( (A4 ,o^) / ^QJ . Then we claim that JQ,UJ^J 
is the coproduct of the family {A4? in ^  , For f if we 
^ i e i 
have another family (Q*»^|^ 1 ^ 1 • -^ 1 " ^ Q' ' **'®'^  • 
id 
since S is a terminal object , there exists a morphisn 
qf ; Qt > s such that A^ — = — > Q» >S « A^-~i-->S, ^iei, 
implies u| e (^g , V i C !• Thus , we have a family 
\^(QSq')» uJ j in (^ , Therefo:ife , there exists a unique 
XVrX 
morphiam T I (QtO.) — * — — > (QSq*) such that 
u, T ui 
U^,a^) i~->(Q,q) > (QSq'V (Aj^ fa^ ) ^>(QSq»). 
Vic I , and hence we have a unique Y I Q > Q' such 
that 
u. T ui 
^i — ^ — > Q > Q* " ^i — ^ > Q* t 
V i 6 I, This proves that & has coproducts, {| 
( 46 ) 
The above two lecmas 1,1 and 1,2 give the following 
proposition I 
Proposition 1.2. If ©has coproaucts / products . then 
'3s/(f also has coproducts / products . and the converse 
is true if S is a terminal / initial object inS* . {| 
How , we atu% the situation for products / coproducts 
in (?/ &^. 
Lemma 1,3, If (y has products / coproducts » then so does 
(?g/ &^ provided that S is a terminal/initial ob^dct of (^ . 
Proof, Let {(A^ ,a^ )j be a family of objects in (^ g.Then 
id 
we have a family { k^l of objects i n ^ , Let iV,vA 
^ i e i ^ ^^iei 
be the product of the family i^  A^  J in ( ? , !I!hen wo have the 
^ ^ i e i 
followins diagram 
i 47 ) 
Since S i s terminal object , a^p^ * 02^2 * *•• * <ijPi "••• ^ i -
So f put a^p, » p , V i e I, Now we shall show that [(P,p),PjJ 
i s product of given family in (^.Otrviously pj^  6 (^gtVi 6 I, 
I«t {(P»,pO,PJ[ I Pl : (P'»p*) > (A .^a^ )^ } be 
i6I 
another family of morphisms in (9g, Then we have following 
diagr^n 
%• definition of product , there exists a unique map 
X : p» > p» in 0 such that p»-I-.>p—1>A^«P» J:->A^, |/1 ei. 
Now , pr » ^iPi^ *• f^z^l •* P' implies that Y:(PSP»)—>(PfP) 
is a unique norphism in (|^  such that 
(pi ,Y') >(P,Y) ^i->(A^,a^)-(P« ,Y»)-^> (A^.a^) 
( 48 ) 
Vl C I . This proves that ^ has products. |i 
lemma 1,4. Let S be a terminal / in i t ia l object in a category 
(3» Then , i f (?g / (9^ i s category with products/coproducts 
then so i s (S*. 
Proof. l e t ikA he a family of objects in ^ , Since S 
^ i e i 
i s a terminol object » there exist morphisms a^ ^ I A^  ——.> s , 
V i 6 I . Thus t we have a family ((Aj^a^) } of objects in 
^ ^ iei 
^ g , let {(P>p)fP^{ be product in ^9^ of the family \^^t^i)]^,^i 
in (?g. Then we claim that { P,p^ ] is the product of given 
iwX 
family [kA . For , if t^'t Pl / "be another family of 
^' iei ^ iei 
morphisms , and since S is a terminal object , there ©cists 
pi a. p» 
a morphism p» : P» > S such that P»-i->A^-i->S=P» >S, 
implies that p^ ^ C &^^ V i € I. So we have another family 
l(P*tP*)»pl { in ^o» Hence , by definition of product > 
^ iei ^ 
there atists a unique morphian YI (P'tP*)—> (P»p) in (^ g 
such that 
Y VA Pi (pi,pt) >(P,p)—i->(A^,ai)-(P»,p») ^ CA^ »«i) 
Vi e I , Hence , we have imique Y • P*—•• > P in (^such that 
( 49 ) 
V l e I, This proves that C has procluets. || 
Lemmas 1,3 and 1.4 imply tho followlaig characteriaatlon I 
Proposition 1,2, let S l)e a terminal/initial object in *?, 
!Ehen ^ has products / coproducts if and only if Qj@ has 
products/coprAducts. 
The following theorem is a generalized statement of 
propositions 1,2 and 1,5. 
Theorem 1.1, let S be a terminal/initial object in the 
category Q , Then (• has products and coproducts if and only 
if the category (^ / (^ has products and coproducts, 
1,5. caiaracterieation of equalizers and coequalisers in QJ^" 
In this section » we investigate that (^  and (? have 
equalizers and coequalizers whenever Q has equalizers and 
coequalizers respectively. But the converse is only true if 
S is terminal and initial object in for (^  and ^ 
respectively, 
Iiefflma 1.5, If (^has equalizers / coequalizers , then so 
( 50 ) 
doea g g / (^. 
Proof. let Tj^  t Yg t ^ ^'^^ ^ (^ »**2^  ^ ® ^ ** 
morphisms In (^ , Then Tj^ t T2 t ^ x ^ ^ 2 ®^ ® *^'"' raorphiams 
in ^ , Let K «—^ > k^ be equalizer of Y^ ^ and Yg in &» Ihen 
we have a morphiem Y =* c^ M • '^ ——~-> S and hence (K,Y) 6 ^g 
and jU : (K,Y) > <s^*\) in (?g. 
M 
low we shall show that (K,Y) — — — - > {i^^tiy) is the 
equalieeus of T^ and Tg in 6^. 
Since Yj^ M *=» YgM in ^  t hence in (9Q. Uext , if 
(K%T*) - — ^ — > (AjfOj^ ) t>e another morphism in ^ Such that 
M' Yi U* Yo 
(K» ,Y') >(A^,ai) i-XAg.agXK* ,Y«) XAJO^L)—^XAg.ttg) 
!Chat i s , we have the following coramutative diagram 
-> S 
( 51 ) 
That ie , VT,,U» « YgM* ^ ^ • 2Mo Implies that there ex i s t s 
a unique raorphlsm 6 I K* —-——> K such that 
K« > K > kj^ « K' > J^, 
rrowjsince T^ »C3_Mfi»«2.M'=YStherefore, T : (K%Y0—>(K,Y) e <?g 
such that 
(K*,V) >(B:,Y) >(J3^,o^)«(KSY»)™—> i\fO^) 
in (?g. This proves that (9g has equalisers. | 
On the other wide » we have the following lenaaa t 
Lemma 1.6, Let S be a terminal/initial object and (^ / & 
has equalisers/coequallzers. Then so does & • 
Proof • Iiet Yj^ t Yg 2 ^  — . — > Ag be two morphiaos in @ • 
Since S is a terminal object , we have Y^^tYgUA^tOl)——>(A2»a25 
in f^ g, where ctj^  I A^ — « ~ > s , i « 1,2 ; are unique morphiaras. 
let n ; (K,Y) > (A^f^) fee equalizers of 
^1*^2 • ^ ^'^^ "~ ^ (^ •*'2^  ^  ^ • ^ ® ^ *® shall show 
that fi : K > A^ is equalizer of T^t'^2*h ^ *2 ^ ^ » 
( 52 ) 
Since X-^fl « Y2M i» &3 >ie»c© In (<? . Hext i f K» > Aj^  
be another morphiem i n ^ mioh that Yj^ M' " T2M' i n ( ? • I^ ow 
since S i s a terminal oT>ject^there csKiots a unique morphi0m 
k* ; K* —-.—.> S and hence we have a morphiam 
/i« : (E» ,k» ) > (A^^Oj) 
in g'g such that Tj^ jU* » Y2i^' in <?g, Kiia implies that there 
exists a unique morphism 6 : (K%k») — > (K»k) in {^g 
such that 
(K* ,ict) >(K,k) - X A ^ . O J ^ M K ' ,k») H^i^Uj) 
in (SQ, aSiorefore , we have unique morphiaa 6 !K»-»——> K 
in (^ such t M t 
K» > K > A^  " K« -> A^^ 
Xhis proves that (^  has equalizers, || 
Iienmas 1,5 and 1,6 imply the following proposition I 
Proposition 1,4. If equalizers/coequalizera then so 
does (^ & and the converse is true provided S is 
( 53 ) 
terminal/initial object in @ . 
Ubw , we study the behaviour of coequalizors/equaliaers 
in 0^ Q^ in relation to ^ • 
lemma 1.7. If ^ has coequaliserd/equalizers i then so does 
Proof. let TTfT2 I (^»*^^ — — — , > (AgtOg) be two morphisms 
in ((?g. 1?hen T^ i^Tg ! Aj^  - ~ - ~ > Ag are i n © . let Ag-^ • •••> K 
be coequaliaers of Yj^ tTg in<?. How as Y-j^tTgJCAj^tO^)——>(A2»a2) 
****^ ^ *^ 2^ 1 ** *^ 2^ 2 * ^* ^0i'®fo^©» by definition of 
coequaliaers , there must exist a unique morphism kC K-———> S 
such that 
Ag >K > S « Ag =->S ««>M:(A2,02) >(K,k) 
belongs to ^^g, 
M 
Now we shall show that (AgtOCg) — ~ — — > (K,k) is 
coequalizers of Y-j^  and Tg in (^ g. 
Since jUY;]L " ^^2 ^  ^ hence in (^ , 
Next » let (Ag,ag) > (K%k») be another morphii 
( 54 ) 
in (5^ such that 
M* M' 
in 4 . Ihat i s , we have the following commutative diagram : 
Since JU'YT « M'Yp in &Q hence in^"=»> there cxiats a unique 
raorphiam 6 : K ——> K» such that the whole above diagrcan 
i s conmutative. 
Now, since k'6/ti « k»,U« « ag « kjU and /li: Ag ~ — > K i s 
coequalizer in 6* t k»6 • k, 2his in^l ies that 
6 : (K,k) > (K*,k») helonga to ( ^ and sa t i s f ies 
(Ag.ag) >(K,k) >(KSkO»'(A2,a2)- >(KSk»). 
This proves the leona. if 
On the other side » we have I 
( 55 ) 
lenana 1.8, let S be a terminal/initial object. Then, if 
(^  fQ has coequallaers/equalizers then so does & . 
Proof. let Yj^ f ^ 2 J Aj^  - ^ — « > A2 be two morphlsms in &, 
Since S is a terminal object , we have Tj^ tTg JCA^, »ou)—>(A2»a2^ 
in (% f o^ : Aj^  > S , i«l,2, Iet(A2,a2)-^>(K,r) be 
coequaliser of YT and Yg in c g. 5Ihen we asse*t that Ag-^^^—>K 
is coequaliaer of Y^ , and Yg in ^ . Since jJX^ « /^g ^^ ^ s 
it holds in & • Next » if M J A- > K* be another moiphism 
in & such that /li'Yj^  « M'Yg and S is a terminal object ,there 
exists a unique morphian Y* Z K« — — — > g guch that we 
have the following diagram 
Again t since S is terminal object , YVU» » Og *•> M* 6 (^  , 
!rhis implies that there exists a unique raorphistB 
6 • (K,Y) > (KSY») in ^ such that 
IX ^ M * 
(Ag^ag) >(K,Y) >(K8,Y*)»(A2,a2) > (KSY») 
( 56 ) 
Therefore , there exists a & I K - — > K» in (? such that 
Ag — > K > K« « Ag > K«. 
This proves the lemma, {{ 
These two lemmas give the following proposition I 
Proposition 1.5. If @ has coequalizers/equalizers , then 
so does (SQ / (S and the converse is true if S is 
terminal/initial object in &. 
Proposition 1.4 and 1,5 can be strated together as 
follows : 
Theorem 1.2. If c? has equalizers and coequalizers, so does 
&S / ^ • Conversely , if S is a terminal/initial object 
in ^and ^ / @^ has equalisers and coequalizers 
then (9 has also equalizers and coequalizers, 
1.4, Characterization of pullbacks and pushouts in ,<^g/ <^ , 
This section serves the study of pullbacks and pushouts 
in (^ (^ A» relation to ^ . That is , we observe that 
if & has pullbacks or pushouts then so does ^g and ^ 
both , and the other way is true provided S is a terminal 
( 57 ) 
and initial object of the category respectively. 
Lemma 1.9, If the category & has pushouts/pullbacks , then 
t 
so has the categoiy &^ / @ • 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
(A,a) .-«-.—.-«—.> (A^fO^) 
"^ 
..^(l.a) 
in @^ 9 v/hich i s the same as the following commutative 





• • • (l«b) 
Therefore , we have the following diagram 
•'111 •— W I W I I X I — 
\ 
V 
• • • \-*-f C / 
( 58 ) 
Since ^ has pushouts , l e t the followirig commutative 
sqixare 
: > h. 
Nk H 
% . • . ( i . d ) 
V 
•> P 
be pushout diagram of (l.e) in Q . 
How as diagreoQ (l.b) ia commutative, i.e. Oj^Y^ « ^ ^ z » 
there exists a unique morphism p : P > S such that 
P4 
-> P •> 3 « AJ •> S , 
i.e. Tp^ « a^ , 1 « 1,2 ; «»> pj^ ^ : (A^,a^) >(P,p),i«l,2 \ 
are in @^ and (P,p) € (?g. 






( 59 ) 
in (^ g. Now t we shall show that the diagram (l,e) is the 
pushout diagram for the diagram (l.a). 









• • • vl»*y 
h© another commutative square in ^ l . e . , p£ Y^ ^^ P^J "^ 2 ^ 
(^  , hence in ^ . 3Siis implies that there exists a unique 
moiTphism T J P > P* such that 
p; A^ -JL-> p > P» w A^ i^-.> pi , i«l,2. 
How » as P*Tpj^  " P*P£ " a^i * PP^ » 1 « 1 » 2 , and (l.d) 
is pushout for (l.c), we have p'Y • p ***•> Y I(P»p)-—->(PSp') 
belongs to @g such that 
P4 Y p!, 
(A^,a^) —i—>(P,p)~—>(Pf,p»)-(Ai.ai) *^->(P',p«)^ i^ ''^  
Thus & has pushoutg* II 
( 60 ) 
I^ inma I.IO, If S is a terminal/initial object and (^  / 
has pushouts / pullbacko , then so does & . 
rOB 
Proof, Let 
A — \ 
h 
•••(l»g) 
be a diagram of morphisma in & • Since S is a t erminal 
object , we have the followins diagram 
(A, a) i. (^^,a^) 
...d.h) 
in ^ , where a ; A > S , oc^  ! A^ ~ - > s are unique 




(Ag^ag) •> (P»P) 
( 61 ) 
be puohout of the diagram (l#h) In &Q* Then we have the 
following commutative diagram 
> h 
h 





• • • Vl • J / 
in &, How we prove (l.J) is pushoutjbr (l.g), 5br this, 
let 
be another conanutative diagram in© • Then , since S is 










in (^a* Since (l.i) is pushout of (l.h) in (§l)there exists 
( 62 ) 
a unique morphism X I (PtP) "•••"---> (PSp*) in i^s ®"®^ *^* 
(A^,a^)-«i->(P,p) >(PSp»)«(A^.a^)--3;>(PSpO,i«l,2, 
Therefore, there is Y ! P -> P* in @ such that 
Pi Y W 
Aj^«—i—>P >^P» » A^—^^> P«, i«l,2. 
!I?his completes the proof, jj 
Ihe above two lemmas imply I 
Proposition 1.6. If C has pushouts/pullbacks » then eo 
does {9^ f @ and the converse is true provided S is 
terminal/initial object in the category @ . 
Iiemma 1.11. ItQ has pullbacks/ pushouts » then so does 
Proof. (Consider the diagram 
(v«i> 
(Ag.Og) 2 > (A,a) 
i"i • • • V"*«.K^ 
( 63 ) 
In (^. Oxen we liave the dla^am 
h 
V 
h - . - > A 
in (^» Since (? haa pullbacks , l e t 
P — h wtmtm^ h 
h 
A^-' — > A 
be pullback diagram of (1, 1) in (? , implying 
«2P2 " « ^Zh " « ^ 1^ 1 " hh 
...(1,1) 
••«.(l.m) 
fhercfore , we may consiaer p «• a^0^ » agPa * ^  — - > S , 
which implies that (P,p) e (^  and p^:(P,p)—•>(A^,aj^)e (^ g, 
i « 1,2 ; auch that the following diagram 
(P»p) % 
(A2,a2)- •> (A,a) 
,,.(l,n) 
( 64 ) 
la commutative in (§^ , How, if we consider 
h 




• • • ( l . o ) 








Since (l,m) i s pullback square of (1 , 1 ) , therefore , 
there ex is t s a unique morphism T J I" ——-> 3? I n ^ such that 
Y Pi 
p i > p — ^ -> A^ « P« i«> A^  , 1-1,2, 
How , pT • a^ pj^ T " a^^l " P* 
Then Y I (P»,p»)——> (P»p) i s a unique morphism in (?« 
( 65 ) 
ouch that 
T ^4 Pi (pt ,pi) ->(p,p)—i->(A^,a^)«(P« ,p •) ^HA^pa^) 
This proves that (l.m) ia the pullback diagram for 
(l.k). II 
How, wo Bhall chock the reverse way of the lemma 1.11, 
Lonma 1,12. liet S he a terminal/initial object and Q^Q 
has pullbacka/ pushouts, aJhen so has O , 
Proof. Iiet 
..•(l.q) 
A g - .> A 
be a diagraa in (^ , Since S is a terminal object, we have 
the following commutative diagram 
,..(l.r) 
in (^and hence the following diagram 
( 66 ) 
(i4..«i) 
• . . ( l . s ) 
(Ag.ag)- ->(A,a) 
in {^ s* Since (PQ has pullbacks, l e t the following 
comniutative diagram 
( P » p ) ••—•—•'"• — — - > (A^^OIJ^) 
...d.t) 
- > (A,a) 
be a pullback diagram of (l.s) in (^ . Hence we have a 
commutative diagram 




in(? • Kow we shall show (l.u) is the pullback diagram of 
(1, 1 ) . For this , let 







Tje another commutative square in(? . ITow as S Is terminal 






a c(»Biautatlve square in (3^, How as, (l»t) is pullback 
square for (l.s) therefor© there exists a unique morphism 
T : ( P S P M > (P,p) such that 
(P ,pf) >(P,p)—i->(A^,a^)=(P»,p»)——>(A^,a^), i«l,2 
in (^ , Thus , we have a unique morphism T I P' > P in 
such that 
( 68 ) 
The above two lemmas imply : 
Proposition 1,7. If (?haa piillbao^/pushouts^thGn so floes 
(^  /(?« . and t.e converge is true i. S lo te^lnal/inltial 
object. 
Proposition 1,6 and 1,7 lead to the following theorem I 
Theorem 1.3. If (^  is a category with pullbacks and pushouts, 
then so is the category (3^ @r^ and the converse holds in 
case S is terminal/initial object in (9 • 
The following corollary is an immediate conseepience of 
theorem 0.1 and theorem 1,3. 
Corollary 1.1. Tt& has generalized pullbacks and generaliaed 
pushouts then (S^ and @ also have generalized pullbacks 
and pushouts. Conversely , if S is a terminal/initial object 
and ^ / (?^ has generalized pullbacks and generalized 
pushouts 9 then so has (9 . 
1.5. Characterigation of intersections and cointersectiona 
This section is devoted to the study of intersections 
( 69 ) 
and colnteraectlona in @^ @ In relation t o ^ , Wo 
observe that if @ haa cointersections / intersections » then 
so has (9Q / & and the converse is true only if S is a 
terminal / Initial object of (? , We also study the situation 
in (?g/ (3 for Intersections/cointersections in a similar 
manner. 
lemma 1,13. If (9 has cointersections/intersections then 
so does {9g / @^. 
Proof. let \ (A,a> —-i—-> (A, ^ a^)/ be a family of 
CLUotient objects of (A,a), Then | A =—> kA is a 
*^ i6I 
family of quotient objects of A in (? . Let A —£.-> A* be 
cointersection of the family | A Pi 
-> A If i e i 
in Q. Then 
we have the following c<Mmmitativo diagram I 
A » » 
> a^^ « a , y i e I^ by definition of morphisas in (?g 
( 70 ) 
Since A -— •> A* is the cointeroection of ?<*• in(? » there 
exiotG a unique morphism 6 ; A» > $ in@ such that 
fip " a « aj,pj^  or ^MV^ *=* a^Pj^ • Vi 6 I , since p^ '^s are epi, 
6V|^  « a^ , V i e I , a»> T^ I (A^tff^) > (AS6) belonss 
to ^ for all i e I, 
p 
Ifow , we shall show that (A,a) > (A'ffi) is cointer-
section of the given family, Jtor this , let (A,a)-^-—>(A»%6») 
be a morphisra in (^ g such that 
(A,a) >(A»»,6*) « (A,a) i-> (A^ »a|^ ) ^-—> (A»S6«) 
in @Q and hence p^v! » p» in (?. Since p T A — — — > A* is 
r Pi ) 
a cointeroection of the fataily v A — * — > A, f , there 
^ ^^iei 
exists a unique morphism /i ! A* — — > A»* such that 
^^i " "^ i • "^ i e I. 
Now , * ' / ^ j . " fi*vj[ •* ^ i " ^j[ » V i » and since v^»s 
are epimirphisms , 6*(i » 6 ««=»> ^ : (A,6) ——> (A»»,6») 
belongs to (?3 such that 
(A^,a^) —i-XASS) >(A»' ,6«)-(Aj, ,a^)~i.> (A»»,60. 
( n ) 
ftduB proves the lemiaa. i| 
®ie oonverae oituation Is given by tho following lomma I 
Lenana 1,14» If S io a terminal/initial object in & and 
6Q / @ has cointerooction/lntorsection , then so doeo(? . 
I*roof« Iiot / A • — — > A A be a family of quotient objects 
of A in ^ , Since S is teiminal objoot , we have a family 
{(AtOt) - — - > (A-fOtji^ ) j a ; A — « — > s and a^ • A^ ^ - - — > S in© 
of quotients in ^g, liet (A,a) -^—> (ASa*) be cointersection 
of this family in @Q, Hhen 
p Pi ^1 
(AfCt) —~-—> (A*,a*) a (A,a) —»-.=-> (A^ta^) -~-=—> (A*,a*) 
in gg , o M hence A -L.> A- - A-Si> A^ -^-> A-. Viei.ln^ . 
How , we show that A wE—•> A* I S cointerseotion of the given 
family in 6, Eor this , let A — * ~ > A*» be another morphism 
/^ p* Pi vi 
in 6^such that A >A* »«A«~«=>Aj^—-*-> A« •, !13ien, since 
S is terminal » there exists a mArphism a** I A « » — — > S, 
(A,a) >(A»Sa»*)«(A,a) •—i>(Aj^,a^) i-> (A»»,a»») 
( 72 ) 
in @Q, ©lorefore » there exists a unique morphiem 
6 : (A»,a») > (A'»,a»0 ouch that 
^,a^) - ^ > (A",a»«)«{Aj^,Oj^) -i.>(A«,a») >{A»Sa»») . (A 
Hence , there is a morphism fijA'-—> A» • in ^  such that 
6 
A. —±-> A«» e A^ —±-> A* > A»» 
ThlQ proves the lonma. j | 
Ihe above two lemmas 1,13 and 1,14 ic^ly the following 
proposition t 
K?opo3ition 1,8, If a category & has cointersections/intersec-
tions then so has &Q / & ^ and the converse i s t rue providec 
S i s a terminal / in i t ia l object in &. 
lerama 1,15, If (?has intersections/cointersections , then 
(^ & also has interaectionsp/ cointersections, 
< % 7 
Proof, Iet{(A^,ajL) --i—> (A,a)| j^ gj be a family of 
u. 
subobjeots of (A/€) in (^ , Then [k^ — = — > AJ ^ g- is a 
( 73 ) 
fsmilS of subobjecte of A in (?. Let A* -B—> A be Intersection 
of the family (A^ — - — > A } ^^J in (S. Then we bocve the 
following commutative diagram 
Ihis implies a£^4 •=» ^^±^1 « a u , i e i . So, conalderinf 
*^' '^ H\ • ^* ^ ^  • (ASa») e ^ and u:(A»,aO—>(A,a)e@g 
How , we shall show that u : (ASa') —«--> (A»a) is the 
Intersection of the given family. Eor this, let (Ai,a£)-5i-.>(A,a) 
be another morphlsm in (?g such that 
u» vi u^ 
(Aftoj") >(A,a)»(A£,a£) *> (A^.a^) —i-> (A,a) , 
i e I , in (?e and hence , we have 
M. } Jl_> A " AJ —i-> A, —i-> *1 
( 74 ) 
/I ^ 
In (S, How , since A» — « — > A ia an intersection of tlae 
family {k^ > A}4gj , there exists a unique morphiem 
6 : A[ > A» such that 
h 
"i .«> A» --i-> Aj^  « A£ i> A^ , V i e I , in (?. 
Now a*6 " i^"""!^  " ^i^i "* ^ 1 topli^s that there exists 
6 : (AJ , aj[) — > (A% a») in (9g such that 
in ^g. Ihen completes the proof. ) j 
Converseljr , we have the following I 
iCTima 1.16. If S is a terminal/initial object in the category 
(B and (9^ /@ has intersectione/cointer sect ions , then 
so has &t 
Proof. let [k^—=—> AJj^ gj be a family of subobjects of 
an object A in the category & • Since S is terminal, we have 
a family |(Aj|^ faj^ ) — i — > (A,o)j^gj of subobjects of (A,a) 
in (^ . Now , as &^ has intersections , let (A»,a») >(A,a) 
( 75 ) 
be tbe intersection of the family in C^, fhen wc have 
u : A* > A InCfi' such that A» >At»A«—i->A^—i-> A. 
To prove that A» -^—> A Is an intersection of the given 
family in (?, consider a morphism A»» -^-> A in(? such that 
u* vi U4 ^ 
A»» > A « A* •-—S> k^ i-.> A , V 1 e I , in (y . 
Since S is a terminal object in , we have 
(A 11 ,a»0-^>(A,a)a(A»»,o'»>-^>(Ai»aj^) — i — > (A»a), 
Vi e I , in (^ . Therefore , by definition of intersection, 
there exists a unique morphlaa 6 r(A»*,a»»)—•—> (A»,a*) 
in (^  , such that 
(A*»,a'« ) >(A« ,a')—^XAj^ttt^XA' Sa«»)-^>(Ai,a^) 
Hence , we have the unique 6 ; A'• -~—.> A» In i^such that 
vj 6 V4 ^ 
A»«—i->A^ o A»» > A» —i--> A^  , V i e I in (5 ' . 
This completes the proof of the lemma, |) 
( 76 ) 
37he above two lemmas lead to the following proposition I 
I»5positlon 1.9« if &haB intersectlons/co Intersect ions ^  
then so has (5?g/ (9 and the converse is true if S is 
terminal/initial object in S • |{ 
The above two propositions 1.8 and 1,9 give the following 
thoor^D t 
anaeoron 1,4# If a category & has intersections and cointer-
sections , thon gg and (^  ^  ha^e also intersections and 
cointeraections. Conversely , if S is a terminal/initial 
object in the category @ and the category i^^/ @ has 
intersections and cointersections then so has (3 • \\ 
1,6. Conditions for comioleteness and cocoatpleteness of ,<3g 
and Q^^. 
In this section, we introduce the notions of completeness 
and cocompleteness in the categories above and below objects 
and determine the conditions tander which these categories 
are complete or cocomplet© in relation to '^  , We first give 
the preliminary notions involved, 
])efinition 1.3« A diagram scheme S is a triplet (I,M,d), 
( 77 ) 
where I Is a set whose elements are called vertices , M is 
a set whose elements are called arrows » and d is a function 
from M to X X I, If m e n and d(m) » (if3)f then we call 
i the qrif;^ of m and j the extremJlsr of m« A diagram in 
a category ^ over the scheme E is a function D which 
assigns to each vertex i e I an object D^  of ^ and to 
each arrow m with origin i and extremity j , a morphism 
D(m) e [Dj, , D^ 3 ( [133 t P. 42 ). 
Definition 1.4, If D is a diafjram In a category (^ over the 
diagram scheme £ = (I,n,d) , X,Y are aj^ objects in Q , 
we call a family of morphisms \ X —-±—•> D^  f a 
^ ^^iei 
cgm^atlhle family for D if for every arrow m C M the 
diagram 
D(m) 
is commutative. This family is called a limit,,for D if 
it is compatible , and if for eveiy compatible family 
|y —.-> nA , there is a unique morphian Y — - > X 
XwX 
such that , for each i e I , we have Y >X-
•>»i-^- .>D, , 
-T\S\-=^  
( 78 ) 
or the following diagram i s conmiutativo 
D(m) 
aiQlly , we have the concept of collmit of D. 
IJltchell [13J has proved the following proposition , 
Proposition 1.10. A category (9 is complete iff it has 
products and finite intersections , dually » it is cocompleto 
iff it has coproducts and finite cointersections. 
55ie above proposition 1.10 , with proposition 1.2, and 
1,8 leads us to the following theorem . 
Theorem 1.5. A category (^ / @ ^ is cocomplete /complete 
if ^ is cocomplete/complete, ©le converse is true axily if S 
is a terminal/initial object in (9 . 
We also have the following theorem. 
TheorCTi 1.6. Let S be a terminal/initial object of (? . Then 
( 79 ) 
(^  / ^ Is a complete/cocomplete intogory if and only if 
@\M a cofflplete/cocompleto category, 
1,7. Conditions for ^^ o and being filtered and 
cofiltered categories 
A filtered category is defined \s^ H.B.Stauffer - [15] , 
3ji this section , we again observe the same type of ph^ joaaffimm 
in (5^  and as we have been observing in other cate-
gorial structure. In the converse situation the existance 
of terminal/initial object in (^  is as important. 
Definition 1,5. A category Q is called filtered category 
if it satiGfies : 
(i) Ibr any two objects A and B of (^ , there exist 
an object D in @ and morphiems D -—> A, D -—> B in (^ , 
(ii) For each pair of raorphisms a,p J A -—> B tn &, 
there exists a ,morphiams D -i—> A in (^  such that 
r a T p 
D > A > B - D > A > B 
Bullay, cofiltered oategor7 i s likewise defined. 
( 80 ) 
The following lemma follows trivially by definitions 
of Products, coproducts, equalizers,coec^ualizera,and filtered 
and cofiltered catesory. 
Ii^ nma 1»24. A category (^ is filtered/cofiltered if C'has 
products/coproducts and equalizers/coequaliaers . 
Kow, 7/e liave the following theorem , which follows 
immediately from propositionsl,3» 1.9 and lemma 1,24. 
Theorem 1,7. A category (p^ & is filtered/cofiltered 
if the category (^ is filtered/cofiltered. Conversely, if 
S is a terminal/ an initial object of the category (^ , then 
@ is filtered/cofiltered if (^ g/ 9^ is a filtered/cofiltered 
category, 
1,8, Conditiorp for (^ g and ^ bein^ g normal and conormal 
categories 
In this section , we find that if S is a terminal object, 
tlien 8 is normal if and only if Q^ is normal similar 
type of results hold for conormality, For this , we first 
investigate the behaviour of mono and ^Imorphiams in relation 
to Q % and how thi^ are preserved. 
( 81 ) 
Iiemma I JS . If f t (Aj^ tOj^ ) >(A2»a2VCai»A3)~->(a2»^2^ 
13 a MonomorphlWepteorphiaa In @J &^ , then t'.k^—> A^ 
i s a monomorphlsia /©ptaorphiam in the categfSfry @ » ftirther 
i f f e (^ and i s a mononoi^phiom/epimorphiam In th© category 
(? , thon i t i s monomorphism/epimorphlsm in the categoiy 
Proof. Let C —i—> Aj^  > Ag « C — - ^ > A^^ > Ag i n ^ . 
Since f ; ^^»*^) —.-> (A2ta2^ » ^^ \i2ei^^ the following 
coEBnutativo diasrams 
^ 1 ** ^ 2 "^^ ®2^X " "2*^2 ""^ " l^ l • ^ ^ 2 *• ° '^ ^^ i^^^ 
=:=«=> Yj^ fYg 6 (^ and we have 
Y f Y f (C,a)-^>(A^,Oj^) >(A2,a2)«(c,a)-^>(Aj^,aj^) >(A2,o^ ) 
in (3g, Since f is mono in (^ g, Y^ - Yg in (^g hence in(9 
«"•> f is monomorphigBi in 
( 82 ) 
Other part lo obvious because , if Xyf « Tgf i» (^  
hence in (S «='> YTL « Y2. 
Leiama 1,19« If S is a tenainal/an initial ob;Ject of i?he 
category & and f e (9g / @ is epi/taonomorphism in (^ @ , 
then f is epi/nonomorphism in the category @ , FArther , 
an epi/monomorphian in (9 t which is a morphias in (9g/ & » 
is epi/monomorphism in (5g/ &*• 
Proof. Let A^ > A^ «-^ i~-.> B « A^ > Ag =-> B in (b? . 




As S is terminal object , there exists a unique morphism 
B —!.-> s such tliat 6Y3L " ^^2 " ^2 *"> Y^L.TgUAgtaa^"^^^®'^)^ 
Since f is epi Ir. Sg and hence Y^^Yg' in (^  inipiies 
^1 " "^ 2 •^"^  ^ ^^ "^  hence in & , The other part is easily 
follows, II 
C 83 ) 
Remark 1.1. Thia l^nma supplies th© information that 
©pimorphloa in (5 is not induced from that in &Q unless 
S is a teiminal object » whereas the converse happens 
without this restriction^ . At the same time , the situation 
is different for c? t whenever epi in &^ is epi in (?. 
Proposition 1.11. 3jet S be a terminal / an initial object 
of a category (i?. Then ^ is normal/conormal if and on3y if 
(% / r^ S is normal/conomal. 
Proof. Let @be a normal category and let tl{A2^t^y'^^i^2*^Z^^^^ 
be a monomorphiom. !15icn,by lemma 1.18,f ! A^ -«-> Ag is mono 
in Qf •.'"-- "',1c. hence it should be kernel of some morphism 
r : A , - _ > B ( . a , ) l . ( ? a . ( ? is no«X. .o,. as S 1. a 
terminal object , T will belong to (^^ , hence f is kernel 
of r in (^g ««> ^ is normal^! 
Conversely » let ^g be a normal category and f JA^^—>A2 
be a monomorphiffla in (?, !I3hen , as S is terminal object , 
f e ^g and is monomorphism by lemma 1.18, hence by hypothesis 
it is kernel of some morphiaa Y in (S?g, Itius in(^ «»> (y is 
normal. 
nially , we have the following : 
( 84 ) 
Proposition 1,12, Iist S be a terminal/ an Initial object 
is conormal/normal, ij 
1.9. -Jfs ana <9S ^  abellan categories 
Thio section gives a characterization for abelianneoe 
of (§Q and ^ in relation to (^, And this ojmracterization 
directly follows froa the propositions 1,2, 1.3#1.11 and 1,12 
and the following proposition proved by ^reyd (Kitchell £13] ) 
P*33 ) 
Proposition 1,13. A category (? is abelian if and only if 
^ h a s puahouts , pullbacks and is normal and conormal, |{ 
We obtain the following theorem for abelianness of the 
categorleB ^ g and (9^ as a consequence of Proposition 
refered to, 
©leorem 1,8, iet S be a terminal/an initial object in ^ , 
Then 0 ia abelian if and only if @Q / (^ is abelian, 
1.10, V-pategoriea ^  ^and ._,,/^ „/ ^ (f^ „ 
First we define a V-category as follows I 
Definition 1,6, A category f? will be called a V-category if 
( 85 ) 
[A,BJ i^ 0 for all objects A and B In @ , 
Example 1,1, Most of the categories are V-categories,like 
the category of sets v/ith functionOy category of groups with 
group homomorphlsms t category of rings with ring homomorphisms, 
category of modiiles with module homomorphisras etc., in geineral 
all categories of algebraic structures with corresponding 
ffiorphioms, 
5Iho category P.O.set, whose objects are members of the 
partially ordered set and morphisms arc defined as follows 
'[a,b^ « singleton if a < b 
[a.b] e jfJ if a > b , 
is not a V-category and also has no initial and terminal 
object , But there are categories , which are not V-catcgories 
but liave initial and terminal objects, eg : if we replace 
P.O.set by bounded P.O.set in the above example, then it 
will be a category , which is not a V-category , but has ter-
minal and initial objects.is upper and lower bounded respec-
tivelyr 
As we have observed so far that if ' has some property 
( 86 ) 
P (stay) , then ^ and (?®,in gGneral, poosesa the same 
property P * l>ut conversely if (§^  and (? hold some proportieo 
Hhen those properties arc possessed by 3 only if S is either 
terminal or initial object, Wow vve shall SIMW that we can 
remove the restriction of S being terminal or initial object 
in Some cases if the category » we consider , is a V~catesory 
for instance we can do it in the cas© of pullbacke/pushouts 
and intersections / cointersections, Ihe corresponding leimnas , 
in this direction , are as follows : 
Iicaffina 1.20. Iiet 
pushouts, !Dhen(5has pullbacks/pushouts. 
Proof. Suppose (^ has piillbacks and l e t 
1^ 1 
•> A 
be a dia€P:raaQi in 7-category » there always 
exis ts a morphiam say a J A —— > S %n@ , then considering 
Oj^  " a T, Z A^  - — > S and 02 " ''^  ^2 * •*2 "^"""^ S f we have 
the following diagram in (?g 
( 87 ) 
(AitOi) 
(Ag^Og) > (A,a) 








be a pullback diagram in ( ^ , Hov/t proceeding as in lanma 1,12 
w© see ttuit the coramutatiee diagram I 
P Pi h 
vj/ 
•-> A 
i s thu pullback of the considered diagram in ( ? , 
Similarly, v/c can prove the following Iranrna I 
( 88 ) 
lemma 1.21, Let (?be a V-catesory and (^ g/ C ime 
intersections/cointersectlons* Hien^also has intersections/ 
cointersections. 
Remark 1,2, If @ is a V«category without a terminal or 
initial objects then even if ^ / @ haa (i) products and 
coproduots (ii) coequaliaers/wQualizers (iii) pushouts/pullbacke 
(iv) COintersections/interseotions t it is not necessary 
that^^ may have the same properties, ThB same will he true 
if C?is not a T-category and S is not a terminal/an initial 
object. ForfCi) we have no suitable objects in ^ / C 
and for (ii),(iii) and (iv) » v?e have no suitable morphians. 
We now show that if ^  is a V-category t then the 
converse of Proposition 1.11 holds , withotit \ restriction of 
terminal/initial objects, 
Iienna 1,22, If a monomorphiaa/ an ©pimorphism f in (^ ^ 
10 th. .em.l /cocemol of o»o .o.,U» g 1. ^ / ^ . ^'-^ 
f is the kemel/cokemel of g in (? , 
"Broof, Since (A,«) >(B,p)——>(C,T)«0 in ^^ and hence 
A > B ——>C «. 0 i n ^ • Also f is monomorphism In^ by 
( 89 ) 
lerana 1»18. How , let 
we have 
A» > B > C » 0 ln6f «a> 
(ASpf*)-^ > (B,p) > (C,r) " 0 in (^c; 
i*o* 
> there exists a unique morphism 6 J (ASpf*)-—> (A,a) 
such that 
6 f f* 
(A»,pf») >(A,a) > (B,p) o(ASpf») > (B,p) 
and hence there exists a unique 6 J A* ——> A in such that 
A« > A > B a A« > B «=> f is kernel of ^  in ^. 
Proposition 1.14. letC? be a V-catcgory and (S^ (SF is 
normal/conormal. Then (•is normal/conormal. 
( 90 ) 
Proof. 'Let (9Q "be a normal and f : A ——> B "be a notio-
morphlm. ±n (S . As (^ i s a V-Kjategoxy t there exista 
p ; B -—~> S, ITcw consider a « pf : A > S then ve 
have (A,a) — - > (B,p) in (9Q and i s a monomorphism in C^ 
by lemma 1,1^ , «=«> there exists a g I (B,p) -> (C,T) 
in (^ such that f i s kernel of g in &Q and hence ?by 
leifffiia 1.22 , f i s kernel of g in (^ =»> (? i s normal, | | 
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CHAPTER II 
PUKCTORS OH (^  Am(S^ 
2.0, IntroductloB. In thio chapter » v/© defibftG certain 
special functors with the help of the catogorleo &Q and 
(5 and study them in different ways, firstly, we define 
forsetful functors P / F* on &Q/ (^ and obtain the equivalence 
of C^  with ; and then , for a given morphlsa 
f : S — — > S» in ^ y obtain special types T* and T , also 
^cat ^^^ ^^* induced 1^ T^ and T , Furthermore , i8[e induce 
certain other functors from given functor 1 I (9 -—> ^* 
and investigate their relative properties, 
2.1, Equivalence of ^_catcgories (3 f ji^^mt & , 
In this section , we first define a forgetful functor 
F from (^  to <5 , and further considering that S is a 
terminal object , we define another functor 01 
and obtain that PG « I and GP » I , which implies that 
&^ (?g ; In a similar way > we get & «* &^ if S is 
an initial object, 
let (? be a category and S be an object of ^ and if 
(^  and are categories as defined in chapter I , then 
we have forgetful functor P/P», 
( 92 ) 
Definition 2,1, 
F : ^ >@ 
such that 
P(A,a) a A, (A,a) 6 (3^ 
and 
P(f) a f, morphisra f e (3g 
Definition 2.2, Defin© 
pt : Q^ > (d 
such that 
p'(a,A) « A, (a,A) 6 (S^ 
and 
P» (f) » f, iao2?phism f 6 ^ 
Both P and P* are covariont forgetful functots,which 
forget the morphiano in the pairs denoting the objects in 
(% / @^. 
Again , let S too a terminal object in & , define the 
functor Qt, 
Definition 2,3. 
( 93 ) 
euch that 
G(A) • (A,a),where a!A-«—>S Is a unique morphlssn in C^, 
and 
G(f) a f ,for all f : A > B In (? and also 
f : (A,a) > (B,p) in @g because, 
S is a terminal object. 
If S Is an initial object , defined likewise G». 
Definition 2.4. 
a. ; @ > (93 . 
such that 
G»(A) = (a,A),where a2S-~—>A is a unique morphiam 
Hi (9. 
and 
G« (f) « f , for a l l f: A -—> 3 in & and slso 
f : (a,A) —•> (PtB) in @f. because 
S is an initial object,in @ . 
It can be easily seen that both G end G» are covarient 
functors. 
Proposition 2.1. If S is a texminal/an initial object of a 
category 0 , then & is equivalent to &Q / @ ^ 
Proof. Let S be a terminal object and A be an object of @ * 
( 94 ) 
Then 
FG(A) « P(A,a)»APl/^(A),v7here,I (3denotes the Identity-
functor £rom g >@ 
GP(A,a)«G(A)=(A,a)«I ^  (A,a)»v/hero I g « denotes the 
Identity ftinctor from 
similarly t 
PG(f) a I g (f) , f e (3 
GP(f) a I g (f) , f e (9g 
a a > FG a I/Q Ond GP » I ^ 
2,2, Punctors T. Q"^ J T 
In this section , we define ftinctore T^ ! (^  ——> (^ ' 
and T^ : &^* > @^ , for a morphism f : S ~ - > S» in 
a category (2 and obserwe that these functors are additive 
if & is additive. 
Definition 2,5. Let (^  "be a category and f : S > S» 
be a morphism in (? , Then we have a twofold msg I 
Tf : ^ > (^ g. 
( 95 ) 
such that 
(i) T^(A,a) = (A,fo), for all objects (A,a) In (Sg 
(ii) T^(X) o X^whero X :(A,a) > (B,p) 6 (^  . 
This definition io valid as X also belongs to (^g, » 
since the following diagram is commutative 
A — -> B 
fa 
Obviously » T^ i s a covariant llmctor , because 
f^<V.ct? " HA,a) " hAA.<^) 
T^(XjLi) » >^ « 3!^(X) IjfCM) 
Definition 2,6, Also similarly we define another twofold map 
I*: ^' > (33 
( 96 ) 
such that 
!r(a,A)a(af,A),for all objects (a,A) in (• 
ana if X : (a,A) > (p,B) he a morphlea in &^\ then 
/(X) » X e (^2 . 
The definition is valid as the following diagreoa is comrautative. 
T is again a covariant functor. 
Proposition 2,2, If and ^ / (^ are additive 
categories , then (P-/ lr is ainadditive functor. 
The proof is evident since t 
T^(\-^H) « X+iU « T^(X) + Tf (M) . 
Definition 2,7. let (? he an additive category and T^ and T^, 
( 97 ) 
be two functors from ^g to @Qt» Then we define > 
(i) addition of T^ and 3?^ , , such that 
(Tf+SJ^ i) (A,a)«qipCA,a)+I^ ,(A,a), •,.(2.a) 
y objects (A,a) e (?g 
and 
(Tf+I^,) (X) « Tf(X) "I" T^,(X), .,.(2.b) 
V X c (?g . 
(ii) addition of t?/o objects in &Q, such that 
(A,a) + (A,p) « (A , a -«• p ) ...(2,c) 
2.3. Banctors g^ ^^  Bn& Op^* I ^  > (?at 
••*»MMHMMMM»«"*«H»«MMOTW 
Let @ be a category pnd (§Sat be the categoiiy of all 
categories. Then we defined functors T^^^ ! 6 -—> (3at and 
also and find out that T^^^ is covariant 
and T^^* is contravariant (additive) functorw. Also T^^^ is 
left limit preserving whereas functors T*^ *^ talces right 
limit to left limit. 
Definition 2.8, Let(? be a category and (^ t be the categoiy 
( 98 ) 
of all categories. Define a twofold map 
such that 
(i) ^ cat^^^ " ^ » ^°^ ^"^ objects S in (?, and 
(ii) if f : S -> S» be a morphism in & , 
thon 
T««^ .(f) » T^ T @« > &%t '^ where T^ , is 
'cat as 
defined in previous section 2,2, 
likewise t fefine twofold mep !I^^* as follows I 
Definition 2,9. 
fCat . Q ^ Q^^ 
such that 
(i) !r®^ *(S) « (?^, for all objects S in(9 , and 
(ii) if f: S > S» be a morphism in & , then 
T^^*(f) - I^ : &^' > (?f 
wh«re 3r i s as defined in section 2,^ , 
( 99 ) 
lerama 2,1, The twofold map T^^ Is a covariant functor. 
Proof. Erom (1) of definition 2.8, T^^^ takes an object 
of C-^  to an object of ^ t , and by (ii) of definition 2.8, 
%B.t *®^®® ® morphism of (? to an morphism of {^ at ( i.e. 
a functor from the category @s *o (^ i)« -filso t ^©r 
identity morphisci Is • ^  **—^ ^  » 
cat S' Ig (i^s VtCS} 
3to check covariance , let f : S — — > s» and 
ft J s» ——.> s»» he two morphisms in (f and (A,a) be an 
object in (^ , Then 




- [^ cat(^ '> ^ cat(^>l <^ '«> 
~ > W < ^ ' * ^ - ^ cat(^*^ 'cat<^)-
Hence , T^ ^^ ^ is a covariant functor, i) 
( 100 ) 
Iienma 2.2, The twofold me^ T^^ i s a 
contravarlant ftinctor. 
Proof. ^ definition 2,9, T^^^ takes an object of(3 to an 
object of wat and a morpMam of ^ to a mtopMaca of (Sat 
( i . e . a functor from ) , Also f for identi ty 
morpMsm Ig J S ——•> S , we have 
^s 
f f • 
S!o check contravariance , let S -——> S*,S»-=—> S** 
be two morphiams in & and (l,a) be an object in & . Then 
[T^^*(ff)3 (o,A) « T^*^(a,A) 
« (a f»f,A) 
« T^(af«,A) 
« T°^ ''^ (f) (afSA) 
« T^^*^(f) (T^'Ca.A)) 
« jcat^ (T°^*(f') (atA)) 
- [T^^*(f) T«^ "^^ (f*)J (a,A) 
> aJ®*^*(f»f)«T«^^*(f)T°^*(ft). SSSK 
( 101 ) 
Hence iP^ is a contravarlant functor. {{ 
Lemma 2,3. If (9 is an additive category t then T j. and 
•Z are additive functors. 
cat 
Proof. Iiet f and f» he two morphisms from S to 
i.e. f,f« : S — — > S» and (A,a) be an object of (^g.Then 
c^at^ "^**^ '^  (A,a) « T^^f,(A,a) 
» (A,(f+f»)a) 
« (A,fa+f^a) since & is additive 
« (A,af)+(A,f«a) by definition 2,7 of 
additivity of objects 
in ^ s 
« 'If (A,a)+T^, (A,a) 
« (Tf+Tf,)(A,a) by definition 2,7 
" [^cat^^>-^^cat(^*>3 (A.a) 
^ > '^cat^^*^*^ - ^cat<^> -^  ^ cat(**> 
8CS > Tj,^^ is additive. Similarly, we can show that lP is 
also an additive functor,// 
Definition 2.10, A covariant functor P : <5 > ^' is 
( 102 ) 
said to be left limit preserving if whenever [A —=-> A^ j 
is a limit of a dia^am D over the schan© £ in ^ t then 
|F(A) — = - > F(A^); is limit of the diasram PD over the 
schaae £ in (^* [13] . 
Similarly , we can define right limit preserving functor. 
How f we shall show that T^^ is a left limit preserving 
functor • 
Proposition 2.3. The functor T^,^^ is left limit preserving, 
a. 
Proof. Let \L —*—> D4 ( he a left limit of a diagram 
D over some scheme 2 « (I,M,d) over the category ^ , Then 
we have to prove that 1 T^at^^^ -SSL.^ %Q^^(\)} 
is the left limit of T^^^ o D over the same scheme in ^ t . 







Sy covariance of T^ ^^ ^ , 
( 103 ) 
I««4.(ra) T«„*(a4) « T««*(ni a . ) » T^^* (a . ) since 
cat cat^ i ' ^oat'^ "' **! cat *^*3 
{ . > . ^ } ^ ^ ^ la co»pa tme fanny . 
Hence above diagram i s conaoiitative , for a l l m 6 M« 
««=> that the family ['S^Q^il^) > 3?^at^%^^iei ®^ 
compatibleo. 
next , consider a category 0«J in (^t with a family 
jtS^- p< i-> S 
.<%>} cat^'^i'i of functors ouch that the following i6X 







i.e. 5?pat^ '"^ Pi "* Pj » m e n . 
l e t B he an object of lfi> • ©len P^(B) 6T^g .^,.(D )^« SQ . 
««> there existt, an object % i ^ (3 ^®Qy) 3*^^ * morphian 
^B,i • QB,i > ^i such that Pi(B)-(QB^i.YB,i)e (?p^ ^ 
( 104 ) 
Similarly , pj(B) = (Qg ^, Yg J . But l3y compat ib i l i ty » 
^cat('^>Pi<^> - Pj(^> --> ^cat<"^ ( % i ' Y B , i > ( Q B ^ r ^ B , P 
> (QB.I.«TB,I) « (QB.5» YB^P 
^ % , i ° "^.a " %is^)f V i end 3 
and a Yjj^^ « X-QA I V ^ 6 M. 
i.e. v/e have a compatible family JQn -=*•=-> J>, I of 
morphslms in ^  . But , as IL —=--> J>. \ is left limit 
of D , thoro exists a unique morphism Tg : Qg — — > L such 
that tho followlns triangles 
•,.(2.d) 
^ 
are commutative for all i • 
Next , let b ; B — — - > B« be a morphism in (B , !Rien^  
by compatibility;TQg^(m)p^(b)« pjj(b),but,by definition of T^ g^ ,^ 
( 105 ) 
T^^^(m) p^(b) « Pj^(b) : 03^^ > Qg,^^ , such that the 
follov/lng diagrams 
> Di 
are ccanmutatlve for a l l ±, 
But 
.1 ^ %^ "'^B,! " ^B,3 
and 
Q B S I ° % S 3 ° ^ B M " ^BS3 
therefor© , we have the following commutative diacrams for 
a l l j 
( 106 ) 
Bw> Pj,(l3) ** Pj(t>) « f^  (08(y) for a l l i and 3 such that 
the following dia^ams 
-> D. 
*B«,i 
are commutative for all i and j. 
How , define a twofold nap ^  : ® > T^ Q^ t^ '^ ^ ° ^ I 
ouch that 
(i) ^(B) « (Qgt Tg) , \' all objects B e ® 
and (ii) *(b) " \ » V fflorphisms h e'B. 
©lis twofold map ^  satisfies the following conditions : 
(i) *(1B) - P^^CIB) - \ ( B ) - ^(B) 
(li) let b : B > B» and b»: B» > B»» be two 
ffiorphloms in Q , Then 
( 107 ) 
and hence , ^ ±0 a c o w i a n t functor fi:oin ^ > (^j. 
next , let B e ^ 
« \ (%. TB ) 
a (QBtaj^Y^) tor definition of 5?^^^  
w (QB,TB ^) W compatibility 
w PJL(B) by definition 
and for any morphian b Q 
[^cat(«l>^](^>"' ^ cat(«l>'l'(^>-2?cat(«l> t^, 
- \ < \ ^ " "^b " Pi^ ^^  
-"> 'cat(«i>* " ^1 • V 1 e I. 
Thus, ^  exists which satisfies the requirements of 
commutativity of the diagram (2.a). 
( 108 ) 
Por uniqtueness of ^  , let ^ P* t ® > (^  be 
another covariant functor auch that the following dia^ams 
c^at(«l> 
are commutative for all 1, 
«-> 5?^ at<«i>*' " ^ cat<«i>^ 
««> ^ catK^'^'^^^ " '^ cat^ **!^ *^ ®^ ' "^ ^ ® ^ 
=^> ^ cat^^iX^'B^ Y'B) "- ^ cat<«i)<%'V 
-«> (Q&, a^Tj) « (Q^, a^Y^) 
««> QJ - Qg and a^YJ •" a^X-Q 
but , Yg is unique , V B euch that diagram (2,d) is 
commutative «««> Yg * Y4 
««> (QJ, YJ ) - (%, Yg) 
«»> ^ •(B) « *(B) , V B elS^  . 
( 109 ) 
Also , we have ^ »(b) « ^ K*b) , Vb : B > B» in© 
sK5> ^  o ^ 1 asr3> ?j)j ±Q unique. (I 
Proposition 2.4. The ftmctor T®^* I (3 > (%t takes 
right limit of a diagram D over a scheme Z « (I,M,d) 1 B the 
category & to the left limit of the composite functor 
3?*^ *^* o D over the same scheme in ^ at. 
Proof, let {D^ —^i-> R } ^^j be a right limit of D over 
the scheme E in i> , 5?hen we have to prove that 
{!D°^ *(R) > a!°^ *(D.)j is the left limit of T*^ *^o D. 
f **l 7 (i) Since the family {\—--> '^J^QJ is cocompatible and 
T®^* is a contravariant functor. 
a^m « a. «»> T^ (a^) « I (a^) 
«»> that the family { T°^*(R) > T®^*(D.)? is compatible. 
^ l e i 
( i i ) Hfext , we consider another coii5)atible family 
of morphisms (contravariant functors) 
in (9^t. 
( 110 ) 
let B e & =«> PJL(S) 6 !P°^*(D^)a^^ ««> there exist 
an object Qg ^  ^ ^ sund a morphism Yg i*%""~">QB i 
such that p^(B) « (Tg^ l^ , «^ j^L^  ® ^ similarly, P;j(^ )"('^ B,4»%,j^  
But, compatlhility of the considered family implies that 
I^ '^ C^m) p (B) « p.(B) 
i J 
'^^ % 1*"%,3"°%^®^^ ®^^ """B,!"* ° ^ B, j^ V i, j e I 
> that we have a cocompatible family ^D^—Sx? Q^l 
XwX 
of morphisms in (? «=> t l^se exis ts a unique morphism 
T-Q r R «——> Qg such that the following diagram i s 
commutative 
tssa. 
for a l l i . 
Next, i f we have a morphism b : B -—> B» in (? , then 
( 111 ) 
p^(b) « Pj(^) ^  %-^ (QG^r) for oil 1 and j. 
We define,now, a twofold map 
such that 
(i) tl)(B) » ( T B , Qg) , V B e ^ 
and 
(11) ^ (b) « t,, • V b e ^ 
Obviously , ^  io a contravariant functor and 
[T°^*(a^)^] (B) « T°^ *(a^ )'4'(B> « IJ^'^CYB^, %) 
- ( V J ^ . Q B ) « (^B,i»QB,l^ " ^ 1<^> 
and [T^ *^(a^ )il>J (b) « T**^*(a^)tl>(b)«T°^*(ai)§^(b)« Pj,(b) 
«=> T°^*(o^)^- Pi , V i e I. 
For the uniqueness of 4> « applying the definition of Y^, 
proceed as for the caee of uniqueness of ^  in proposition 2,3 
above. 
In [13] t we have the following proposition J 
( 112 ) 
If a categoiy Q has products then a covariant functor 
T : (? >——> Q • is limit preserving if ana only if it 
preserve finite products and intersections. 
This proposition and the above propositions 2,3 and 2,4 
imply the following corollaries : 
Corollaay 2,1, Let ^  be a category with products. SSien T . 
preserves products , finite intersections and equalizers. 
Corollary 2,2, let ^  be a category with coproducts. Then T*^ ®* 
carries coproducts » finite cointersections and coequalizers 
to products , finite intersections and equalizers respectively, 
2,4. Punctors on ^ 3 and ^ induced by a given itmctor 
We subdivide this section in two parts. In first part 
2,4,1 y we define and study the functor Tg I {?g-—-> @*Q% ^ 
when the given functor T I is covariant.functor. 
In the second part 2,4,2, v/e define and study Tgl Q^ >&^ , 
where T : @ > (^» is a contravariant functor. Ibr the 
covariant case , it is shown that (i) If T is faithful ,then 
Tg is faithful (ii) If T is full and faithfUl both, then 
Tg is full (iii) If f is an embedding , then Tg is also an 
embedding (iv) If T is exact,then Tg is exact (v) If S is 
a terminal ob;Jeot and T is limit preserving then Tg is also 
( 113 ) 
limit preserring (vi) If I has an adjoint^ then 5?g has also 
an adjoint (vll) Tg coranutes with Tg. Similar type of 
results are proved in 2,4.2 also. 
2,4«1 • When j^ iven functor is govoripnt 
let @ "be a category and S be an object of(3 and 
'S I & — > {5* ^ ® a covoriant functor. Then t wo define 
functors Tg *, (d^ > (^ 'gt «and study its preservation 
properties. 
Definition 2,11, I<et T I be a covariant functor 
and S be an objject of (? • Define Q twofold map 
Tg : (^ g > (0»g, , whore S» « !I!(S) e & 
such that 
(I) Ts(A,a) « (T(A),T(a)), V objects (A,a) 6 (?g 
and 
(II) for every m : (A,a) — — > (B,p) in (9Q t 
Tg(m) « Tim) :(r(A),T(a)) >(T(B),T(p)) 
The mep is well defined as T(m) e &ffQ) since the 
following diagram 
T(m) 
T(A) > T(B) 
T(a) \^^ j / ^ T(p) 
T(S) 
( 114 ) 
i s cormnutative, 
Aloo t 
%(^(A,a)^ " h(k) " h{k) " ^(T(A) T(a)) " %s(A,a) 
and 
flius , Tg is a covariant functor. 
Ho?/ f we investigate the properties of T induced in Tg, 
Proposition 2,5. If T is faithful , then Tg is also faithful. 
i*roof. I«et m- / m2 be two morphisnis in (^g=>aj^7'm2in 
(p • Since T is faithfld , SCmj^ ) j^  "^(^2^ '^> '^s(^) f s^(«»2)f 
by definition. 
If T is full we cannot say that Tg is full but, it is 
full if we assume that T is full and faithful both. This is 
the content of the following lemma ! 
Proposition 2,6. If T is full and faithful functor, then 
Tg is full. 
Proof. We have show that the mapping 
[(A,a),(B,p3 > [Ts(A,a),Tg(B,p)] - [(T(A),T(a)),(T(B),T(p))] 
ia onto. 
( 115 ) 
l e t ! e [Wk),T{a)) , (1?(B),T(P))] (g 'g. 
o«> i : T(A) ——> T(B) in (9 ' ouch tha t the diagram 
-^ 
T(A) = > T{B) 
na) \ / T(p) 
T(S) 
is commutative. 
Since 3? is full, there exists a mdrphism ^ I k — • > B 
in @ such that T(<J>) « t «=> T(o) « 'S(^)t " 5J(p)T(4>)«3;(p(|>). 
How , as T is faithful , we have 
P4> o a 
«a> (Jj e (3g , such that Ts{<*>) " I 
a«> Tg is full. 
Remark 2.1, If Tg is full , faithful , we cannot say aanything 
about T. 
Propeoition 2,7. I f T i s a n embedding from a category(^ to 
a category (?• , then Tg : (§>g > (?»g, , where S»»!r(S)^ 
is also an embedding. 
( 116 ) 
Proof, Tg is faithful » by proposition 2.5 » hence , to 
show that Tg is an emhedding , we have to show that it 
preserves distinct objects. For this , let (A,a) ^ (B,p) in (^ 
«=«> cither A / B or a. f ^ 
if A J* B , then T(A) i^ T(B) because , T is an embedding 
«=«> (T(A),2(a) ^ (f(B),T(p» i,e. Tg (A,a) f Tg (B,p), 
However , if a y' p then T(a) j' T(p) , for T is faithful 
«^> (T(A),T(a) f« (T(B),T(p)) i.e. Tg(A,a) ?* Tg(B,p) 
«=> Tg is an embedding. 
Proposition 2,8. If T ; (? > (S^ » is a covariant exact 
functor , then Tg : 63 -> ^ 'gt • S* « T(s) , is also 
on exact covariant ftmctor. 
Proof, Tb show the preservation of exactness » it is sufficient 
to show that if A •»••--•> B —S—,> c is exact in (9 then 
(A,a) — ^ > (B,p) — ^ > (C,r) is exact in {^, For this, 
let ((D,6),i) be the image of f contained in (B,p) in (5?g, 
Then we have to prove that (D,6) — — > (B,p) is kernel of 
g in ^g» 
( 117 ) 
(]),6) -i—> (B»p) '>(C,T) « D -5—> B —S^> c 
Since D e M f » Ker g in (• , gi « o inC? and hence in (^ g. 
Next ,i« we have (D«,6«) —ii-> (B,p) --i—> (C,r) such that 
gi» « 0 in (§g «=> gi» a 0 iln ^  ««> there exists a imi<iue 
morphism 1 : D« > D such that D»«-i-.>D-i—>&»D«—i~> B . 
now 6^ a pi^ a pi« « 6» 
=-> t* (D*t60 > (Df6) belongs to &Q such that the 
following diagram 
(D , 6) 
(B,p) is commutative 
=a> ((D,6),i) a Ker g in (?g . 
Proposition 2.9. If T ! is a left limit preserving 
covariant functor and S is a terminal object of ^ , then 
^ : (5g > (?*s» » S* "• 3)(S) , is also a left limit 
preserving covariant functor. 
( 118 ) 
In order to prove this proposition , wc shall use the 
following lemma I 
Lentma 2A0 I«©t S be a terminal object of (• . 2!hen the family 
[(A,a) —i-> (D4 »cl^)/ ^s Q- 1©** limit of a diagram D 
^^^ a 
over a scheme Z » (IfM.d) In C^ g If and only if {A —i~> D J 
is left limit of D over the same scheme in (^ , 
Proof, let /(A,a) —i-> (D|fd.)? be left limit of D over 
the scheme Z in (?g. Then ma^ ^ a^ In &Q and hence in & , 
This Implies that the family {A —=-> J>A is compatible in 
Herfc , let JB —i~-> D-y be another^ family of morphisms 
in (^, Since S is a terminal object , d^p^ = d^p^ « p (say) 
for all i and 3 , Thus, we have a family 
of morphisms in (^ g, but as j^(A,a)—=-> (^t^lH is 
left limit of D , there exists a unique mdrphieni 
T : (B,p) > (A,a) in (^  such that 
(B,p) >(A,a)—i->(Dj^,dp«(B,p)—±->(D^,d^) , V i . 
Hence, Y I B ——> A in /? i s such that 
l e i 
( 119 ) 
Conversely , letjA -^=-> D.\ ho the limit of the 
^^  lei 
diagram D over the scheme £ in S , 3)hen ma^ "* a^ in & and 
hence in QQ» This implies that the family 
\(A,a) —=-> (D4,dj)] is con^atible, 
iTcxt , if \^ (B,p) —i-> (D4»d.)i is another family 
of mojrphiesns in (§L , then (B — = — > D.} is another 
family of morphians in & . Therefore, there exists a unique 
^ «i Pi 
morphism Y t B -~—> A such that B — — >A-=->Dj|^«B—=>D4, Y i t 
HovT , as S is terminal ohjcct p = aT «=> Y 6 Q Q and 
Y a4 p4 
(B,p) > (A,a) —i-> i \ f \ ) « (B,p) -A-> (D^,d^), iei. 
Proof of the proposition 2.0, Let 1 (A,a)~->(D4,d4)j 
- ^ iei 
he a lefttllmit of a diagram D over the scheme Z in (^ g , 
dJo prove the proposition, we have tO prove that 
(Tg(A,a) > 5Jg(D^,d^)j is left limit of Tg o D over 
iwX 
Z in @«s, . 
Now , !Dg(m) TgCaj^) - Ig(maj^) • ^s^^j^' ^'^^^^ *^® family 
is compatible. 
( 120 ) 
Next , let {(B,p) — ^ > 3)g(Dj|^ ,d^ )/ be another 
16 X 
con^atible family of morphisms in (^'31 » that I s » the 








Thus , the followinc diagram is commutative in & for all 




> D4 f i s l e f t l imit of D over 
^^iei 
But 9 by lemma 2A, ( A 
the scheme S in {? and since T is le*t limit preserving , 
there exists a unique morphism Y J B — — > a!(A) such that 
{T(A) i-> T(D4) f is left limit of T o D in 
^ iei 
( 121 ) 
B > T(A) ^ > T(D^) « B — ^ > T(D^) , V i e i . 
How i 
o«> r : (B,p) -> (T(A),T(a)) « a?g(A,a) belongs to g ' g , 
Buch that 
(B,p) >fs<A,a)-2_>Tg(D^,a^) « (B,p)-i-> TsC%t%) 
a«> Tg la left limit preserving. 
Proposition 2,10, If T J C ~ > (3* 1^ a right Itoit preser-
ving covariant functors and S is a terminal object of &, 
then Tg : (9g > 0«g, , S« « f(S) is also a right limit 
preserving functor. 
In order to prove the above proposition > we shall 
similarly use the following laama : 
Lemma 2,5. Iiet S be a terminal object of a category (^ .Then 
the family Ul>^ ,d,) — ^ — > (Ata)} is a right limit of 
*• ^ *• ^iei 
of a diagram D over a scheme Z « (I»M,d) in (^g if and only 
r ^ i 1 
i f the family {D. —=—> A] i s r ight l imit of D over 
^ i e i 
the same scheme in (9 • 
( 122 ) 
Proof of the lemma. let ((D^.d^) -^i-> U.d)}^^^ be the 
right limit of the diagram D over the scheme 2 in (^  . 
Then a^ ta • a^ in (3Q and hence in C^  ««> that the family 
|D^ •MJ;—> A j i^ gT ®^ cocompatihle in & ^ 
lext , let {D| — 4 — > Bi j^ j^ he enother cocompatlble 
family of morphiem in 6» Since S is a terminal object » 
there exists a unique morphiOTi p J B -»-—> S such that 
ppj^  a 4j^  , V i e I« !Ehu0 , we have a family {(DjLfdj^ )-=->(B,p)j 
limit of D , there exists a unique morphism YJ(A,d)-—>(BtP) 
in (^ g such that 
(D^.apS!i->(A.a)—>(B.pMDi,d^) ii-> (B,p), Vl e I . 
aJhuB , there exista a unique morphiem Y ! A — — > B 
in & such that 
«4 Y P4 
1^  -*—> A -> B • D^  i> B t V i e I , 
Conversely , let {l>^ ~-4-> Aj j^ g, be a right liait of 
D over £ in (^  • Hence a^a « <x^  , V i , j In I and therefore 
( 125 ) 
In (3g. Thus the fomily {(DjLf<ijL)—^ >(A,a)j? is 
cocompatil)le. 
next , if we have (i\9\) --^> (B,p)]j^ gj a 
coconrpatihle family of morphisms in (^ f then {%-^ ->BijLei 
is a cocon5)atible family of morphisms in (3 and hence , there 
exists a tmique morphism T T A ——.> B in (^  such that 
«i Y Pi w D^ -JL-.> A > B « Dj^  *-> B , Vi e I. 
Now, as S i s a terminal oh;)ect , PY «= a «=> T 6 C^ g 
such that 
B Y B 
(D^,d^)—i->(A,a) >(B,p)»(D^,d^)-.-l->(B,p), i / i 6 I 
*»»> {(D^,d^)-^> (A,a)j j^ gj is right limit of D, 
Proof of the proposition 2,10. Let {(2)jLtd^ )--->(A,a)/^ gj 
h# a right limit of a diagram D over the scheme Z in (^ g. 
fhen we have to prove that t^s^^i'^i^ *""—=-—> 5Jg(Ata)/^ gj 
is right limit of Tg 0 D over the scheme E in (^ g, , 
Bow f aa Tg is covariant functor 
Tg(a^) Tg(») • Tg(a^m) - TgCa^, Vi , j 6 I , 
( 124 ) 
««> that the family {^ gC^ J^ f^ i) > l?g(A»a)} j^ gj is 
2g(B^ fdj^ ) —i—> (BtP)j £gj Is 
another cocompatlble family of moiphisms in &*QI ,then 
[T(DJ:) — a — > ^SiQj is a cocompatiblo family of mrophsljna 
in ^ . And , by lemma 2,5» [24 --«—> k} is right 
^ iei 
limit of D over the scheme £ i n ^ and T is right limit 
preserving functor ««=»> the family (T(Ijj)——=-> H^)jiQr 
is right limit of I 0 D over E in ^« ««=> there exists a 
unique morpMan T : T{k) —«—> B such that 
I(D^) i->tP(A) — > B » T(D^)—i->B, V i « I . 
How , since 
T(a)T(Oi) - T(d^) « pp^ - PTI(a^) .V'iil » 
and T(a£)»s are right limit mArphisms, 
T(a) « pr •»> Y : (T(A),T(a)—i«> (B,p) belongs to (^ 'g, 
such that 
It Y 
(l(D^ ),T(d^ »—i->(T(A),!l?(a)) >(B,p) 
- (T(D^),T(d^))—^> (B,p). 
Hence , the result follows, |[ 
( 125 ) 
Proposition 2.11, Let T I @ - — > (?* be a covariajit 
functor f which has a left adjoint O?' T^^' > & > and 
S t)e an object of ^  . Ihen Ig : (?g > (9«g, ,s» »T(S), 
also haa a left adjoint. 
Proof, Pirot , we define a covariant functor T'J,* (?*gi—> (^Q 
such that 
(i) TJ,(ASa'>(T(A'),*S 5!»(a»)j, V ohjocts (A»,a«) e (^ 'g, 
where ^g « 7 ^^Tfs^^ • ''^ '^ ^(S) > S, ae we have explainec 
in the section 0»2.5 , T«g, io well defined ,oittce for A e<^, 
A» e ^ « 
"^  ^  : [a?»(A«).A] > [ A S 21(A)] 
is the natural equivalence for the adjointness of T and T» , 
and ^ therefore , we have 
T»(a*) ^Q 
*S !I?»(o') « T'(A') > !r»T(S) —2-«> S 
««> ( T » ( A M , ^ S T'(a»)) e (?g , 
Also , (ii) T»s,(iii«) « T»(m«)» n» :(A»,a«) >(B»,p»)ln (^ 'g,. 
Obviously, 2*gt: (?'gt > (?s is a covariant functor. 
( 126 ) 
mv f wo shall prove that T*g, io left adjoint of Tg, 
For thi0 , we define a mapping ^ for all (A%a») e (^ 'gi 
and for all (A,a) C (^g as 
% \ / N- r3?*st(ASa')»(A,a)] > [(ASP»),Ts(A,a)J 
(A'«a*)»vA|a) 
In other words, 
t(ASa»),(A,a): [(T«(A'),V*(«'P'^J*> [(A»,a'),(T(A).r(a))/ 
ouch that 
7, V, x(?>"7 (f).V5'e[(s'(A'),V('^'>^'<A*«>/ 
Since 
^A»,A 
is natural eauivolence » '^ 
KA',a»>,(A,a) 
ia also 
a natural equivalence if we show that the mapping is defined 
in (9»g, , i.e. if the follcwins diagrsm is conciutntive I 
V -
1 (?) 




( 127 ) 










But p this square is commutative , because the following 
coiDffiUtativo square under "X corresponds to the above square 




Hence , T»gt is left adjoint to fg . 
We show now that Tg comimites with the functor T^ 
of Definition 2.5. 
Proposition 2.12, Let T : 0 > (Q* be a covariant 
functor and f I S > R be a moxphism in (? . Then the 
following diagram 





i s coBHsutative. 
I f , 
•4' 
V7here 
Proof, Iret (A,a) be an object of (^cj. 3?hen 
S» » T(S) 
f' « 1(f) 
R» « T(R) 
Tf, %(A,a) » !Df.(!i?(A),a?(a)) = (T(A)/n(a)) 
« (T(A), T(f) T(a)) 
« (51(A), T(fa)) 
o 2jj (A, fa) 
« !l?j^ (Tf(A,a)) 
Thuo T^ ,5?g(A,a) « Tj^  T^(A,a), (A,a) e (?q ..,(2.e) 
and If m ; (A,a) -.-~—> (B,p) is a morphiso in ^ g , then 
Tj,rg(m) « T(m) «• Tj^  Tf(m) ...(2.f) 
low , (2.e) and (2,f) «==> T^, a?g a Tj^  T^ 
{ 129 ) 
Remark 2,2. We define ,similarly, an induced functor 
T I (5^  > 0* for a given covariant functor 
T : (^  > (^ vrhcre S* « !I?(S). All the preservation 
properties dlecuaaed al)ov© for Tg can also be checked easily 
g 
for T , OSierefore » we only state the preservation properties 
v/ithout providing any of them. 
Definition 2,11, I.et T I (9 > (S** he a covariant functor 
and S be an object of (5^  • Define a twofold map 
S , DS ^ ^,S« T 
such that 
(i) 'S%,k) « (T(a).T(A)), (o.A) 6 (P^ 
and 
(ii) OJ^ Cm) « T(m) , 
m : (a,A) > (p,B) 6 (P^ 
g 
Then , T is a covariant functor. And the properties are 
as follows : 
Proposition 2.13. If T is faithful , faithful full, exact 
and embedding, then 'S^ I (P^ >(p*^* is also faithful, 
full* exact and embedding respectively. 
( 130 ) 
Proposition 2,14. If S is an initial object of category 
and T : (S^—-—> (p* iB a limit preserving covariant functor 
then T^ ; (^^ > (§>*^ ' is also limit preserving functor. 
Proposition 2.15. If T : ^  > (^» has a left adjoint 
Tt : (pt >(? , then T^ : (^ ^ > (^'^\s* «a?(S), 
has T»^* : C^ '^ * > ^ ^ a left adjoint , where 
rjjiS* . gtS» y (OS ^ g defined as follows ; 
(i) T'^*(aSA«) « (T«(a»)<|>s , T»(A»))^ 
VCaSAO e (?*^* 
where 
^ 's,'!r»(s) "^  ^ ' 
and 
«11 :[a?(AOAj -^^  > [ASI'(A)] 
*A»,A ' 
is a natural equivalence for the adjointness of T and T*, 
Alsot 
(ii) T«^'(o) « i(m) , 
m ; (A,a) > (B,p) 6 (^•^* . 
( 131 ) 
We have the following proposition as partial dual of 
proposition 2,12, 
Proposition 2,16, Let T iS > (^ » be a covariant 
ftinotor and f : S -«-«-> R he a morphism iXi(P , 3?hen the 
following diagram is commutative 
^ 
S r (S 
T^ T^ » 
^ . . 
gjR 
,R' 
where S» » 0?(S) » R» « 5?(R) , f» 
as given in Definition 2,6, 
• > & 
Tit) and !ir is a functor 
2,4,2, ^en^^iven fumotor J? is contravariant 
Por the contravariant case > let 5? ! (^  > (P* be 
a contravariant fUnctor and S be an object of /, we define 
functors Tg : (?g > {?»^* , S« « 1(3), and T^; ^ >^»^' 
in the following ! 
Definition 2,12, Let T : (? > (^  be a contravariant 
functor and S be an object of & , Define a twofold map 
( 132 ) 
,S« 
'^G ' (9s ^ & • "'* '^  ^ ^^^ ^ ^^  "^^ ^^^  
(i) S(A,a) « (2(a), T(A)), 
Vobjects (A,a> of - (9g. 
and 
(ii) Tgdn) « ?(m): (!r(p),T(B)) > (T(a),T(A)), 
n ; (A,a) > (B,p) in &Q. 
ffliio map Ip io obviously a contravar iant functor , 
Dofinition 2,13• Ii©t T be a contravar iant 
functor and S be aii object of {? . Define a ti/ofold map 
2^ : ^ ^ > ^ ^ * , S' « !D(S) , such t h a t 
( i ) 2^(a,A) « (T(A), T(ot)), 
V objects (a,A) e (p^ , 
and 
( i i ) T^(n) « 2(n) : (T(B),T(i ) ) > ( 2 ( A ) , T ( a ) ) , 
norphiano ci : (a ,A) >(p,B) in &^, 
S 
•Biis map T i s alGo a contravar iant dTunctor, 
Tho follov/ins are the preservr ' t ion p rope r t i e s of the functors 
( 135 > 
T : @Q > (9'^' and ^ : @^ > (9»g, ,)!rtiich S 
can be checked easily as before with slight modifications in 
the proofs for the case of covarlant ftinetora* 
Proposition 2.17. If T is faithful , faithful full, exact 
2 
and embedding y then T3 and I are faithful^ full , exact and 
embeddings respectively. 
Proposition 2.18, If T ! (? •> {?' » a contravariant 
functor , takes right ImitsAcft limits of a diagram B over the 
scheme £ = (I,M,d) to left limits/ri^t limits over the same 
scheme in ^ » , then Tg • ^ g —*—-> ^* also takes 
rightAeft limits of diagram B in ^ g to the left/right 
limit^ s^/henever S is terminal/initial object, 
s 
Similar type of proposition eon also be stated for T , 
as below • 
Proposition 2,19, If I : @ — > (9' i a contravariant 
functor , takes rightAeft limit of a diagram D over the 
scheme Z « (I,M,d) in (9 to left/right limit of 2 0 D over 
the same scheme in Q^ , then T^ : &^ > ^ g , , also 
takes rightAeft limits of a diagram over the same schoae 
in '^  to left/ri^t limit of the composite diagram over 
the same schene in &*QI t whenever S i« an initialAerminal 
object. 
( 134 ) 
2,5. Functors Induced ly a functor throu^ a terminal or 
initial object 
let T I S — — > (?' be a covariant/contzravoriant functor 
and S* be a terminal/an initial object of 0*» 5!hen we define 
functors $g : gg > Q^^, / ^ l(9^ > @'^' 
and study their properties , some of which are similar to 
those for Tg and T where S is any object in (? , 
Definition 2.14. let T : (5 > (9* be a covariant functor, 
S be an object of Q and S« be a terminal object of (§ '.lOien 
v/e define a twofold rmg I 
% • % ^ ^ S » ® ^ ^ *^* 
(i) Tg (A,a) = (T(A),Y), where Y t 3J(A) > S» is a 
unique morphism » for all 
(A.a) e (3Q 
and 
(ii) ^ g(m) « T(m) morphiaia m 6 (?g. 
Obviously t $g is a covariant functor. 
Definition 2.15. If S» is an initial object of (§• , then 
we define 
To : @^ > (?»^' such that 
( 155 ) 
(i) $^ (a,A) " (r,T(A)), where Y : S» > f(A) is 
a tmi<iue morphism , V objects 
(a.A) in ^ ^ 
and 
(11) ^  ^  (m) « T(m) V morphisms m B (9^^ 
This la also a covariant functor, 
!Ch0 following propositions can b© ehekcod easily » 
as we have checked earlier. 
Proposition 2,20, If T J (? — — > (§* is faithfUl,faittjfiil jhill, 
«ci»t.»beaaing and ll^t preoervl^g . thoa $3 a«a I^ are • 
faithflilf full, exact , embedding and limit preserving 
respectively. 
JAISO propositions 2,12 and 2,1$ can also be obtained for 
the case of Tg and TT as follows t 
Proposition 2,21. Let T I (3 •««—> (^  be a covariant functors 
and f : S — — > R be a morphism in & and S»,H* be terminal 
objects in 0* corresponding to S and R and f • IS* — — > R» 
be unique morphiaa In (^  then 
(i) T^. T« • ^« T^ 
( 156 > 
Zf tilt ob^eetn S*» ft* mf0 Ifiitinl. $M Q U ^^ I^ MII 
Proof* 9»r (i)y X«t (ii»a) %t ooy oli^«ot in (^ 3 md 
m t Uf«) - ~ > (B»p) ^ auQT «»«pliii» l» (3g» Btesii 
• (f(A),f'T)t wlMKPe f(A)JU.>s»-»-Ite> Rt, 
atto %%CA,a) • %^U$m) • C!f(A>,TOt irtii.^ * T»;!e(A)—> R'. 
ainoo R» i» tftXBia&l. ol»3#©t f«T •» T'» 
^!I0« f£t ^3 * \ % * 
iPi oaa t Bixi%B£ty » obtain ( i i ) tialeliig ntowisaaesr 
ohaasges fer initial ot> e^ot » 
ROMd^  S«3« In tbo oaso of fg end IT t we ir«i?« not atalo to 
got A naturoi tranofo»n&tion« for the tiio indaooA I\ntt0t03r8 » 
the reason wem generalitgr of ohjoot oY^ er i^oh the oategoriee 
were defined. BOw t %gr putting reetriotion on S* lui texnineSL 
or initial ohjeot we are ahie to ehtain preposition 2«22 ^ 
which gifee a natural tranefomation* 
( 137 ) 
Proposition £«22« L»t T and 7* be t»o eovariant Itmotora 
fSPO« a categozy ^ to a oatogoiy (?• and 7 2 f -«-*•> jt bo 
a aatiiral tcanofoisiation and 3 be an ob^oot of ^ » f(3) » S* 
ba a taxnisal ob^oot of ^*. !ai«n t tliara axlstta a natural 
transfosttation '^  i f^ 
^liat ^ a following aiagrao 
>s'sJ ^a •> (^»g, iuoli 
Urn} 
"3 








froof • Bofina ^^7 : $g * > %«g t^ tlia irwla 
a 
T(A,a) • '^  : TCA) -> I»U) 
!Ilais p '^  (Aiot) ia a Slipping fron IgCA a^) «««"•> §*g(Ata) 
3 
whara 
t(A) > f«(A) 
( 138 ) 
i s ccfflmtatiw as S« •« TCS) i» a teminaa. ob^^ot 
• f*Ctt) ^(A) fsm "^ i« a imtu»(a3L 
trftt&foxwfttioti 
5aii8 pifsjftres thftt (^ i« ft natarei trenatoxteivtiGa fseom 
S 
mm f for tim ooB r^eflrnaeiaiit oad« » l e t ^ t& m.m^>(P t 
8* » f(S> t»« on laiitial oDjeot* iQifai » m define contravmrient 
at follows : 
Definition s a s . Biflae ti»efi>ia a ^ fg : (^^ ——> (^t^^ 
such tiiat 
( i) lgCA,a) - (®CA>,r) eU^eets (Afo) e CS>g 
( i i ) $«(«) • !?(»>, 
( 139 ) 
DtfinlUioa 2a t . Diftn* tw^ftld map # : @^ > (^g. 
•AOlL that 
( i ) f^(a,A) • (5?(A>tT) 
and 
( i l ) ^{m) • «{«). 
Sils ia also a oontrafariaiit funotor* 
19iaao ftmotora oaxxy ovar lOX the dual prapartiea ta 
thoaa pimraa foif tlie ooTaviaat oasa* 
R»fa3?fiioaf 
BttCttT t i ] , mtoij in [15 3 . 
0HAP3JER III 
mjeetlTlty * reHectloa # generatoira end eog«a«x*ator0 •%©• 
in chapter 0 (pTelimSmael^B)» lb t M o elia|»t«r » we d«fiii« 
fibered/coflbered projeotivilgr § In^ectivlty » refl«otl<m 
and fil}6red/cofi1)0red geueraters etc. We oall on objeot k 
of a category & possese a fil>ez7ed/oofibered •trttedu2*e 
or property over an ot>deot S ot & if A Itas tbe Bene itrtietiire 
or p.«,.rt. in &^ C^ . ,. .ta^ t ^ pr^.rtX.. c. f i ^ . 
and cofiDered etruotnres relative to originex straotores* 
We hare , also isrestigated eoae general properties with 
respect to fibered/eofitjered structuree e.g. ^ooren 5.5 § 
3*4 f 5*5 » ?.6 f 5.8 , 3#16 » 3 a 7 i etc, and the proposition 
like Preposition 5*59 etc* aight h9 of some interest. Betions 
like fibered essential mox^hiass # fibered ^jeetiTS Inills t 
and projective covers i fibered refleotive subcategozy etc. 
with their dnals were introduced and studied. 
3*1. flhere^ fffid eefiberf^ yro.tee^^Tes 
In this section t we define fibered and oofibered prejective 
objects over an object in a eatesery»and observe that projective 
( 141 ) 
t«nsin«X/iziitlja objeoti » eni i f «n ol>0«ot: 10 fltM»rei/oolit»«rea 
pv0|ee1:iT« ot«v soa« t«xminiil/iiiitia3L o^4«ot than i t sliotad btt 
project!••# W« also find tbat in 7<«oat«g»ri«ii tO.! fit>«fveA 
a&d oofi1>«r«d pz^^eotiw ^b^eots »xr« pro^eotive* lii th« <md, 
«• ehaa^acterise di3?«ot prodHiot imd Koni «f fibtred projeotlTes. 
^i^aitloa 5*1. Ii»t ^ t » a eategosy a»d 8 b© an object of (? , 
We Mi3r tbat an object A of & i» mtWf.^^..fmA^9M^m ®^* «» 
object S of (§^if i t i» projeottTft ia (^ • i . e . 
U) th^e «xi0ts a sospliiiiii a ; A .> S in^. 
oaA 
( i i ) fittr eveiy «pinorp!iiaB (il^^t^) —1*> CA2*«2^ and 
«WX!y aospbiw f t <At«) •*"—••> (A2»*'2^  ^ ^S • ^^ '^ '^  exist* 
a iQiigtt* ttoi^bifln Y I (Apa) •-»^»> (A|^ f(i^ ) ia (3^ moh tbat 
tb« S»%ltmixig diagrM 
^ (A,a) 
f • 
< i42 ) 
iB caonatatlT^, 
Definition 3*2* 1^ objeot A of a eategosjr S i s oall«d 
cofibtygd yrq^^cetif oma: an objtot S of (^  i f i t i« project iyo 
in &\ 
PropoBitioB 3.1 • I(et(? bo s categoxy, fhon a pro^eotiire objoot 
i s fiboroa projootivo oTor tominaai Objooto of &* 
front* Xiot F bo a projootiro objoot of @ and S bo a tozmisal 
ob^oot* Sben « sinoo S i s a tomlnakl objoot » thoro oxieto 
a nniqiiio noxphiM a : P -—«—> s. Sails » i f wo oonsidor tbo 
Aiagroii 




With opi»o3?phi«i 0 in (^ g » and honco » bor Xoona l . l d t 
• • jl^  •»«•—> Ag ie «pi in @ ^ • >iq^lio» that thero ozioto 
a tmiqiio M i p h i * T : P > Aj. -noh that 
Y • f 
p •„«.•.!••.> iL " > Ao <• P •"-"•"•••>•> AA • 
MOV t ii^ T • flgtT • «2 ' * " 
(U5 ) 
«••> Y • (^»«) -*•'—> (A^f^) ^lo»g» t© ^g and dlttgrfM 
(5tA) i« <MiBBQtit&tiir»« It 
« T«eategox3r 0uoh thiBt tvtrsr 
•plaorphlai i3i ^ ! • an aplmov l^iiflB ij&& » iOien a projeotlT* 
ob^«et JJi fil»«i?ea psQjtotlTe m«r al l objects of & • 
l^oof • Xiet F bo a |^ ro;)ectiire objeot and S be a»ar objeot 
tit ^ t ainot ^ i« a T-oate|^i7 » there exists avorphin 
a t "B ••—*•> S in ^ « A3.B0 i sines liQr liorpothesis » enrexy eplaerpbi' 
sa in (^3 i s epi in ^ for eirexy S « the result folXovrs 
prooeeding as in proof of proposition 3«1« t 
Proposition 5.?* If an ob;jeet P i s fibered/projeotiye over 
a teisBinal objeot « then i t i s projective* 
Proof* £st P be a fibered projeotiTo object over a texminal 
object S* Consider tbe following diagram with epiaorphiMi 
a 5 jL —M-»> Ag i n (^ -
* . . . (5.b) 
J L « • limillHlllll I • • •<! [•!••}> ^ ^ 
Since S is a tezninal object , we hare the following diagreat 
to ^ 
( 144 ) 
(]P#a) 
I«3cl! i aiuce e ! • «pi in (^  » li«ao« $ lor Itoana 1«19 t i t tm 
epi in SQ» TtmrefoTe , there eacists a uniQue soxpluLai 
T • (P»«) —"""•> (^f*^) Sttch that 
B«ii09 » there exists a unique merphiesi T I P —~-> Aj^  la(^ 
each that 
] ^ •» ii» Willi ])• j ^ <MMJSW>^ J ^ Vi P aMBiMMW^ A M . 
•«•> P i« projeetire in ^ . || 
Utom proposition 3*1 anft 3*5 the fioilowing theores 
imediately fellows : 
Sheoraa 3»1. If S i s a texninal ehjjeet in &,thmi It t& Xm 
projeetiTe i f and only i f i t i s fihered projeotive over S • 
Preposition 5•4. list ^ he a T'-oategoxgr • Ihen every fihered 
projeotive ehjeot over atqr eh jest i s projective in & • 
( 3.45 ) 
X>roof« £»t P bo a ti\t%vt p7oj«otlT« objoot oTtr an object S. 
Considar th* following aiAgm with an «i^iiioi!plil« e:A^ -*—> A2 
in ^ , 
C3.t) 
h 
SInoo ^ i« a T«oatogoxy i ^lero ailot a misrphXm a^ • A2«*"^ > 3 
and ecmsldariag a • 02* t » ——> s and a^ * u^. • I A/^^ ..—•> g » 
we ha?* the following diagram in (SQ 
. C t^a) 
/ . 
(%,«l)- •>CA ,02) 
<5*d) 
Slnoa • la opi ln@ ^ It la «pl in &Q» Benoo thara exlatt 
a tuil(xaa •oxphlm T • (1P»a) —•*> (A^§a^) aaoli that tha 
dlagriB (3*d) la oonnatatlTa and henee^ thara exlata a unlqaa 
morphiiB y I 1? -««*.> i^ Buoh that tha dlagran <5»a) ! • ooMRitatlta 
«"> P i s ^rajaotlTa, || 
BaMaxOc 3«1« Booauaa of tha rinark on Xama 1*19 • ovaxsr 
(146 ) 
fplaorphlfli in ^ i* &ot neottstarjUiar aa •plsovpliiaai in @ » 
ir« emamt find a tsu* oonrtrs* of pxt»po8ition 9*4 l i ]» . 
Proposition 5*5« IStfesy projoeti-ve olijtot i s eofibiMPcd/pro^eotiTS 
o¥«r sn initisX o1>d^ o$« 
Broot. liSt f IMI a pi?o3doti76 objset sad S be an initial objaot. 
Shan thara axiats a waiqna nospliiaa p I B -——•> f, 
li«!act » oonsidar t^a fttlowing diagroa 
with an apiaoxpbisai a in <?^ Bitn a : i,^  > A2 ia an 
(KpixmvpMwm in ^ ^ Isnna l .IS and hwiea t thara axiats a 
nniqiia norpMaa V J F **-—> M^ mitth. that 
MJLM*> J L «••"•»> A« • f 
nuet « alBoa S ia Initial ahjtat , TI> « «j^  —> Y: (p,P)—>(oj^ tikj 
halonga to &^ saoh that tho diac^Mi (d*a) i s comiaitatiTa 
( 147 ) 
»=> P is iofibered projective over S. || 
Proposition 3,6» A cofibered projective object over an initial 
object ie projective. 
Proof. let P be a cofibered projective object over the initial 
object S, Then consider the follov7ing dia^am 
(3.f) 
e 
- > h 
with e t -^  ^> Ag an cpimorphiEBi in ^ , Since S io an initial 






Since jby lemma 1,18, e is epl in ^  , hence in ^^. Iherefore 
there exists a unique morphiem Y : (PfP) > i^pJ^) ^ 
( 148 ) 
sach that tbe dia^aa (3.g) is craaniutativo and hence there 
exists a unique Y 5 P ~ — > Aj^  in (5 such that (3.f) is 
commutative. 
Erwa these two propositions 3*5 and 3.6 we have the following 
theorem J 
aiheorem 3,2, If S is an initial object,then P is projective 
if and only if P is cofihered projective over S» 
ThQ following is an interesting theorem which connects angr 
fibered projective over an object with its direct factor. 
Theorem 3.3. let ^ bo a categoiy with products, and S « TT S4 
projective over s if and only if it is fibered projective over 
each S. , 
Proof. Iiet P be a fibered projective object over each S^ , 
this implies that there eocists a family fp^J P ~ > s*? 
^ ^ ^^iei 
of raorphiaBis. Since S i s product of the family ^ S4 J , there 
*''iei 
exists a unique aorphiara p J P — — > S such that 
P > s —i-> S^ « P h 3^ , where Sj^ : S—>S^., V i e I , 
( X49 ) 
are cajoonical projection morphlema, Hsnce » we have a morphlsm 
p 5 p > s in @, 
BiBsrt , I f we consider the following diagram with an 
epimorphism 4 in (^g 
(P.P) 
( ^ • \ > e •>(A2,a2) 
(3.h) 





Heart , sJlnoe "B i s fibered projective over each Sj^, there 
exis ts a imique morphiam T J (P»8^P)—- > (-Ax'^i^'ll ®^^^ ^^^ 
the diagram (3 . i ) i s commutative in ^ g , 
( 150 ) 
Moreover , B ^ « B^a^y ,Vi 6 I. ftr defijiition of the 
product , p ia imlque » honce p « Oj^ Y «=> Y I (PtP)—>(A3^#a2^)e g^ 
such tbat the diagram (3,h) is comniutatlve »«> P is fibered 
projective over S, 
Conversely , let P he fibered projective over S, Then we 
have a morphisia p : P -—-> S, Since S « ir S4 , we have 
morphisms p^ : P •> S. » P •.£—> s — = — > S, I where 
g • S -«M—> s. , V 1 , are canonical projections. 




iA^9\> e —KAgfOg) 
and since S «• TT S^ , we have unique raorphlsms 
p-l_> s such that P-:E~.>S-^>S^*P—i->Sj^ , V i e I 
A2-5k.>s such that A2-^>S-^->Sj^«A2-^a*A->Sj^ , V 1 6 I , 
A^-^->S Bach that i^.^>3--^>S^»Aj^-^*-^— >3j^ , V i 6 I , 
(3.jl 
( 151 ) 
and hence v/e obtain the following dlogrsm in & 
T y (3.k) 
Sine© p is flbered projective over S « there exists a unique 
morphiom T X (PtP) > (%»^) s^^^ *hat the dia^am (3.1c) 
i s comiautative, 
Iforeover , p — > A3^-S*^S^«P-Jf->A5^-S—>s ^>\ 
P s^ P4 
op «>s ±«>s^«p—i~>Sj^ 
««=> T I (I*fPj^ ) — — — - > (%»ct|[ 4) is unique morphism belongs to 
Q^ 8uch that the diagram (3»d) is commutative «=> P is fibered 
projective over each S^ . j| 
IThe following Hieorem can be proved dually. 
Theorem 3,4. lAt (?be a category with coproducts and S » (9 Sj 
i e i ^ 
be a coproduct of the family fs^ f of objects of ^ . Ihen 
"- i^iei 
an object P is cofibered projective over S if and only if it is 
( 152 ) 
cofitiered projective ovar each S^, 
(Hi© following theorem slves another characteriaation 
of fibered projeotivea over an object in Q, 
Theorem 3.5. liet(?be a V-categoty with coproducta and 
P « ® Pj, be a coproduct of a family {pji j of objects of (5 . 
lei iej 
fhen P Is fibered projective over S if and only if each 1^^<, Viei, 
is fibered projective over S« 
Proof. I»et P be fibered projective over S, Then , there exists 
a morphlsm p : P > S. Then t we have morphifflos 
XL 
p. : P^ ——> s « P^  -i«-—> p —L—.> s i n ^ , V i , whore U|^ >s 
are canonical inject ions, 
Ifext , consider the followiog dla^aia with on eplmorphiaa 
e in CS^  a • 
(Pi^Pi) 
(Aj^ tO )^ -2 > (A2*«2^ "^ ^ — 
Pi 
>•' 
: ^ s 
(3. O 
w> ^ 
( 153 ) 
How , as P = ® 1*4 > there exJs t s unique morphisms 
l e i 
f I p > A2 f 6uch that P^-i->P >Ag«Pj^-^>A2 , V i 6 I , 
and 
Uj p p^ 
p : p > s, such that P^-i—>P >S « Pj^«.i-> 3 • V 1 e I , 
hence # we have the followixig cofflffiutatlve diagram i a ( ? 
(3.m) 






In ^ , Now , since P is fibered projective over S , there 
( 154 ) 
exists a unique morphlsm Y : (PtP) > ^^*\^ ^ ^ 
such that the diagram (3*ix) 10 commutative* 
How , define t^ I P^——>A3^ « P^ -
which are unique , for Y is unique. 
u. Y 
Also t a^y^ « " i ^ i ° P ^ ** Pi • 
oaierefore , X^ I ^^I '^l^ "^ ^ "^^ X*"*!^  ^ ^ * ^^*^*^ makes 
the diagram (3« O commutative. 
Converaely , l e t as siQ?pose that each ' P^'; i s fibered 
lei 
projective over S »»> there exists a family -(Pj^  --s—> SJ£gj 
of morphlsms. Since P is coproduct of { vj , there exists 
^ lei 
a unique morphlsm p J P —-> S such that 
«J:^> p > S » P^ i> S , V 1 e I. 
Shis satisfies the first condition of the definition, 






( 155 ) 






Now , sinoie Pj^ 's are fibered projectivea over S , there exlots 
morphisms TJ I (Pitptt*)-——^(^3^*^) ^ ^g» ^ 1 » s^ch that the 
dlagreiQ (3»p) is corannitatlve. Also » since P = ^ P^l^  , there 
exlate a imiqua morphiBm Y ! P > A^ siich that 
P --^—> A, —S.—.> Ag w P — ^ - > 
% ^ 
How, P >A^—.i->s « P >Aj^  >A2 =^>SaP >A2—=-.>&«P >S 
««> Y r (Pfp) - — > (Aj^ fOj^ ) iB a imique morphism in {^ g such 
that the diagraa (3.o) Is commitativ©. 
3,2, Plhered and cofibered Injectives 
In this section » fibered and cofibered infective objects 
( 156 ) 
over an object of a category are defined dually to what Is 
done mostly in the section 3,2« We find that injectiv© objects 
are fibered / cofiberod injoctlves over terminal/initial objects, 
also if an object is fibered/cpfibered injectivos over some 
terminal/initial object,then, it is injective. We further obtain 
that in V-oategor^^s , all fibered and cofibered injectives are 
injectives. We close the section with the choractoriaations of 
fibered injectives. 
Definition 5.3. Iiet C be a categoiy and S be an object ot &, 
we say that an object Q o f @ is fibered in;|ectiye over S if it 
} 
S i s injective in (2a » l . e . 
( i ) there exists a morphism Q I Q ——•> s » 
and 
m (ii) for every monomorphism i^*^)"—^(^*^2^ ® ^ 
every morphisaa f T (Aj^t«i) -~—> (Q»<i) in c?g, there exists a 
unique morphism Y I (Agt^o^ "" ^ (QtQ) i» ^g ouch that the 
following diagram 
m (Aj^ O^j^ ) > (A2>ct2) 
V 
(Q.q) 
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18 coraratttatlve. 
Definition 3.4. An object Q of a category & Is called 
oofibered inlectlye over an object S if It is infective in Q • 
!i?hie following are the relations between injeotives and 
coflbered infective* 
Proposition 5.7« An infective object is fibered Injectlv© 
over terminal object. 
Proof. let Q be an injective object and S be a terminal object 
of ^ . Since S is terminal object f there exists a unique morphism 
q • Q «-.—> s in C- , Hext » consider the following diagram with 
a monomorphism m in ^g. 







Since m 6 &Q is mono in @g » by lemma 1.18t it la mono 
(O ixi ^ *^> there exists a unique morphleo Y • A2 > Q such that 
k^ >A2 >Q " A^ L > Q In fir , 
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Al8o > since S is terminal object » qY •* O2 "^"^ Tr(A2#a2^'~~'^^^»^^ 
belongs to ^ , whioh makeB aiagram {3«(i) commutative ««> Q is 
fibered infective over S, || 
Propoaition 5«8, If Q is fibered injective over some terminal 
object S t then it is ilijective. 
Proof* let Q be fibered infective over a terminal object S ,and 
let us have the following diagram with a monomorphiam m i n ^ , 
m 
(5.r) 
Since S is a terminal object , the diagram (5.r) induces the 
following diagram in <^g. 
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Now , alnce Q is flbered Injective over S t there exista a unique 
morphissa Y : (A2ffflt2) — — — > (Q»<l) in ©g such that dlagram(3.s) 
is commutative » and hence , we have a unique T t A2 ——-> Q in 
C^such that the dia^ara (3.r) ia commutative ««»> Q is injective.jj 
!Ehe above tv;o propoeitlons 5#7 and 3.8 imply I 
Theorem 3.6# An ohjeot is infective if and only if it la 
flhered in;Jectiv© over a terminal object. 
The following preposition d e ^ V7lth the relations between 
injectives and cofibored infectives. 
Preposition 3,9. An Infective object is cofibered infective 
over an initial object. 
Proof, iet Q be an injeetlve object and S be an initial object 
in (^  , Since S is initial object , there exists a morphiem 
q • S — — > Q in {9 . Next consider the following diagram with 
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Since m is mono in & , Ijy lemma 1,18 , it is mono in & ana 
since Q is infective » there exists a unique aorphism TIAg—•>Q 
in & such that 
B r f 
^ —H--.^> Ag — — > Q « i^ —«M«.> Q , 
Moreover » 0X2 * Taxa^ « foj^  *» q • 
> T J (^2*^^ —.—> fq,Q) is a unique morphism in & such 
that the diagram (3.*) is comnnitative ««»> Q is cofibered 
infective over S, j| 
Proposition 3.10, A cofihered in;jective object over an initial 
object is infective. 
Proof. let Q be cofibered injectivo object over an initial 
object S of ^  , and consider the following diagram v/ith a 





Since S is initial object , the diagram (3,u) induces the 
following diagram in ^ 
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£ (3.v) 
M . • • ' 
How, Qlnoe m is mono In ^ , Ijy lemma 1,19» it ia mono in @ 
and since Q is cofiberod infective over S , thare exists a imiqtue 
morphism T I ^^2*^ —«-—«»> (q,Q) which leaves th© diagram 
(3.v) commutative , and hence , thare exiets a unique morphiaa 
Y • Ag -«—««> Q i n ^ , which leaves the diagram (3»u) OOTmiutativo. | 
These two propositions 3,9 and 5.10 imply : 
Theorem 3.7# An object is injectiv© if and only if it is 
eofibered injeotive over an initial object of the category. 
In V-category » we havo following relation between injec-
tivity and eofibered in;Jeotivity, 
Proposition 3.11, 3jet^ be a V-category such that every 
raonomorphisa in Q for every S is monomorphiaa in (^ # Then 
sn injeotive object i« eofibered in.leotiv© over all objects 
of ^ . 
Proof. let Q be an injective object in & and S be an object 
of ^^. Since ('is a V-category , [S,Ql ^ /fJ, Also since every 
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monomorphlsQi in la a laotKHBorphiQBi in ^  » th«rrefore result 
follows proceeding as in proposition 3»9# |i 
Proposition 3.12, In V-categoriea , every coflbered Injectlv© 
ol>;)0ct over an object S is Infective, 
I>roof, let Q b© cofibered infective over an object S, and 
consider the diagram (3.u) with m*ncR8ArpMtt& m in ^ .Siiice 
& is a V-cateeo3:y , there exists a morphism Oj I S —«—> A^ 
in &, Then considering a2 » aohL * ^ -*•—> Ag and q •• fa2^rs«-> Q, 
we have diagpom (3»v) in ^ . Since m : A -—-> B is mono in (^, 
by lesnma 1,19 » m J (ct^ Aj^ ) --—> (ogtAg) is also mono in @ , 
iUherefor© , there exist© a tmiqu© aorphlsni T I (ag'-^a^'"^^^'^*^^ 
0uch that the diagram (5.v) is comnnitative , and hence we have 
a unique T J Ag — — > Q I n ^ such that 
m X f 
A^ > Ag > Q " A^ > Q • 
Hence Q is injective« | 
The following theorem© can be proved similarly as we 
have proved theorems 3•J and 3.4 for the projective case J 
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theorem 5«8, Let (?be a category with products and S « JJ S*. 
1 e I 
Then an object Q is fihered injeotive over S if and only if 
it is fihored injeotive over each S^, 
Theorem 5•9. liet^ be a category with coproducts and S « ® S^^ 
id 
be a coproducts of the family (sA , Then an object Q is 
^ iei 
cofibered infective over S if and only if it is cofibered 
infective over each S^ . 
She following theorem gives the characterization of 
fibered/cofibered injectives over an object , which is dual 
to the case of fibered/cofibered projectives over an object 
( !2hedfeo 3*5). 
OJheorem 3,10. liet^ be a category with products and Q » J | Q-. 
i e I * 
!Chen Q is fibered injectives over S if and only if each Q^^ 
is fibered injective over Sv 
3.3 • Fibertd and cofibered esaentjal epimorphisHMB and 
Bionceiei^ hiCMa 
In this section , we d efine fibered and cefibered essantial 
epimorphians and monniiorphians and observe that t in general ^  
in T-oategor^ «9y essential epimorphiaras/ raonomorphiimB are 
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cofibered / fitoered essential epimorphlean/monomorphiam J 
however , in certain restricted T-oategoriea , essential 
eplmorphiasajs / mommorphlmLe are both flbered and coflbered 
essential eplaorphlsms/moncaaorphlams over an ob;Ject, Finally, 
«re show that over a terminal object , every ©soential 
epimorphiBms/monomorphlems Is fibered essential epimorphiam/ 
moncanorphifsa and conversely ; ever an initial object , every 
essential epimorphisra / monomorphiaBi is Coflbered essentiel 
©pimorphiSQ / mononorphism* 
Definition 3,5* An epiraorphlsa © ; A -~—> B in @ is called 
fibered / coflbered essential ©plmorphiaBi over an object S if 
0 is an essential epiiaorphiGEi in ^ / & i.e. e iif fibered 
essential eplmorphioni if (1) there exist marphiams a • A——> S 
and p r B -> S such that A —^-> B — * — > S « A -2—> s , and 
(11) for araa© morphlsm g in (^  , if eg • is m>. epliaoii)hiam in 
(^  p then g is an eplmorphiSBi in (?g. Similarly for the 
other case, 
Befinitlon 3«6. A laommorphleiD m ? A *«<»—> B i n ^ is called 
fib»ged/cofibcr<d esgential aontgaorphiaa over an ob,iect S if 
m ; A -—.-> B is ossentlal nonomorphloa in (5g/ (? . !Biat is, 
in first case , if (i) tbtre exist ©orphisaa a J A — > S and 
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p : B > $ such that A -2—> B - L > S « A -S—> s and (ii) 
for Qome morphlsm n In ^ , If nm is moncaaiorphlsrai In C/s, 
tben n Is a inonoinorphism in (?g t similarly for the other case. 
Proposition 5.IS. Iiet^ Tse a V-category such that every 
eplmorphiem in @ g is an eplmorphism in o . !Hien an essential 
©pimorphism is fibered essential epijaorphism over the object S, 
Proof. Vet A — — > B be an essential epimorphiaa in@ .Since 
^ is a 7-catefory, there exists a morpiiism p ^ B *——> 3 and , 
then defining- a « po 2 A —~—•> s , we have A —»>B~2->Sa A-S->S, 
Thus , condition <i) of definition 3,5 is satisfied. How » if 
eg is an eptoorphism in gg , then eg is epi in ^  by l^rpothesis 
and hence g is epi i n O bacauee e is an essential epioorphisms, 
Thus , by lenima 1.19 $ g is epi in @ g. || 
Proposition 5.14. In a V-catesory , every essential epimorphism 
is cofibered essential epimorphiani over any object of the category. 
Proof, Let e 5 A > B be an essential epiiwsrphiaa , As ^  is a 
V-oategory . there exists a aorphisn « J S — — > A and then ,if 
we consider p • ea : S -—.-> B i^the condition (i) of definition 
3.5 is satisfied. Next , if e.g is an epiaorphiaB in (^ for 
some morphiam g in (? , Th«h , by leEma 1.18 , it is an epimorphia 
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in (3 and hence ts^ definition of essential eplmorpMsm g is 
an epimorpMsm In &, (Eherefore « \s^ lemma 1.19 g ia epi in 
Proposition 3.IS. liet ^ b e a V>-categoiy such that every 
eplmorphiem iifi @^ is an epimorphioo in Q . Then a fibered 
essential eplmorphism over S ^ a an essential epimorphism. 
Proof. Let A *—.2—> B is fibered essential epimorphism over 
S and C — i — > A — 2 — > B is an epUaorphism in C , Since A-^—>B 
is fibered essential epimorphism , there exist morphiama 
a : A > S and p : B -^  > S such that A-2«>B-fi->S« A-^> S. 
If .we define T « ag ! C -> S , then g : (C,T) >(A,a) e (^  
and^by lemma 1.19,eg is an epimorphism in (?g. Therefore , g 
is an eplffiorphiem in (?g and hence , by J^othesis » g is an 
epimorphism in @, Therefore e is an essential epimorphism. 11 
We have a dual Proposition to 5.14 i which is obviously as 
follows ; 
rropositios. 5,16. lAt^^be a V'-cattgpB^ mien an essential 
monomorphias ia a fibered essential monomorphiemi over any 
object S in (? , 
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Proposition 3*17. Let© be a V«-oategoiy sucli that every 
monomorpMsEi In c? is a mommorgl^iBm in& • Tiiea. an essential 
monemorphlem Is coflbered essential monomorpMem over S, 
Proof* ^t m ; A ™ > B "be an essential monomorphlan 
Since (v is a T-oat^ gory » there exists a t 3 — - > A and 
p ; S .«—.> B such that S — — > A ~ - > B « S -«—> B. lext , 
if n m is monomorphism in & for some morphism n in (? ^-^A^ 
1:^  hypothesis , it is inono. in & implies n is mono in & and 
hence in & $ hy lemma 1.33. Ihus m is cofibered essential 
epimorphism, !Phis is dualllzes 3.15, |1 
Proposition 3,18. Let (3 be a Y-categoxy such that ©very 
monomorphiaa In is monomorphism in c? • 'Shen. a cofibered 
essential monomorphism over the object S is essential monomorphism. 
Proof* Let A -—> B be a cofibered essential monomorphiaa 
and A -2—> B —•^-> C be a monomorphism in © • Since m is 
cofibered essentilQ. monomorphism » there exist morphioaa 
ri ! s > A and p : S > B such that S-S-> A -^> B" S-i-> B, 
4 
Then , i f we define Y t S - — > C « S -~-fi-> B --S-> C » then 
m : («,A) > (r.C) e (S^ « a l . a .6»».orphi». . ttl. toplie. 
n i s a mon(»aorphism in and by bypothesis, n i s monomorphism 
in @ . 
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•m> A — - > B Is essential monomorpMsm. ji 
EropoBltionB 5»15 » 3.15# 3*17 and 5.18 imply the following : 
IKieoresi 3«11, ie* @ be a category sach that every e^lmorphlsm/ 
«o«o»oxpM» in 0 3 / (9 3 IB eplBcrpMW«o»»cn.U» in S . 
Then a moarphiaa t le easential epimoxpliisHi / monomorphism if 
and only if f is fiherod/oofibered essential epiaorphisni/ 
iaon3sao2?phism over the object S» 
If S is terminal or initial object then condition of 
propositioiB3.13f 315t 5»19 aaad 3«18 are fulfilled for the object 
S and therefore , we have the following theorems : 
(theorem 3•IS. A morphisa in ^  is essential epimorphism/ 
monomorphiaro if and only if it is fibered/cofibered essential 
epimorphism/konoiaorphieaa over every terminal/initial object 
S in (?. 
Iheorem 3*13. A morphian in (^  is esscoitial monomorphism/ 
epiaosphlKa if and only if it is fibered/cofibered essential 
menomojfphiOBi/eplmorphisa ever every terminal/initial object 
S in @, 
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3.4. Pibered and cofibered injectiye hulls end projective coyera 
IXi this section » v/e define fibered and cofibered projective 
covers and injevtive hulls over some object of a category and 
find that in certain restricted V-categories , if an object has 
projective cover/ injective hull, then it has fibered and 
cofibered projective cover/ injective hull. Purtjteer , if any 
two objects have projective covers over an object,then their 
product also has fibered projective cover over the same object. 
Definition 3.7. An object A of a category @ is said to have 
a fibered/cofibered projective ©over over an object S if A has 
a projective oover in @^ @ • !Biat is , in the firot case, 
A has a fibered projective cover over an object ' S if (i) there 
exists a morphism a J A —«—> S , and (ii) there exists a fibered 
projective object P in ^  with a fibered esoential epimo2:phism 
P > A. 
Definition 3*8, kx object A of a categoa:y ^ is said to have 
* fibered/cofibered in^ ectiye^ h^ull if A lias injective hull in 
% / Cir . 
Proposition 3*19. let^ be a V-c&tagory such that ewexy ©pi-
moxphiae in (i^  is an epi»orpbi«R in & . fh«n an object A has 
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fibered projective cover over S I f A baa a projective cover 
in &. 
Proof. Let P -2-> A "be a projective cover of A in & , Since & 
i s a V-oategory , there exis ts a morpMom a I A > S » and 
then define p » ae : P ~ - > s . Then we Imve P ~ > A — > S 3 p — > s , 
Hext , T:^  ^ppsitiiocn, ^^3 , p i s fibered projective object over 
S and , by >r't^ .** i^^ >ia 3.16 , P ~ - > A i s fibered easentiel 
e 
epimorphiaa over S, iHiua , P — — > A is fibered projective 
cover of A over S , || 
Proposition 3 •20. Jjeb & he a V-catesory ouch that every 
eptoorphiss in % is en epimorphism in (9 . (men an object A 
has projective cover if A has fibered projective cover over S, 
Proof, I«t 1p -2—-> A be a fibered projective cover over S, 
Then » 't^ prfposition 3.4 , P i0 projective for V-category ^ 
and , by i)roposition 3.15 » e is an essential epimorphism, 
ThuB.l —2-> A is projective cover. Ij 
The above propo8itioiB3.19 and 3.20 imply ; 
Theorem 3.14. Bi a V-category such that every epimorphism in 
(^  is epimorphiaa in (? , an object has projective cover 
if axid only if it has fibered projective cover over S, 
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Olhe followlJig are the similar situations for infective 
halls : 
Proposition 3,21, Let S h e a V-catecory such that every 
moiiOTiorphian In & XB monomorphism in (? • iThen an object 
A has cofihered injectire hull over S If A has injective 
hull in & . 
Proof, let A JS—> Q he a an injectlv© hull of A in(? , Then, 
hy proposition 3.11 » Q is cofihered injectivo over S and , hy 
proposition 5*17 # m is cofihered essential^ monomorphifiia over S, 
ThVLB , A ^-S-> Q is cofihered injective hull of A over S , j{ 
Proposition 3 #22, i;et@ he a V-category such that evex-y mono-
morphism in ^ is a moncsoaorphiom in @ • !i!hen an object A has 
an injGirtive hull if A has cofihered injective hull over the 
object S. 
Proof, let A ^ - > Q he a cofihered injective hull of A over S. 
Then Q is injective by proposition 3,12 for all V-categorles » 
andyby proposition 3.18;m is essential xsonosoiorphiaa. Hence . 
ffi • A — — > Q iB injevtive hull , ij 
Both the above propositions 3.21 and 3.22 imply the 
follov/ing tlieorem : 
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!Ib.or« 3.15. Let (^  be a V-oategai7 such that every oono-
morphisra in (3 • is a monomorphlam in & , Then an object 
A of (v has infective hull If and only if A has oofibered 
Infective hull over S. 
OJhe conditions of theorem 3.13/ 3.14 are also satisfied 
if we consider S to be a tenainal/ an initial object respectively, 
Thus , we have the following theorem : 
Theorem 3.16. An object A of a category^ has projective cover/ 
injective hull if and only if A has fibered/cofibered projective 
cover/ injet^ tiVG hull over a terminal / on initial object of -• ^ • 
IQ order to prove that coproduct of flbered injective 
hulls over an object is a fibered injectiy© hull over the 
object . We, first prove the following lamna ! 
I^nma 3.1. let & he a categoiy with corpUoducts • Then coproduct 
of two fib«red essential monomorphisms over an object S is 
fibered essential monomorphiata over S. 
B, nu 
Proff. Iiet Aj —s-> Bj^  and Ag --^> B2 be two fibered essential 
monOTaorphiaotui over an object S and A, ® Ag -= 7 B, ® Bp 
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be their coprofluct :. ©len we have the following commutative 
diagrams with u^ ^ and ui # 1 = 1»2, as canonical Injections: 
Ai® h 
Hext , let the composition morphlom 
(3.w) 
^ a, ® ni« _ . n {A^ @ Ag, t ) -i -5 (B^ €) Bg,^ ) > (0,r) 
he a monomorphlaa in ^g. Then nCu^ ^ @ mg) Uj^ f 1 » lf2, are 
moncxaorphlsms In (3^ , This implies, hy commatativity of (3.w), 
n u^m^ , 1 » 1,2, are monomorphlam in ^ . !I?hus nui . 1-1,2, 
are monomorphlfflns in (§Q , since m^, 1 «1,2, are fihered essential 
monomorphlsas , ««•> nuj « l'°lf2, are monomorphlams in(^ , hy 
lemma 1.18 , Thim lamiies that a is mssas in ^ , hence hy lemma 
1.18 , n is monomorphlsra In ^ s = « > m j ^ ® m 2 l s fihered 
essential aon(»Borphlam« |] 
Baally , we have the following lem^a t 
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Lemma 5.2, let (5 "be a categoiy with products. Then product 
of two coflbered essential epimorphiams over an ohject S Is 
cofihered essential epimorphiam over S. 
How tlM> following theorems follows 1^ propositions 5.23 
and 5,24 and Iiemmas 5.1 and 3,2 respectively, 
Bieorem 3,17. If objects A, and A^ in a category 3 have 
Aj^  ® Ag has fibered infective hull over S, 
©leorem 5.18. If A^ and Ag in a category Q have cofibered 
projective covers over S . then TT A^ , i - 1.2, has cofibered 
projective cover over S, 
5*5. Pibered and cofibered generators and cogenertitors 
In this section » we define fibered and cofibered generators 
and cogenerators over an object in a category and find that 
a family of generators/co^nerators is a family of fibered 
generators/cofibered cogenerators and the converse is true if 
th« eategexy under consideration is a V-category with 
coequalizers/tqualizers • Also # we observe that if (^  is a 
V-category with coproduots , then a family {u, f is of fibered 
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g0nerato#0 oVBr S If and only if ® tr^  la a fibered generator 
lei ^ 
over S# In the end , we show that If S » Jf S^ Is a product, 
then an ob;3Gct U ia a fibered generator over S if and only if 
tr is a fibered generator over each S^^ , V £ . 
Definition 3.9. In a category Q , we say that a family i\sA 
is a family of fjbered/cofibered generators over an ob^oct 
S of ^  if the family {^^ji is a family of generators in 
^g/ (3^ . 2hat is , in the first case , (i) there exists 
morphisas u^^^  : Xl^ — — > s , V ^^  and (ii) for every pair of 
different morphisms ^-y^iC^ * (^»^) *"—'^ (AgfOg) i n ^ g , 
there eacists a morphian u J (^ I'^ i) — > {^*^ for some 1 
such that Tj^ u j^  TgU in ^ , 
Definition 5,10. In a category (3 » we say that a family S^A 
^ ^ lei 
is a family of fibered/cofibered cogeneratora over an object 
S of (5 if the family \XiA is a family of cogenerators in 
If the xsally f o^ ? has only one obiect 0(say) , then 
^^lei 
we BB^ that TJ is fibered or cofibered generator or cogenerator 
over S. 
Proposition 3.25. let (? be a V-categoiy . If fUj? i s a 
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family of generators of & , then it la a family of fibered 
generators over all objects of (? • 
Proof, Since ^ is a V-category » there exists morphisms 
u^ • Tj^ > s for all S in (5 , Hext t let Tj^  ¥ TgrCAj^tO^)—>(A2<i; 
be two morphisms in ^ g t then Xj^ ¥ T2! A^ — — > A2 in<5 »=> 
there exists a morphion u * tJj — — > iU ,for some i , such that 
T^u ¥ YgU in & . low, considering VL^ » o^u J U^ ——> s » we 
have u J (tJ^ t^ i^ ) ™ > (^fOj^) belings to &^ such that 
T^u ^  Tgu in {?g. II 
Proposition 3 «26» l e t ^ b e a V-category v/ith coaqualisers. 
laien a family {U.j of fibered generators over an object S 
i s a family of generators of ^ , 
Proof. l e t ^2^ ¥ ^2 * h. *~*^ ^ ^® *''*' morphiaras in (P, Let 
Ag ———> 0 « coequaligers of T^ a»d Tg* Since (y i s a V-category, 
there exists a raorphiem f I C > S . ffiaen define 
«2 ~ If^'hl " > S • Sforeovsr » /^x ~ ^^2 ~ ^ jM*if/^2 • 
Ihtrefore , define Oj^- '§^x*h, >^^>Ti»(Ai»03^)—~->(A2»«2^ 
belongs to @a • Hence ,since $ u^ ? a family of fibered 
( 1T7 ) 
generators , theao e x i s t s a morphiam u;(TTj|^ fU^)—>(A3^»a2^) 
ouoii t ha t 
u T, tt To 
(%fUj_) >(A^,03^)--i><A2,a2) f (%»«i)^ XAj^tOj^)-—>(A2fa2) 
and therefore , there exists ti J TJ|^  — — > A^ ^ in ^  such that 
u Ti ^ u To 
in @. IChis leads to the required result, {{ 
Sie following propositions are dual to the above propooitionsT 
Proposition 3.27, If (0< f io a family of cogenorators on a 
^^iei 
V-cate/;oryf then it is si family of cofiherod cogenerators over 
all objects of the category. 
Proposition 3*28, Let (^  be a V-category with equalizers, fhen 
a family \V^A of cofibered cogenerators over an object S is a 
family of cogenerators for & • 
Ho^Tf , we have aaen Q^ ^ ^ '^ @ for a terminal 
objecto S and an initial object S« by proposition 2.1, This 
will imply that the following proposition holda true for a 
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terminal / an Initial object. 
Proposition 3.29« jtJ^ } is a family of eenerators/cogenerutors 
^ lei 
in a category (• if end only if it is a family of cofIbored 
gonerators/ fibered cogenerators over a torminal/an initial 
object of 6 . 
( The proof can bo easily checked ), 
How , we obtain a characterization for fibered generators 
over an object* 
3!heorem 3»19. let <S^  be a V-categoiy with coproducta. Then 
(U^ 2 is a family of fibered generators over an object S 
of & if and only if the object ® tij is a fibered generator 
lei * 
of & over ®. 
Proof. Let (04 / be a family of fibered generators over 
^^iei 
S « > there exist morphisma u^ : Uj^  — — > S , y ^ .Since ® Uj 
i€X 
is acoooproduct of the given family , there exists a unique 
morphiai Y Z <^ U^ . — — — > S such that 
( 179 ) 
where jU^  , i 6 X,Ere oaxionical Injections. Next , l e t 
X^¥ ^2 • ^^»**1^ ——> (Ag^ag) be two morpMems In ^g , 
SCherefore t T^  / Tg * A, ——•> Ag In ^ •«»> there exis ts a 
ffiorphiaoa u I U^^ —~-.> A^ ^ for some i such that f^n ^ YgU, Hew 
consider a family{p^ * (^i^t^j^) "—"> il^$aj^)jia. (^g and hence 
Jp ; ty^  —«-.> Aj in 0 such that p^ « u for ;J « 1 , and for 
3 j ^ 1 P^  exist , because (? la a y«-catGgory, !Dhis in^lieo 
that there exis ts a unique morphisBi v J ® tJj^  --.—> A^ such that 
\ ® ^1 ""^^ ^ " ^1 ^ A, t V' 1 , 
and since p^ e ^g and by definition of coproduct o^ v^ « Y • 
hence v e (?g • Kow,4f , Yj^ v » Yg*"' ***> Tj^vjEXj^  " ^ 2 ^ ^ • ^  ^ 
*"> Y^ P4 * Yg Pji^  i» particular , Y^u « YgU » which is a 
contradiction •»«> YiV j' YgV» Hence V is fibered generator over 
S. 
Conversely , let ® U^ , be a fibered generator over S. 
This implies that there exists a morphian HI ® U^ -—> S 
M4 M 
and henot u^l V^ >S « tJ^ -i-> ® rs^ > s , V l . 
( ise ) 
In (dg p th«Q th«re eadLst* A aorpMm T : < ® tTj, iM>"**^ >(%ta3L) 
gttch thai) Y^  T 1^  Y2 Y »iMu.> ttuKife «ad.it &t Xtast en* 1 e I 
flueli that YjT % 1^  Y2 '^  %» Sbav^foxiii ennalAir iTj^  with Korphint 
^% * ^%^^^ **«-•> (i|« «|^ >t whioh 0ati0fi«« ttui ccmditioa ( i i ) 
of d«fiiiitioa 3.10* 
SiMdl^ p wo ha:vt thd following th««ri» : 
fhooroBi 3*20* I^t (9 h* a T«eat«gozar with produota* fhaa [i$^\ 
i t a fanily of cofihcrad oogtnaratora i f and only i f tha oh^aot 
TT \ i p»odtiot of Uj^ »« ) ia oofihai?ad oogenaiyator owa* S. 
Tkm following thaovopui oaa ha aaailar proved prooaading 
along tha linaa of tbo proofi of 3haoz«tt 3*4 and ?•$• 
Thaorttt 5*21, X«t (^  ha a oatagoiQr with psfoduota and am ff S|^ » 
a product of (sA • Shan an ohjaet tl of (^  ia fiharad 
* i e i 
gonorator/ooganarator ovar S i f and only i f V ia fiharad gonarator^ 
oaganarator erme aa^ S^^ t V i e I» 
iChaaxOK 9«22« lat (^  ha a aatagaxgr with o^radnota and 9** ($> S^ , 
i c i * 
a oapradttoti than V ia oafiharad gtnavatar/ooganarator o'var 
S if and only if tr ia eofiharai gonivator/ ooganarator otar 
aaoh S|^  , V i e X. 
( lea ) 
3 • 6 • glborefl and cofibered reflection tmd coreflectlon 
In this section , w© define fibered and cofibered 
reflective and coreflectivc subcategories over an object ,and 
show that a flbered/cofiberod reflect!vVcoajefleotivs sub-
category over any object la reflectlve/coreflectlvc subcategory, 
3Ihe converse holds true only if the subcategory ie a subcategory 
of a V-catego3:y. Also , if a subcatcgoi^ ia cofiberod/fibered 
reflective/corefleotive eubcategoiy o'^r an initial/a terminal 
object 9 then it is reflectiwe/coreflective subcategbiy. 
Further » if (? * is a reflective subcatogoiy of a V-catogoiy, 
then (p* is cofibered reflective subcategory of a ^-category 
over each object of (d*. 
Definition 3.11, Let ^* be a oubcategory of a category -
and S be an object of & • 5Phen we say that an object A of(? 
has a fibered/cofibered reflection over S in (?* if (i) 
there exists a morphism a I A — > S / a J S ——> A » (ii) 
the object (A,a)/(a,A) of (9^ / S^ l^as a reflection in 
its subcategory & Q / (3* ( 23iat is » there exists a object 
(R(A),r) in g'gwith aaorphlOEB ^ :(R»A),Y) >(A,a) in 
Q^ such that for every object (A»,a*) in (^ 'g with moii>hism 
( 102 ) 
p ! (ASa») —«--> (A,a) » there exietacuunique moiphlsm 
6 : (A»,a«) > (R(A),Y) In g»g such that the following 
(a(A),r) — •> (Aftt) 
i0 coranutativ©< 
llhe object R(A) in (0» ie called fibered reflection 
object of A over S and the morphicBi /^  la called fibered 
reflection morphism of A over S. 
Definition 3.12, Let (?• be a subcategory of (9 and S be an 
object of C , ihen we aay that an object k of & has fibered/ 
cofibered coreflection in (^« over S if there exists a 
raorphim a : A -—> S / a J 3 ~ > k ixk & and (A,aV(a»A) in 
v^ g / (3^ has oorsflscticn in fM subcategory : Q^ ^ & '^ ^ 
Definition 5.13. If each object 
reflection in G • oyer an object S of ^  , then we say that 
( 183 ) 
fd* Is fi1)er©a/cofJlbered reflective subcategoiy of <? over S, 
Definition 5.14, If each object of (?ha8 a fibored/cofibered 
coreflection in Q* over an object S of (§ , then we soy 
tbat t'* io fibered/cofiberod coreflectlve subcategory of @ 
over S. 
Proposition 3.33. If (9» is a fibered reflecti^ a^ subcategory 
of 6 over aa)Object S , tben (9t is a reflective subcategory 
of @ . 
Proof. let A e (5 . Since (?• io fibered roflectiv© subcategory 
over S , there exists a morphiaa a I A —-«> S and an object 
(R(A),r) in(5'sWithamorphism 
P. 
/I : (R(A),T) ~ - > (A,a) « R(A) ^-—> A 
Y 
*S 
Thus , we have an object R(A) in (^  • with a morphiam 
P • J»^ «^  ——.i A 
A " "*-•' 
Ifext , i f A* be an object in & • with a morphian 
^l A» —.-> A ^then we have aCsay) « a^ J A» ——> 8 and a 
( 184 ) 
moiTpMoa %l (ASa») — — > (A,a), ©verefor© » t^ definition 5.12t 
there exists a unique morphiam 6 I (A*,a») —-«> (R(A),T) in 
^•g such that the following diagram is commutative : 
(R(A),Y) -> (A,a) 
Hence , wo have a unique 6 I A» ——-> R(A) in 0* such that 
the following diagram 
•^ 
R(A) inimmwiiw iiiiicM •niwiiwi 
— > A 
is conanutative, fhus , ^ is a refldctiv® wihcategory of &»\\ 
Dually , we have the following proposition ; 
Proposition 3»54. If ^'10 cofihered cireflectiv© suhcategory 
of a category ^ over an object S of ^ , then g>» is coref-
leotion subcategory of ^ . || 
( 185 ) 
Proposition 3.35. If ^ is cofibered reflective subcategory 
over an initial object S of (? , then (^ » is reflective sub-
category of C^  . 
Proof, Suppose A is an object of ^  • Since Q » is cofibered 
reflective, subcategory of Q # thece exists a morphiBm 
a : s > A and an object (T»R(A)) in ^'^ with a morphisia 
P^ : (Y»R(A)) > (a,A). sama , we have an object R(A) 
in Q^ with a morphisaa 9^ X R(A) > A . 
• Hext , if A« be another object of (§• with, a aorphism 
\X A > A ana oi«,o S la initial oijeot . there orl.ts 
a morphlem a» I S ——•> A* such that the following diagram 
a 
> A 
is ccomutative. Thua » "^  t (a«,A»)-~~> (atA) 6 ^. , and 
therefore , by definition 3.12 ,there exists a unique morphiaa 
a : (aSA») > (Y,R(A)) in ^ '^  , such that the follcwlng 
diagrasi 
( 186 ) 
{a\V) 
(Y,R(A)) — > (a,A) 
lo coDBnutative. 
Tba.& , there exiots a unique moxpMsia 6 ; A*-
aucii that the f ollowijig aiagrao 
.-> a(A) in S • 
->A 
ie commutative, Ihus , (5» ia reflective flubcategory of & » )| 
IXially , we have the following t 
Proposition 3«36, If (^ is fiberea corefleotive subcategory 
of a category (S over a terminal ob.ieot S of & » Then (^  • is 
coreflective subcategory of C , |) 
Proposition 3.37. I«t (> be a V-category, Then a reflecti^Ma, 
( 187 ) 
isubc^ itegory |g* of (§ is fibered reflective subcategory of 
over Q H objects of & * 
I>roof, let A be an object of Q . Since (5 is a V- oategory 
there exists a morphlsm a I k — — > S , Moreover , 9ince(9is 
reflective subcategory of 0 , there exists an object R(A) in 
(d* with a inorphiaa /^  ! H(A> -——.> A in (9** IJb®? , consider 
T ^  a ^ ! R(A) — — - > S , then we have an object (R(A),T) in 
g»g with a morphiata /J : (R(A),r) > (A,a) in (^ 'g . 
Hext » if (A»,a») is another object in ^ * Q with a teorphism 
"f: (ASa«) — — > (A,a) , then we have object A* ia (^ * with 
a xQoxphism 
-§1 X* > A, Uow , since /J : R(A) > A 
is reflection of A in ^ • , there exists a unique morphisa 
6 : A* •*-•'•—> R(A) such that 
A* > R(A) if—> A « A« •-—> A . 
««»> Y : (ASa») > (R(A),Y) i A ^ (^g. TtaxB we have an unique 
morphiaa 6 : (ASa») > (R(A),Y) such that 
(ASo») > (R<A),Y) — ^ > (A,a) « ( A » , a » ) - ^ > (A,a) 
( 188 ) 
Hence the result follows, ({ 
Dtially » we have the following proposition : 
Proposition 3.38. let (? he a V-category and (0* he a coref-
lection Buhcategoiy of (9, SQien ^ is cofihered coreflcction 
suhcatesoiy of ^  over all oh^ecte of (§* || 
Proposition 3.39. I«©t ^ h© a T-category and (?* is reflection 
suhcategoiy of & . 5Chen (9* is ooflbered reflective subcategory 
over all objects of (d\ 
Proof. IiBt S be en object of ^ « and A be an object of &, 
Since ^» is reflective subcategory of ^ t we hove an object 
R(A) la G with a morphiam f^ I R(A) > A. How , since & 
is a V-category » there exists a morphiam p I S > R ( A ) . 
Next , considering a « ^^ * ^ -> A , we have an object 
(p,R(A)) in ^'^ with a morphisa f^ :(p,R(A)) > (a,A). 
Furthermore , if (a%'A») be another object in ^» with a morphism 
"^J (ai*,A») -M——•> (a»A) , then wo have an object A» in (^ * 
with a morphiam "f i A* — — > A in ^ and therefore , there 
exiats a unique m©rphi«a Y 1 A* —-~~> R(A) in {3» such 
that A» — > R(A) — — > A « A — — — > A . iHius , we have the 
( 189 ) 
following cmmntatir® aiagx'ani 
giving ^X a* ^ fa»»a » ^p» 
Moreover , S 6 ^* and ^ ia reflect ion morphism from 
R(A) > A . 
(Therefore , Y a* » p «««=> 
TC: (aSA») > (p,R(A)) belongs to ^ 'g which is unique 
and satiofiea 
Y A -e 
(a«,A») > (p,R(A)) > (a,A) « (a»,A«)——> (a,A) 
fhas rttffult follows, |{ 
DuaUy , we have the following proposition, 
Proposition 3.4-0, l e t @ be a V-category and ^ ia a corefleotivfl 
( 190 ) 
subcategory • Tten ^' is fibered corefleotive subcategory 
of &oreT all ol>;Ject0 of ^•. 
©10 followJbig proposition can be ea illy checked •' 
ustns the definition of initial and terminal ob;)ects and 
propositions 3.33 and 3.56, 
Proposition 3•41. If (^' isreflective/ coreflective subcategory 
of &lt and only if (^ * is fofibered/fibered reflective/coreflec-
tive subcategory over an initial / a terminal object, or 
if and only if (^* is fibered/ cofiberod reflectiye/ corefiective 
subcategory of ^ over a terminal/ an initial object. 
^ferencea 
Bucure[l] , Ereyd \;3 ] , Mitchell Xl3] t Pareigis [14] . 
CHAPTER IV 
FIBBHED FACfORIZATIOnS 
4.0. Introduction. Isbell [61 Introduced the concept of 
extremal eptmorphlsm that • an ©plmorphism e I A > B is 
extremal (i) if A - ^ > B « A -^-^> B — - > B , i.e. © « e'a, 
and (ii) if e' ia a monomorphism , then ©• is an iooraorphism! 
Dually t a monomorphiam m is extremal , if m " pm» and m* is 
an ©pimorphiam implies that m* is an isocaorphism, Herrilich t 
H. [ 5 ] f very recently $ generalized it to an extremal egi-
mono factorization of a morphiam, A morphism f in a category 
ia said to have an extremal epi-iaono factorization if for some 
extremal epimprphiam © in (? and some monoaaorphiaa m in ^, 
f « me. We have stoilarly an epi-©xtremal mono factorization. 
Further , Kelly, G.M, [ 103 introduced the concept of 
regular and strong epimorphisms as follows ! 
A morphiam f : A > B in a category @ is said to he a 
refsular epimorphiam if any g J A > C in (^  , for scan® 
x,y : K — — > A satisfying, 
gx f gy , whenever fx « ly , 
has a decomposition g « hf for a unique morphism h I B > C 
( 192 ) 
in & , i.e., f is a coequallzer in a general sense. Also, 
an eplmorphism e is said to be Btvon^ if , whenever ve « mu 
with mjaoncanorphism , there exists a unique morphiam w such 
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is contnutative, 
?/e can similarly , define regular and strong monomorphisma. 
Kelly observed that regular epimorphisms/monomorphisals are 
strong epimoiphisms/monomorphisms and strong epis/monoa are 
extremal • epi/mono. Also , he introduced the following factori-
aations t 
(i) If a morphism f has a factorization f « me , where 
e is regular epimorphism and where ex « ey , whenever fx » ly, 
then ms is called the regular factorization of f . 
(ii) If a morphiam f has a factoriisation f » mp , where 
p is strong epimorphian and ra is a monomorphiam , then mp is 
( 195 ) 
called a canonical factorigsatlon of .f« 
In this chapter , w© define fibered/cofibered regular 
(Iteflnitiona 4,l/4,2) strong (Definitions 4.5/4.6) and extremal 
(Definitions 4.9/4.10) eplmorphiams and monomorphisms, and 
obtain more or leas similar properties as in CIO] . We also 
define and study fibered/cofibered regular , canonical and 
extremal epi-aono factorizations. 
4 «1. libered_^Qnd_£ofiberea_^re|jul 
In this section » we define fibered and cofibered regular 
opimorphisms and raonomoi^hisms over some object in a category 
and observe that in ^-categories a fibered/cofibered regular 
epimorphism/monomorphiaa over any object is a regular 
epimorphism / monomorphism ; and also , over terminal and initial 
objects , both the terms • fibered regular eplmorphiams* and 
•regular epimorphisms' coincides, iOLso we obtain some properties 
like those of coaq?osition » left cancellation e t c , of regular 
morphisms. 
Definition 4.1. An epimorphism e : A > B in (^  is called 
fibered/cofibered regular epimorphism over an object S of ^ 
l . . e ^ / (f and 1, regular epl.orphi« 1. ^ 3 / ^ ^ 
( 194 ) 
IThat Is , in fitjered cas« » there exist oorphiams a I A ~ > S , 
p ; B > S auch that A —2«> B - ^ - > S « A —2-«> s , ®^^  
that any ® : (A,a) — - > (0,T) in (S^t satisfiring gs: « gy t 
whenever ex » ey for ajoy pair of morphiEnflS x,y : (K,T) >(A,o) 
in ^g f l^s a decomposition g « he , for a unique morphism 4\ 
in (^s . 
]3ually : 
Definition 4.2, A monomorphiBm m : A > B in ^ S' is caLled 
fibered/ cofibered regular monomorphiam over an object S of 
if m 6 and is re^alar monomorphism in 
That is , in fibered case , there exist morphiams a J A — — > s, 
p : B > S such that A -3.-> B —£-> S « A --S-> s , and 
that any g I (C,T) — - > (B,p) satisfying xg « yg , whenever 
xd » ym , for any imir of morphisma x , y in ^ , has a 
uniciu© decomposition g » nih in &Q. 
Proposition 4.1, let (? be a V-category. llJhen a regular 
epimorphism is fibered regular epimorphiOTa over ar^ object S, 
Proof. let e : A —-.> B be a regular epimorphism. Since ^ is 
«v V-category,there exists a morphiaa p I B -~-~-> S , then 
consider a « pf J A — « > S and therefore,A-^>S*A-S~-.>B-&—>S. 
( 195 ) 
Kerb , since e I s epl In (? , by lemna 1.19>Q i s epi in &Q, 
Now suppose for x,y : (K,k) > (A,a) 
(K,lc) > (A,a) > (C.T) « (K,k)-^ > (A,a) -i- .>(C,Y), 
whenever 
(K,ic)«-~«.>(A,a) >(B,P) " (K,k) > (A,a) > (B,p) 
How , i f for any x» , y» : K» - — > A 
•fch.en , considering 
lc« : K» > S e K«-5^> A —SL> s «. K»™> A -S-> B - ^ > S 
« K*-.2ll> A -£«> B -S-» s 
s K» 3LL> A -2—> s , 
(K»,k»)—->(A,a)--2->(B,p)-(KSk»)"-^->(A,a)-2-.> (B,p) 
««»>(K',k»)-Si-.>(A,a)-S—>(C,Y)«(KSk«)-^^>(A,a) —S-> (C.T) 
in &» "«»> gx» * gy» in ^  t i.e., gx» » gy» whenever 
( 196 ) 
ex» w ey» in &, Hence , lay definit ion of regular epimorphlsm, 
there ©xiats a unique morphism h I $ —~-> C in (0 such that 
e h g 
A > B ——>> C « A > 0 
Herb , A -S-^> B — - > 0 JL-> s a A —S-.> C —3L> S 
a A -2L.> g w A «-2—.> B —i~> S, How , since e is epi , 
1 -,> c > S « B — — > S , i.0. h : (B,p) > (0,Y)€ (5'g, 
such that 
& h g 
(A,«) ~ > (B.p) > (C,Y) « (A,a) > (C»Y) 
This proves the proposition, )| 
Dually , we have the following proposition ; 
Proposition 4.2, liet ^  be a V-category and m is a regular 
monomorphism, fflien ra is cofihcied regular raonomorphism over 
any object S of ^ . 
]?r©po»ition 4,5• An ©pimorphiaa e : A ——•> B in a category^ 
is regular epimorphiom if and only if it is fibered/cofibered 
regular epimorphisa over a terminal/initial object. 
( 197 ) 
Proof, Let o J A — — > B be a regular eplmorphlsm and S be 
a terminal object. Then tb©r« exiat unique morphians ajA——>S 
and p : B > S and , since S is terminal object , 
a 
.> B «-£—> S 
--> S. Now, to prove that a is fibered 
regular epimorplaiaa proceed as we hare done in proposition 4.1. 
Por the converse, let e : A > B be a fibered regular 
epimorphism over a terminal object S =«> there exist a T A — > S 
Next > suppose for any x,y J K - — > A in ^ 
and p ; B — — > S such that A-2—> s « A —2-> B 
K JL-> A -S—> 0 « K ^ •—> A -^-> C 
whenever 
K .> A «S-*> B « K —2-.> A e •> B • 
ETow , as S is a terminal object , we have 
X £ 
Jj^  111 IT i^ ^ * V " " * < V/ 
\ I / 
( 198 ) 
i.e. (K,lc) .^> (A,a)—S-> (C,T) « (K,k)J^—> (A,a)—S»> (c,Y) 
whenev»r 
Therefore , since e Is fibered regular epi over S , there 
exiflta a unique morphlam h : (B,p) > (C,T) in (^  , 
such that 
(A,a) -S-«> (B,p)-^—>(C,Y)«(A,a)-.S-.>(c,r). 
And, hence we have a unique "h Q & such that 
e > B — ^ > C e A -2—> 0 
IXially , we have 
Proposition 4.4. A monomorphiaaa m : A — — > B in a category-
is a regular monomorphiam if and only if m is fihered/cofibered 
regular monomorphiem over some terminal/initial object of & , 
lemma 4.1. If a morphlsm t belongs to Q^ , then retraction 
Proof, Let | ! (A,a) —~—> (B,p) e ^g. That is , we have 
the following conoiutatice diagram 
( 199 ) 
i 
A —aw iiiM wiiwmniiiiiiiiUM WiMw J^ 2 
S 
and let Y be retraction of f. fhat is , Y J B > A 
such that fY " I3 . 
Uow, pfY » o^r 
»»> pig » oiY 
»»> p « aY • I.e. B 
Y : (B,p) > (A,a) e g>g . 
3Xially , w© have the following lemna : 
"Lmma 4.2. If f belongs to (? , then contraction of ' 3o 
belongs to ^^ • 
Kelly, a.M. [10J proved that fg la regular epimorphiam 
If f is a regular epimorphlsm and g is a retraction. *t have 
the siailssr result for fibersd regular epimcrphiass ever ssi 
object S. 
Proposition 4-.5. If e is fibered regular epimorphlsm over S 
and Y is a retraction of f in @ , then eY is fibered regular 
( 200 ) 
eplmorpMan over S, 
Proof. Since e t A > B ia fifeered regular eptoorphlem 
over S , there exist morphiama a J A - — > S and p: B — - > S 
auch that 
A -SL«.> s « A -2—.> B - ^ > S. 
let Y : C > A be a morphiem in @ , then g « c^:cJL>A^.>g 
. i ' « 0 -I—> A — ^ > B -~i-> s «*=> ©Y :(c,g)—>(B,p) e Q^ 
and , since e is regulao? epiraorphiata in ©^ and_,l3fjr lenDna 4.1, 
T is retraction belongs to @^» a!herefore , by result of 
Kelly stated above , eY is regular epimorphlsm in (?g, i.e. 
eY is fibered re^lar epimorphism in @ over S. 
Dually , we have the following : 
Proposition 4.6. If m is cofibered regiilar monomorphisa over S 
and Y is coretraction in (^  , then Ya is cofibered regular 
monomorphiSBi over S. 
Proposition 4-.f» UBH* U ~«—? u -a— y A oe morphiams in 
and S be an object of & «ueh that the following diagram 
( 201 ) 
> A 
i s caraniutatlve. !Hien tg i s cofibered regular epimoiTphism 
over S i f f i0 cofibered regular eptoorphism over S and g i s 
re t ract ion in >^ » 
Proof. W l5ypothesis;fg belongs to ^ " and as f i s cofibered 
regular eplmorphiaa over S , f i s regular epimorpMam in ^ . 
Hence , by Kelly's resul t , fg i s cofibered regular epimorphism 
over S« 
IXially t we have the following t 
Proposition 4 .8 . I - t 0 - 6 _ > B - £ - > A be morpU^a in 
and S be an ob;j9ct of (^ such that the following diagram 
.-> B .> A 
P 
\i/ 
is commutative. Ihen fg is fibered regular monomorphiam over S 
( 202 ) 
it g is fibered regular monomorphism over S and f is coretraction 
in ^ . 
Kelly \[10] proved the following resiat about right 
divisibility vt regular morphiam : 
Proposition 4.9. If fg is a regular epiaorphiem and if g is 
an epimorphism , f is a regular epimorphism. 
How f we have the following results about the right 
divisibility of fibered regular morphisms: 
Proposition 4.10. I.et g be an epimorphiem in ^  t fg be 
fibered regular epimorpHiam over an object S. Then f is 
fibered regular epimorphiam over S. 
S f 
Proof. Since C -——> B >^ A is fibered regular epiciorphiara 
over S , there exist morphisms Y I C > S and a ! A — — > S 
such that the following diagram 
> A 
a 
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18 commutative, 
Now f taking p »= of : B > S , we have f Q (^  and 
since g is epiisorpMara in & , \^ lemaa 1.119 , it is epl in 
!^, Ihorefore , lay preposition 4-.9 • f is regular epjjmorphism 
in (^  and hence f is fibered regular epimorphism over S, 
Similarly » v"?e have the following proposition * 
Proposition 4«I1# If fg is cofihered ragular eplmorphiara 
over S and g is ©pimorpMs® . Ttien f is cofihered regular 
opimorphiffin over S. 
Row, we have the following propositi one dual to 4.10 and 
4.11. 
Proposition 4.12. if fg is fibered regular monomorphiam over 
S and f is monomorphiaia then g is fibered regular monoraorphiam 
over 3, 
Proposition 4.13• If fg is cofibered regular moncOTorphian 
over S and f is a raonwaorphiam inC' , then g is tfofibered 
regular raonMiorphisni over S, 
4.2, gibered and cofibered..regular^^^faotorigationg 
In this section , we define fibered and cofibered regular 
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epl and mono factorissations over some object of a category 
and observe that if an eplmorphiem/ mon(anorphiemi has a 
regular epi/mono factoriaatlon , then it has fibered epl/ 
cofibered mono factorisation and farther obtain that if a 
morphlEKa f has fibered regular factorization nY over some 
object S , then n Is an ieomorphian if and only if f is 
fibered regular eplmoiiphlaDa over S , and V is an Isomorphism 
if and only if f is a monomorphiissn* 
Definition 4.3. A morphifl© f t A > B in a category (!^ i8 
said to have a fibered/cofibered regular epi?£aotoriaation 
over an object S of c> if f has regular epifactorization in 
(^  / g ^ aat is . in f m r e a oaoe (1) there exist oorphisms 
a : A —>—> S , p : B •-• -> S such that A-
and (ii) f ; (A,a) > (Btp) has a factorization 
f Y n 
(A,a) > (B,p) HA.a) > (A»,a«) > (B,p) iWhere Y 
is a regular epimorphian in (^  and Ys « Yf whenever fs « ft, 
for 930$ e,t : (K,k) — — > (A,a). 
Definition 4,4. A morphism f : A — — > B in (9 has a fibered/ 
cofibered regular MoneiAictorisation over an objeot S if f has 
a regular monofactorisation in (^ / & , That is , in 
-fibered case^ (1) there exist morphiams a I A--—>S,p TB—«—> S 
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ouch tliat A - ~ > B - ^ > S « A -SL-> s and ( i l ) f has 
factorization (A,a) ~ > (B,p>«(A,o)-S—> (A»,a»)-S—> (B,p), 
where q Is regtaar monomorphiem in ^ and sq « fq whenever 
0f e t f for any pair of morphlsras s , t ! (B,p) —«-> (K,k). 
Proposition 4 •14. Iiet ^ he a V-category and a ino3?phiffln 
f : A — - > B in ^ haa a regular epifactorlaation. Then f has 
lUlhered regular epifaotoriaation over aiay oh;}ect S in ^ . 
Proof. Since ^ ia a ?-categoiy , there exists p : B ——> S. 
Considering a *» pf : A ——> S » we have A -X.-.>B-.-il->saA-~^>S. 
Hext , l e t A -——> B » A -i—.> A» -S—> B be regular epifactor i -
zation of f in ^ . Then, defining a« « A» —>s«A»-^—>B-fc—>S, 
we have a factorization 
(A,o) X-.>(B,p) « (A,a)-X—>(ASa')—S^> (B,p) 
in ^g, Ifow , since Y is regular, it is fibered regular over S 
by proposition 4.1. K»xt » if 
(K,k)-5—>(A,a).^—>(B,p)»(K,k)-^>(A,a) — ^ > (B,p) 
•»> f» » ft in 
g> ««> Ys « Yf in ^ . hence in ^g . 
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Dually 9 W0 ha:ve the following proposition ; 
Proposition 4,15. I«Bt C/ be a V-category and a morphiaca 
f ; A > B in ^  has regular monofactoriaation, (Ehen f 
has cofiherod regular monofactorissation over aay object SJl 
Using proposition 4,3 and definition of terminal and initial 
objects 9 we have the follor/ing : 
iiSieorem 4.1 • A morphism f : A — - > B in ^  has regular 
epifaotorisation if and only if f has flbered/cofibered 
regular epifactorization over some terminal/initial object. 
Hually t we have the following t 
leheorem 4.2, A morphiem f t A — — > B in ^  has regular 
monofactorlsation if and only if f has fibered/cofibered 
regular monofactoriisation over some terminal/initial object. 
lemma 4.5. A morphian f : (A,a) ~ ^ > (B.p) in ^g is an . 
is«aorphi«m in ^ 3 if a»d only if it is an isomorphism in (^ . 
Proof. let f ! (A>a) • — > (B,^) . That is » f : A > B , 
Suppdae f I A —~~-> B ii «n isomorphittcn in o =»> there exist 
a g : B - ~ > A such that f g« I^ and g f« I^ ^ . 
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How» 
B-J—> S » B -S_«> A J L - > B — ^ > S « B -S-> A --S-> S 
«»> g t (B,p) > (A,a) 
such that gf « I^^^^ , fg « I(g^p^ . 
««>f G ^s is iBmovphlm. 
Ilhe converse io obvious. 
Kelly [101 pi*oved the following proposition t 
Proposition 4.16, If f has the regular factoriaation mY • 
then m is an isomorphiffln if and only if f is a regular 
epimorphism t and Y is an isomorphism if and only if it is a 
monomorphiam. 
Now with the help of lemma 4.5 and the ahove proposition 
4.16 , we |naev0 the following proposition I 
Proposition 4,17• If f has fibered regular epifactorization 
mY over S , then m is an isomorphism if and only if f is 
vfibered regular opimorphiSBi over S * and Y is an isomo3rphi«6 
if and only if f is a moncsnorphism. 
Proof. Supp©«e « is an isomorphism. Then, by lemma 4.3 , m is 
an isomorphism in &^ , and , since Y is regular eplmorphiaa 
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in &Q t then Ijy proposition 4.16 , t is regular epimorphlsm 
in ^ g . Biat is , f is fifeered regular epimorpMam over S, 
Conversely, let f be fibered regular epimorphiam over 
S e»> f is a regular eplmorphism in ^ . ®ien , by proposition 
4.16 » m is an iS(»florphiaiii in ^ hence m is isomorphism i n ^ 
by lanma 4.5. 
!I!he other part can also be proved similarly, 
IXially t we have 
Proposition 4.18. If f : A — — > B has cofibered regular 
monofactorization over S aa tjn , then m is an ieomorphism if 
and only if f is fibered regular mono over S , and <i is an 
isomorphism if and only if f is an epimorphiam in @ . 
fhe following proposition follows directly by definition 
and proposition 2.6 flO] . 
Proposition 4,19. let 
f 
(A,a) > (B,p) 
a b 
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"be a comnaitative diagram In ^ such that f and g has 
flhered regular epifactorization over S as in tha following 
diagram 
(AJO;) --«--«-««.«-.> (A»,a») 
w 






53ien there exists a unique morphiam w in ^ rjrending the 
diagram coraniutative, 
4 , 3 . Hbered and cofibered atrong epimorphiamsand monomorphisms 
iVliHMMMMHiAH* aaMHWwiAiaw • • « * « « » • • • « » wam««iw>aB« 
In th i s section , we define fibered and cofibered strong 
epimorphiam and monomorphisms over an object. We find that i f 
an epimorphisa/monomorphiaB f : A — - > 3 i s cofibered/fibered 
strong eplm©rphiaBi/aeno»©rphi«B over all ob;ject 3, then f i s 
strong epinerphissi/ nonomorphisffl » and in a V-categozy , every 
atreng ^piaerphisaai/toQneiterphism I s fibsrsd/ccfibered strong 
spi»ei?phlta/mdnoaerphi«i« W« also establish that a fibered 
regular epJjiorphiaBi/monomorphisB over an object S i s fibered 
strong epimorphim^monomorphiea over S, Besides this^we give 
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certain other properties regarding strong laorphiama. 
Definition 4.5. We call an epimorphiom e : A —.—> B in a 
a fibered/cofibered strong eplmorphiatn over an object S if 
it is strong epimorpMsm in (S^ / & , ©lat is , in the 
fibered caoe (i) there exiet morphiaas a I A ——> S, pjB-*—>S 
such that A •> B J > 3 « A .> S and (ii) if we 
have the following commutative diagram with a monomorphiam m in 
/9 






then there exist© a unique morphiam w : (B,p)« 
such that aw a b and we « a . 
•> (C,r) in 
3)©finition 4 .6 . We cal l a monomorphiam m I 0 -—«•> D i n ^ 
a fibtred/cofibered strong monomorphissm over an object S i f 
m i« strong laoiaomorpbiaEi in Q^ / & , 
'S 
Proposition 4.18, If an epimorphiam o : A —«-> B i» cofibtred 
strong epimorphiam over S , then it ic strong epimorphism , 








be a coBmtatiire dia^am with a monomoarphisra m in (^ . ITow, 
since 0 I s coflberad strong oplsorphisia, there exiot rao2?phlsmai 
a : S > A , p : S > A such that S-2—>A-^>BBS-.fi—>A. 
How , consider 
S -.JL> c e s —S-> A --S-> C «=> a e ^ ^ 
and 
S -A-.> D « s •y£-> B —fe—> D »=M> h € ^ ^ 
S-JC->oJL->l>.S-.~SL>A«-^->C-S-.>D«S--SL>A-^>B-^>D 
m s-i-.->B—^>I>«S-~> D 
*•> » e &^ and t l3y lemma 1.10 , m is a Bionomorphiem 
in (?*'. Thus m we havs the following commutative diagram in ^® 
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Kow, since e la cofibered strong oplmorphlan over S, there 
exists a unique morphiam w : (p,B) > (T»C) in ^ such 
that nw « b and we « a in & and hence there exists a 
w J B > C in v^  such that xaw » b , we « a in 
iQ Strong epimorphlsm. 
Similarly , we can prove 
I*roposition 4,19. If a monoaorphism m is fiberea strong 
monomorphlOT over an object S t then it is strong monomorphism. 
How , we give converse for the above propositions I 
Proposition 4,20. Let ^ be a Y-<jategory and e J A > B 
be a strong epiraorphian. Shen f is fibered strong epimorphlsm 
over S, 
Proof, Since 6= is a 7-category , there exists a morphism 
p : B > S in ^ "Ehen considering a : A >S»A-S—>B-i—>S 
condition (1) of definition 4.5 Is satisfied. 
Next t let 
(A,a) > (B,p) 
...(4,0) 
(C,Y) >(D,6) 
( a3 ) 
be a c<»Dmutative square wifh a monomorphism m in v^g. 
Then t we have th© followisng commutative sguore in & 
A e 4 B 
a 
m 
. . . ( 4 .4 ) 
. -> D 
Siiice m ia mono in & ^  , Issr lemna 1,18^it is mono in ^  and 
hence, there exists a unique morphism w : B ™-.> c such that 
W0»a»insr = h. 
How, 
««> w : (B,p) > (C,Y) is unique In ^g such that 
w© « a and nw » "b in 0g, 
Dually t w© have the following proposition : 
Proposition ••21, let (? he a V-category and m be a strong 
moncHsorphian* Then m is a cofibered strong raonomorphism over S, 
The following theorems are obvious by pBoposition 2.1, 
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fheore© 4,3. An ©pimorphlam e is strons eplmorphlsm if and 
onlyif f la fibered/cofiberod strong ©pimorpMsm over a 
terminal/ initial object. 
5?heorem 4.4. A monomorpliisin iwvis strong monomorphism if and 
only if m is f iberod/cofibered strong monoiaorphiElB over a 
terminal/initial object. 
Proposition 4.22. A fibered regular epimorphitan over an object 
S is fibored strong epimorphism over S. 
Proof, liet f be fibered regular eplmorphian over S «=> f is 
regular epteorphiea in ^ Q and since v/e loiow that every regular 
epimorphisa in a categories strong epimorphism , inrplies f is 
strong epimorphism in & , i.e., f is fibered strong 
epimorphissra over S. 
Similarly , wo can prove the following propositions I 
Proposition 4.23. A cofibered regular epimorphism over S is 
cofibered strong epimorphism over S, 
Proposition 4.24. A fib«red/cofibered regular monomorphism 
over an object S is fibwed/cofibered strong monomorphism 
over S, 
( as ) 
Now » w© Investigate certain properties of fibered/cofibered 
strong epijBorphlsms and monomorphiams. 
Proposition 4,25. All fibered/cofibered strong epimorphiGins 
over any object S are closed under caarposifeion and right 
division. 
e e* ^ 
l^oof, IiGt A •——> B -~—> C be two morpMsms in & , w M o h 
are fibered strong ©pimorphiam over an object s ««> there exists 
morphisms p : B ---«-> S and Y : 0 — — > S such that 
B - 2 — y c --*•—> S = B — ^ > S • ^cm p considering 
a ! A •—-—> S « A -^-> B -*—> S , no have 
(A,a) > (B,fj) > (C,r) e 
Now , since e and e' are fibered strong epimorphism over S , 
e and e» are strong eplraorphismjin C^. Therefore » as strong 
«pimorphieBsis are closed under ooiBposition ( [10J , prop. 3.1 ) , 
e»« 1« strong epimorphism in 6„ . That is , ©•© is fibered 
strong epliBorphiea over s. 
Oth«r part also follows similarly sine© strong ©piBiorphlsiBS 
are clostd under right division ( ClO] ) . 
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Dually, we have the following proposition I 
Proposition 4«26, Pibered/cofitJered strong monomorphisms 
are closed under composition and left division, 
4.4. Pihered ffad cofib^^ 
In this section, we define fibered and cofibered canonical 
factorizations over an object and observe that in V-categoriea, 
if a morphism has canonical epi/mono factorization, then it 
has fibered epi/cofibered mono canonical factorization over an 
objects. Also over at3nninal/initial object, fibered/cofibered 
canonical factorizations are the same as canonical factorizations, 
3)efinition 4.7. If a morphism f : A — — > B in (? has a 
factorization f e m e , where e is fibered/cofibered strong 
epimorphism over S and m is a roonomorphism in &Q / & ,then 
we SEQr that f has a fibered/cofibered canonical epifactorizatlon 
over S, 
Definition 4.8. We say that a morphleaa f : A > B in ^ 
has a fibered/cefibered canonical monofaotorization over S 
if f has a canonical factorization in (^^ / <^, 
Preposition 4.27. let ^ be a Y-category and f : A > B 
in 0 has a canonical epifactorizatlon. Then f has fibered 
canonical epifactorizatlon over any object S of ^ . 
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Proof. As ^ Is a T-category there exists a p ; B — — > S, 
then considering a : A -——> S « A — ^ > B —S-> s , ^e have 
mxt, let A - ^ > B « A —2-> A» -S—> B be a 
canonical factorization of f in ^ . Considering 
a» ; A* *—-> S « A* -B—.> B -«&-.> S , we have a factorization 
(A,a) > (B.p) « (A,a) >^ (A*,a») > (B,p) 
in (?g. Bfir proposition 4-»22> e is strong eplmorphism in 
(^ » 5!hat is > fibered strong epimorphism over S and , by 
lemma 1.18, m is mono in (Sg, Ttxas A — ^ > A» -JS-> B is a 
fibered canonical epifactoriiation over S, 
Dually, we have the following proposition ; 
Proposition 4 •28* Let ^ be a V-category and a morphism 
f ; A — — > B in & has canonical monofaotorization. Then f 
has cofibered canonical monofaotorization over any object S 
in {? . 
She following theorems are true because of theorems4.5, 
4.6 and Iiemmas 1*18 and 1.19« 
Theorem 4.7. A morphiim f I A > B in ^ has a canonical 
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epifactoriaation iff f has fibered/coflbered canonical 
epifactoriaation over a terminal/initial object. 
ITheorem 4-.8, A morphism f ! A «——> B in '^  has a canonical 
monofaotoriaation iff f has fibered/cofibered canonical 
monofactorization over a terminal/initial objoet. 
^ • 5 • f ibered and cofibered extieegaeCl epimorphiams and 
m<)noiaor^ hi03gtt8 
In this section, w© define fibered and cofibered extremal 
epimorphisma, monomorphifana over an object of a category and 
find that (i) in T~categories, an extremal epimorphism/monomorphiE 
is fibered/oofibered extremal epimorphism/monomorphism over all 
objects of the category, (ii) a fibered/cofibered extremal 
epimorphisra/taonomorphiam is extremal epimorphism/monomorphism, 
(iii) over texmi^^ial/initial objects, fibered/cofibered extremal 
epiraerphiaas and monomoirphisms are extremal epimorphisasis and 
oonomorphisms, and (iv) A fibered strong epimorphiam over S is 
fibered extremal epimorphism over 3, 
Definitior4 4.9, An epimoi^hiam © : A — — > B in ^ i s called 
a fibered/c©fibered «xtremal epimorphism over an object S if 
. 1. extraml .ptoorphlm In ^ / ^ i.«. (l) t h « . «lrt 
a : A > S and p :' B -> S such that A-^—>B-^>S»A--2->S 
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and ( i i ) i f 
(A,a) > (B,p) « (A,a) > (A',a») > (B,p) 
and m» a moncoaoiTphlsia In &Q iiirplle0 m* I0 on iBcanorphlsm 
in &Q. 
Definition 4.10. A moiiomorpMani m : A —.^> B in ^ ia called 
a filiered/cofibered extremal monomorphism over an object S 
of ^ i f m i s eactremal monomorphiGsa in &Q/ @ i . e . ( i ) 
there exist a I A ~ - > s and p T B > S such that 
A -2-«> B -i—> S » A —SL> s and ( i i ) i f 
(A,a) > (B>p) « (A,a) > (ASa«) > (B,p) 
with e» an epimorphiaa in @Q Implies e« i s an isomorphism. 
PropoBition 4.29. le t ^ be a V-category and e J A ——> B 
be an sKtremal epieioxrphism. Then e i s fibered extr^nal 
•piao^pbiBffi over a l l ob3ect» S of (? . 
I>x>eof. Since ^ i i • T-eategory, there exists p J B ——> S 
in @ t then cenaidering a T A > S « A —£—> B —«-> s t 
we see e 6 (^ 3. 
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H«rt» i f 
(A,a) > (B,p) « (A,o) > (ASa«) > (B,p) 
with m* a monoffiorpMsa in (?g, thon^1}|t Lemma lj.$^ m* i s 
a monoiporphiffln in (S and A -2—•> B " A -—^> A* —H-.> B «»> m» 
i s an isomorpMffla in © and hunce in (^g T>y Iionasa 4.3 »«> • 
i s fibered extremal epi over S. |i 
IXially, we have the following proposition t 
Proposition 4*30. l e t ^ be a V-category and ra be an extremal 
monomorphiem • Then m io cofibored ©sctremal monomorphism over 
a l l objects S of (5 . " 
Proposition 4 .31 . Every fibered extremal eplmorphism over van 
object S i s extremal epjUnorphism, 
Psoef • i e t e : A <—> B be a fibered extremal epimorphism 
over an object S •««> there exis t a : A - — > S and p t 3 >S 
such that A —S-> B -*2-> S « A —SL> s , Htext , l e t 
9 e* s* 
A — -> B " A —»—-.> A* ———> B with m* a momsBerphisai i a 
Then, considering a» S A» --~—> s » A* •> B ——> S » we 
have 
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(A,a) -.^-> (B,p)»(A,a) -^-~> (ASa») -Sl> (B,p) In gg. 
Since m» is monomorphian in ^ , hence in &Q «==> m» is an 
isomorphism in {?g, hence in & = « > f is extremal epimorphism. 
Dually, we have the following : 
EropoQition 4.32. Every cofibered extremal monomorphlam 
over an object S is extratnal monomorphism. 
Proposition 4»53. Every cofibered extremal epimorphism over 
an object S is extremal epimorphism. 
Proof, I/et e ; A ———> B be a cofibered extremal epimorphism 
over an object S,. Ihen there exist a ! S ——«> A and p; S >B 
such that S -.SL«> A —2-> B « S --^> B. Next, if 
' e e* m* 
A > B w A > A* > B 
a* a e* 
with m* a monomorphiaa, fhen » considering s——«>A»«S——>A—-—A* 
we have by Lemma 1.19f 
(a,A) >(p,B)«(a,A) >^ (a'.A') > (p,B) 
with ra* a monfflmorphiam in & ««>, ^  ^ .- t.^m* is an 
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isomorphism in & and hence in (9 ««> o : A — > B is 
extremal epimorphieraB. 
Dually, we have the following ; 
Proposition 4»34-. E^ery fibered extremal monomorphism over 
an oh;Ject S is extremal njonomorphiOTi , 
©le following theorems are consequences of Proposition 2,1» 
Theorem 4»9. An eplmorphisaa e is ©jctreraal epimorphism if and 
only if e is fihered/cofibered extremal epimorphism over an 
object S. 
.Ibeorem 4.10. A monomorphism m is extrtanal monomorphism 
if and only if m is fibered/cofibered extronal monomorphism 
over an object S. 
Proposition 4.35. A fibered strong epimorphism over an object 
S is fibered^ extremal epimorphism over S. 
Proof. let e ! A - ~ > B be fibered strong epimorphism over 
S, Then there exist a ! A - ~ ~ > S and p T B -.—-> S such 
that A -2««> B --^> S « A —S«> S, 
Next, let 
(A,a) -2L-> (B,(3)-(A,a) -Sl.> (A»,a») -a~> (B,p) 
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In &Q with. m» a monomorphism in (OQ* 
Then considering the following diagram 
(A,a) > (B,p) 
©" •^ , Id 
•«'' m' 
(ASa») > (B,p) 
there exista a unique morphism w I (B,p) — — > (A»,a*) in (^ g 
such that m»w « Id M«> m* is a retraction in (?g and therefore 
it is an isomorphism l^r proposition 5«1 ( [15] C3h-1 )• 
Similarly, we have the following propositions which can 
be easily checked. 
Broposition 4.56. A oofibered strong epimorphisra over S is 
cofibered extremal epimorpliism over S. 
Proposition 4.37. A fibered/cofibered strong monomorphism over 
S is fibered/cofibered extremal mon<anorphiffla over S, 
**" • ^• Fibered and cofibered extremal epi'iaonefacteriaatlonfl 
In this section, we define fibered and cofibered extremal 
epi-mone factorizations over an object S and observe that in a 
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T-oategory > a morphlBra has extremal epi-mon© factoriaation 
If and only if the morphiam has fibered extremal eplnaon© 
factorisation over any object , and dually, similarly for 
extremal mono-epi factorization. How we define 
Definition 4.11. A morphism f : A — — > B in (^  ie said to have 
a fibered/cofibered extremal epi-mono factorization over an 
object S if f has extremal epi-mono factorisation in ^^ Q 
i.e. in first case if (i) there exist a I A — — > s and 
p : B > S such that A -3L-.> B — ^ > S « A -2—> s and (ii) 
there exists a factorization 
t g h 
(A,a) > (B,pXA,a) > (ASa«) — — > (B,p) 
such that g is extremal epi in Q ^ and h is mono in (^ , 
Definition 4.12. A morphism f t A —«-> B in ^ is said to 
have a fibered/cofibered epi- extremal mono factorization 
. v r S « f h „ .pi- extre-X «ono faotorUatlcn In (^J &\ 
Prepesition 4.56. Iiit '^ be a v-category and f has extremal 
epi-»©n© factoriMitien. Then f has fibered extremal epi-
meno factorization. 
Proof, let f ; A — — > B has extronal •pi'-aone factorization 
( 225 ) 
A -X—> B » A "^—> A» ——> B, Now as ^ i s a V-category, 
there exis ts p T B ——> S, ana considering 
a : A —-"•> S « A —^> B —E*> S , we have f i r s t condition 
of the definit ion. Next, considering a* " ph T A* — > s, 
v/e have 
t g h 
(A,a) > (B,p)»(A,a) > (A«,a») -> (B,p) 
in ^g. Since g is extremal epi in a V-category ^ , tQr 
l^oposition 4,29, g is fibered extremal epi over S and "ixy 
Lemiaa 1.18 , h is mono in (?g. Hence A —S-> A -A.-> B is 
fil>©red extremal epi- mono factorization, 
aially, we have the following I 
Proposition 4,39. If (^  is a V-category and f has a epi-
extremal mono factorisation, then f has cofihered epi-extremal 
mono factorization over S, 
We also have I 
Proposition 4,40, If f has fibered extremal epi-«ono faetori-
aation over S in ^  , then f has extremal epi- mone factori-
zation In (^ , 
( 226 ) 
Proof. let 
(A.a) ~ - > (B,p)«(A,a) -S—> (A',a») - ^ > (B,p) 
be extremal epl- mono factorization of f is (Q'g, How, 
by Broposition 4,31» g is extremal epi in (^ and;by Lemma 1.18, 
H is mono in & . Hence f t A > B^ A -2—> A* - ^ > B 
is ^ tremal epiHsono factoriaation. 
Dually, we have : 
Proposition 4,41. If f has cofibered epi- extremal mono 
factorization , then f has epi- extremal mono factorization. 
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CHAPIER V 
SOME GEIIERALI2ATI0NS OP CATEGORIES 
OVER AKD BELOW OBJECTS 
5.0. Si&o^uction. Inthlo Chester, we, in the first instant, 
define categories above and belo?/ objects for more than one 
object. In section 5.1» we introduce these categories for tvfo 
objects ,whereas in section 5.2 for a countable number of 
objects. But in section 5.5> we define a category, which is 
both above and below objects at the same time. In the last 
section, we construct certain categories over and below 
categories similar to the comma categories introduced by 
Stpffer Cl5 3 . In section 5.1» we observe that these categories 
preserve certain propearties like products,coproducte,equalizers, 
coequalizers, completeness and co-completeness as for those 
with a single object. Similarly, In section 5.2, we show 
6^ «3ide; other investigations that category (^ ••• s » ^ S 
where "TTs^ is the product of a family ( S< ? of object of 
^ S iei 
*^, Actually the category S behaver like (y« 
or 
g a. 
^ 2 - ^"2 
, and ^ is nexiial and abelian if S, is terminal object-
and Sg is an izi|.ti«il object. tChe categories constructed in 
the end give the categories introduced in earlier sections as 
( 228 ) 
particular cases or subcategories. 
5.1. Categories ^g_^g and J^'^2 
In tiiis section, we define categories over two objects 
and below two objects and observe that the proptarties, wbicb 
bold for a category for a single object, also hold for these 
cases uslns lemmas and prcrpositions for single obiject, except 
that in the cases of products/coproductsi normality/conormality 
and abelianhess, however after certain additional conditions, 
the situation can be brought i«ider control. 
Definition 5.1. 3J^ t a category and & and Sg be two objects 
of & • Then the category &o g consists of 
(i) IThe class of objects; The triples (AjLt«3i»«2)^  A Is 
an object of ^ and Oj^ J A -
in & . 
•> SJI, i «» 1,2, are laorphisni 
(ii) The class of morphisms : If (A^jO^^jag) eai& (B,P3^,p2) 
are two objects of So g , then the set of morphisms from 
(A^fCfcuOg) to (B,p3L»p2^ consists of all morphisms T TA > B 
in & such that the folliwlng diagrams, fpr 1 « 1,2 
( 230 ) 
Proof* Define covariant functors 
such tha t 
( I ) Pj, (Aj^, "x'ttg) » (A , aj:) 
and 
( I I ) Iter ajay morphlom f : (A # Oj^fag)*—->(B»p3^,p2) 
i n ^^-
P^(f) « f : (A, a^) - - - - > (B, P^) i » <^s 
Ohvioualy, P^^g being identity functors for morphisins, 
are ©oabeddings in the sense of Preyd, 
Similarly, the other part follows / 
Preposition 5.2, If C^  has an initial/ a terminal object,then 
^Q <a / ^ also has an initial/a^terminal object. 
TL'^2 
Proof, Since @ has an initial object, therefore, by 
proposition 1*1, {?g 7 has an initial object and hence by 
repearing the argument {^ e g has initial object. 50ie dual 
case is also similarly available« 
Proposition 5,3. It & has coproducts/prodijctsi then 
( 231 ) 
1 t ^ ' ^ 2 63^ g / ^^  * •• also has coproducts/products. 
Proofs If (^has coproducts » tlien ly lemma 1,1, <^Q has 
coproducts and applying tlie lenrnia again, we get the result. 
Proposition 5.4-. It & has ©qualiaors, then ^L „ and 
'^  * *^  has equalizers. 
Proof, If ^ has equalizers, then, "by Iiemma 1,5, 60 has 
^1 
equalizers, again, using the same lemma 1.3, (?« « has 
equalizers. 
Similarly, we have the following propositions using the 
lemma 1,4 • 
proposition 5.5. If (^ has coequalizers^then &^ g and C A* 2 
also have coequalizers. 
Proposition 5.6, If ^ has pullhacks, pushouts^then (9a 3 
/£>S,,S2 
and ^ also have pullbacks >:; pushouts • 
( For proof, apply Lemmas 1,5 a M 1.6 repeatedly ) 
Proposition 5.7, If ^  has interetctl^ns, cointersections^then 
/o /2)^'^2 
(Sfo « and ^ also hav« inter sec tionsjcointersections. 
( For proof, apply lemmas 1^ ,7 and 1,8 repeatedly) 
( 232 ) 
Kow, the above propositions lead to the following theorem ; 
Theorem 5.1. If 6 1B cocompleto/complete categoiy» then so 
& Q / ^^ for any Jwo objects Sj^  end S2. 
Remark 5.1. As we have proved in Chapter I, that the converse 
of the above theorem for a single object is true if we use the 
fact that the object is either terminal or initial » but in 
the present case , it is not possible , because all categories 
with objects as algebraic structures ( except possibly the 
category of setSf the category of top. spaces etc. ) have only 
one terminal or initial object. The converse can be proved if 
we assume that both objects S^ and Sg are terminal or initial, 
but this assumption will be not generally valid. 
Therefore, v/e cannot have such a normal, exact or abelian 
category. 
5.2, gategorleg^over and below^wit^ "^^gr of objects. 
In this section, we generalize the categories of section 
5.1 «W8 the category (d^ ^ ^^  g and c? -^  '^  » , 
for a countable number of objects 82^,82,... of & , and observe 
that if 
( 253 ) 
Is equivalent to the category (^ 3 • Furthermore, the 
i 
propoBitlons, which hold for {?& g ,al8o hold h«re,( Ih© 
proof can be obtained by using repeated arguments (induction) ), 
Definition 5.5, I»et ^  be a categoiy and (S*? be a family of 
countable number of objects of '^ , Tiien catego^T SL « 
consiata of 
(i) 1!he class of objects; All trMiples of the form 
(A , osj^ fag,,.,) , A is an object of S aniA a^ ^ ! A «-~~> 3^, VI63 
are morphlsms of ^  • 
(ii) If (A y 02,a2»»**^ ^ ^^ (B»p2»p2*"*^ ^ ® *^*^^ objects 
of ^ « Q than the set of morphlsms from (A » flh»a«,,..] 
^^ *>% > • • • J iJj,' • • • X fc 
to (B, p3^,p2»»'«) consists of a l l morphlsms Y I A > B In (? 
such that the following dia^aos 
are aemmutativa for a l l i . 
( 254 ) 
Dually, w© define 
Dsfinltlon 5.4. 'She category 
^f*-9^n*'*' 
gSj^» . . .»Sj j , . . . 
aa follows T 
consists of 
( i ) The class of objeota.i&ll t iuples of the fom 
( . . . ap»a^,A)t A I s an object of ^ and a* ! Sj -—•—> A 
( i i ) If ( . . . OgfOx*^^ ^^* ( •»• pg.Pj^^B) are two olijecta 
/f/%. • • • ti • • • 
of '^ then the set of morphiaans from («..,a2»04 »A) 
to (,,,,p2»%»®^ consistsof a l l morphlsms Y J A ~ - . > B in (^ 
such that the following diagrama 
are commutative for a l l i . 
The following prcqpesitien can be proved, proceeding on 
%»im Ijknes of pr«ip3£)jb«ti#M ^ . l . 
Propeaition 5.8. The category '9a a / 
^t*•»* n**** 
can he embedded in the category (^  / ^ ^ for any 1 e I, 
i 
( 255 ) 
in ii^ortaat •quiTBl«ae« thtovtn i» MI follows ; 
Tbtorim 9*2, liit S h* m oatogoxgr with proftuot* moA S *" TT ^^  
tot tha product of « ooimtablo fwdly of ob^eott {\] » 33i«ii 
161 
3^oof« 2*t Ut a^*agi^ .«*) \>» an ot>j«et in (^ « ^^ ^ SL »•• 
AM 3 la tlM protoot of S|^ *« thtrft exist* a iiiiiqttt mosephimL 
a t A ———> S Bttoli tiMEfe 
•> S li *1 
{t-Xj 
whtro IPf * ^ —--*> S|,Ai»« ©anoaiotjl paro^totloii, 
»i3Ct» lot f 5 (A, a | f « 2 f * ) --^> (»#%•••• ) bt a 
tlioro «ixi«t uniquo ^ : B 
^ p 
1 
-> S suoh tliftt 
PI 
. > S ^ > 8 ^ . B - ^ > S ^ , V i . 
Ihoroforo, wo heifw tho ftUtwijig eoomtatlTO Aia«r«i 
8 'i>ni»i»winini^ 3 ^ 
.7 ^ * 
( 236 ) 
Now, pj, pf « p^t « ffj^ " PjL a ; y 1 , 
tsa > pjf « a,8iJic© pj.»s are . un«jae;j canonical projections 
«»> f : (A,a) > (B,fi) e ^» . 
1 
Now, we define covariant functors P and F» as 
( i ) F : & s > ^ 
such that 
(a) 3?(A,aj^,a2»...) ** ^^9^^ » w^ ®3?e p^a « a^ ^ v^ 
(b) and P(f) « f , Vf :(A,a3^,a2»*"^"^>^^»%»^2»«'*^ 
i n (^« q 
>>j^  t • • • y k>^» • • • 
Also ( i i ) P» : (?q > (^c e 
auch that 
(a») F*(A,a) « (A^pj^OtPga,...),where pj^^ S-~>Sj^ are 
canonical pro;)ections 
(b») P»(f) » f :(A,i>3^a,...) —>(B,P3_p ...XVf:(A,a)—>(B,p) 
Hence, 
f ?• (A,a ) • F(A»p3L<*» • • •) 
- (A,a) 
( 257 ) 
Also, 
F P» (f) « P(f) « t 
f> F F» « I a 
Similarly, 
F«F(A,a3^,...,ci^) " F»(A,a)^ such that p^a « a^ 
alsot 
F» F(f) • F*(f) « f 
S3»> P«F «3 I 
^ O 
^ « f**»f ay,t**»» 
Hext, the following diagram is conanutative 
F 
FF (A,ai|^ f • • • yo^,.. •) 
*F(A»(X^y • • • ,a^f •. •) -•-—-- — -——'—•"^vAyQ^t. •. fOjg,,,..) 
FF'(f) 
F»F(B,pj^,...,^^,,..) * 2 >(B,p^,...,p^,...) 
«»«> F is natural oquival«ne« between (^^ and ^e ^ S ... 
*"^ ^ ^ ^^^.Sg,..., where S • TT s^^ . 
i€I 
( 238 > 
Haally, we have the following theorem : 
ffiieorem 5,5. I^ et (• be a category with coproducts. Then 
^^f...fSjj^f.., j^g equivalent to the category (^ , where 
S a 0 Sj^. 
!l!he following propositions also hold for these categories 
( Eroof can be obtained by repeated applications of propositions 
proved in section 5.1 ) J 
Proposition 5.9. If ^  has initial/terminal object then 
also has initial/terminal 
object. 
Proposition 5.10. If (S bas coproducts,equalizers,coequaltzers, 
pullbacks, puahouts, intersect ions and cointersections, then 
0a a Q ^ s o '^^'^ respective properties, 
Remarlc 5.2, Ihe definitions and results in CJhapters III and 
IV can be modified for more than one object, and multifibered 
and multicofibered objects and morphisms and other notions 
can slsiilarly bs stuulwd , ftr example ; 
Definition 5.5. hn object P of a category (§ is called 
multifibered projective over a countable number of objects 
( i ) 
( 239 ) 
{s*} if P is projective in (SL o <i i.e. if 
there exists a family [^^ ; P - — > Sj^ J of morphianua in ^ 
and (ii) for any epimorphism e : (A,a2»a2f...)—>(B»Pj^,p2»»»») 
and for any morphisia f : (PfP^L*..*) — — > (B,pj^,...) , there 
exists a unique morphiem Y t (PiPj^i... ) -—•> (A,aj^,...) 
such that eY ** f. 
5.5. M^Sg^--,^l^-^^Q^o^o^^!!Qt;°,,*-..n,y a. 
In th is sectiottf v/e define a categoiy ^n , where 
S^ and Sg are tvjt ohjects of a categoiy & , we show »» how 
^ i s related to ^ * ' , I'hat i s , what properties of & 
^ 2 
are preserved by fir m a natural way ? 
Definition 5.6. Let & "be a category and Sj^ and Sg be two 
objects of {? . fhen categoiy ^ consists of 
(i) Tiie class of objects;All triples like (a,A,a ) ,where 
A is an ebject of (^  , a ; A — — > Sj^  , and a T Sg — - > A 
are raezrphiMis in (^  • 
(ii) If («., Aj^ t <\) and (^\tPi) «r® ^o objects in ^ a 
( 240 ) 
then the set of morphiams from ( a . A,, Oj) to (|i»%»?i ) 
consists tof all morpMams T I Aj^  — — > B^ in ^  such that 
the follcwing diagram 
Is comnrutative, 
Proposition 5 •II. 3!he catego3:7 (^ can be embedded in both 
h 
(g and (f^. 
Proof. Define covariant functors 
p :S .> (^e , and P» : ^ .> (?^2 
such that 
H ft»A>a ) • <A,a) , P* ( a , A , a ) « ( ct ;t'A ) 
and 
P (f) « f P» ( f ) « f , 
( 241 ) 
for all moTphimnB f : ( a yA , a) —-> ( p , B j' p ). 
Otrviously, as in propositions 5.1 and 5.8, P and P« 
are embeddlngs in the sense of Preyd [ 3 ] • 
Proposition 5.12, If iV bas coproducts, then 0 has 
coproducts provided S« is an initial object , and if 0 has 
products , then (5 ^ s products, provided &, is a terminal 
h 
object, 
Bcoof. If (^ has coproduct then , by Lemma 1,1 (^« has 
coproducts and, since Sg is initial, then, by lemma 1.2 , 
^2 
S has coprodiid'ts. 
Similarly, the other part can be proved, 
Proposition 5.13. If ^  has equalizersi,. coequalizers ,then 
Q also has equalizers, coequalizers respectively, 
Si 
Proof, If (^ has equalizers, by lemma 1,5» (£ bas 
aquaiiasers and now , since ^ o ' has equalizers, then "t^  
Sg 




( 242 ) 
We can also obtain the following propositions using 
previous results : 
Preposition 5.14« If & has pullbacks, pushouts, then Q 
H 
also has pullbacks, pushouts respectively. 
Proposition 5.15. If ^ has intersections, cointersections, 
then Q also has intersections, cointersections respectively, 
irow# we have the following theorems obviously available 
from above propositions 5.12, 5.13 and theorems 1.1, 1,5» and 
Theorem 5.4» (i) If & is right complete category, then Q 
/I a, 
is ri^t complete if S^ ^ is terminal object ot(Sf » 
H 
(ii) If & iB & left complete category, then (P is 
left complete category if Sg is an initial object, 
^2 
Theorem 5.5. (i) It & is normal, then (P is normal if 
3^ is terminal and S^ is initial object. 
(ii) If (y is ©©normal , then ^ is conormal if S, is 
termi|^ and Sg is initial object. 
!!3iese two theorems imply t 
( 245 ) 
Theoroa 5.6» If (? is an abelian categoiy, then (d is 
a1>elian category if Sj^  is terminal and Sg is an initial object, 
5• 4. Some more congtruqtiqns on oa^ and functors, 
I^ istly, in this section, we construct some special types 
of categories based on the following notion introduced by 
StjLffer [14] as »• Comma category »» , We have constructed 
.^ .&{. ^^s. s< %^^QW^. 
Construction 5.1. Iiet t I ^ -~—-> J^ b© a covariant functor 
and D be an object of 3^ , then a cogma^ categosj^  (T,D) consists 
of 
(i) The class of objects as all pairs of the form (A,a), 
Where A 1, an object ot S and a : 1(A) > D le a oorpM» 
in ^  . 
(ii) The class of all morphisms , where the set of morphisms 
for the pair of objects (A,a) to (A»,aO is all morphi««s 
Y • A - — > A» in (^  such that the following diagram 
KAK 
T(T) 
( 244 ) 
la commutatlT®, 
33ie con^osltion of morphisms is defined in the usual 
way. 
mally , we have the co-comma category (D»T), 
Now, we give below eome generalizatione of the above 
categoriee t 
J* Gr 
Construction 5»2, let P and a as in 
be covariant Itoictors and S be an object of & . !i!hen we 
construct a category, which we denote ^ as follows : 
(i) !Ehe class of objects of ^ consists of all , _ c 
t,'H|>le8 ^H}^*\*hL^* ^^^®^ A|L is an object of (^ , B^ ^ i0 
an object of "jQ , Oj^  t P(Aj,) > S and p^ ^ ; G(Bj^) > S 
are morphiams in ^ , 
(ii) The set of morphisms from an object (-Axt^ j^ iBif^ x^  
to an object (A2>a2*^2*^2^ ^ * ^ **^  ®^ -^^  morphioes pairs 
(f .g) e t-5^  X G «u«li thftt the following diagram is 
cesQUitative : 
( 245 ) 
a(g) 
The composition of morphism is componentwise compoaition. 
Dually, we have the follo*ing cafeegoiry Sj^ ». J 
Construction 5«3. 'She category S*v consists of 
(i) 3?he class of objects consists of all tuples of the 
from (oh»Aj^»Px*%^ * ^^^^^ "^ ^^^ \ ^^ objects of (j4 and^S 
respectively and a^ ^ I S — — > P(i^) and Pj^  • '^  ^ &(%) 
are morplilsKS in (S • 
(ii) aJhe set of morphisms from (<^t'%»%,«^) to 
(a2»A2,p2»^2^ consists of all morphisms pairs (f,g) in 




( 246 ) 
is cemmutative. 
Remark 5.3. Maclan© in M s book ** Categories for worJMjig 
mathematicians*' has introduced a similar type of category 
and denoted it l?y ( Fi a ), and dually ( F t a ), He obtains 
the followings as particular cases of these category 
(i) Coimaa category 
(ii) ^g for a single object 
(iii) category of morphisms {i9iS )• 
How, we construct a category over and beliw a categoiy 
and denote it QM W ? • 
Construction 5.4. let P : i/^  >^ , a : B > ^ 
be two covariont functors, Kien the Category r>(9 consists of 
(i) IThe class of objects of ^(Sf consists of all tuipies 
(i^ya^,S}^,B^»^) » where l^ Bi/^ , S^ Q ig , B j ^ e l B , and 
ttj^ r ^{Aj) — — > Sj, > Pi • H\) > Sj^  are morphisms in (? . 
(ii^ Th» set ©f morphisms from anoobject (Aj. .ot^ s^Si^ s^ iPj^ ) 
to an object (A2>^2*^2>^2*^2^ consists of all triples of 
morphisms (f,s,a)€t^ X ^ X 10 such that the following 
diagram 
( 247 ) 
^(AJL) - S^ ^.—. h a(B) 
F(f) a &(g) 
I C J U ) •"-•"•-'•"••"•••'"—'-'> Sp ^•• '—— 
PI 
a(Bo) 
i s connmitativB • 
She conrposition of moirphlsm has usual componentwise 
iBultlplication» 
IXaalljt, v?o have the category ( ^ • 
Construction 5 .5 . !Ehe categoiy ( ?^ c^ ^^s*^ -^ -^  <ij-
( i ) The class of objects of &^ consists of a l l t-Uples 
of the form i^t^t^p^it^) s^c^ that J^ Q ^ 9 3^^ Q (^ t 
B,^  e lib anA a^ : \ > P(Aj,), P^. ' h ^ ^^\^ e (§\ 
(11) The setvof morphisms from an object (aj^ ,A3 ,^Sj_,&|^ ,B3 )^ 
to an object (a2»A2,S2,p2»®2^ ®^® ^^ t r i p l e s ( f , s ,g) e t^X (P xlj^ 




>«^  ttr 
.> a(B^) 
FCAg) '^- ' So — Pc 
&(g) 
•> OCBg) 
( 248 ) 
The ffiorpMams have usual componentwise multiplication 
law of a composition. 
Remarlc 5A* All previous constructions (^Q, (p , (? s, S. 
9 h.>^2 ^ ^ 
'-' , TO? » ^  A '^^ ^ particular case a of the above 
categories, 
Construction 5»6* I<et be oovariant 
functors and S be an object of ^  • Then we have a category 
u^g consists of 
(i) ®ie class of objects oonsis-^s of all tjtlples 
(Aj^ iOj^ tBj^ ,^ ) , where A^ Q j ^ i Bj^  e 1& and ct^^ JP(A-j^ )— 
p^ : a(B^) > s e (§. 
'>\Q% t 
( i i ) The set of morphisms for an object (Aj^ tOj^ tEj^ iP^ L^  
to (A2»a2,B2»P2^ comprise a l l t r i p l e s (f ,g) e of 
morphiams such that the following diagram 
aia^) 
GP(f) 
( 249 ) 
i s commatative. 
IXiaXly, wa define the category S 6' ^ as follows : 
Ctonatmiction 5.7, She categoiy S 3 ^ consists of 
( i ) !Ehe class of objects consists of a l l t u p l e s 
(oj^jAj^t^tBj^) • where Aj^St/^ , %^Z^ ^ a^l 1^ ——>F(il|^)e2B 
and Pj^  * S > Qt{\) e& 
( i i ) !I!he set of moirphisras consists of a l l fiairs 
( f»g)6 t/^ X ' ^ of ffiorphisias such that the following 
diagram 
h ^ ^^S) — ^ ^^^h) 
G(g) 
GCBg) 0(02 ) 
ap(f) 
-> GFCAg) 
is conmitative • 
Also,we have the fellowing categories generaliuations of 
the above categories J 
Construction 5,8. © » category '^(3/3 consists of 
(i) The class of objects of all tnipiea (Aj^ tOi^ t^ f %t%)» 
( 250 ) 
(ii) ajhe set of morpMams from an object (-Aifttit^tPifSi) 
to (A2»a2»B2,P2»S2) consiots of all triples (f ,g,s)e y^ X(2) X^ 
of morphisms such that the following diagram 









i s commutative. 
Construction 5.9. SSie category ^ ^ j " consists of 
( i ) Tim class of objects a l l t u p l e s l ike 
^h'h*h.*^*h^* SiQ (§ , \ ^ ' ^ , A^eJ^ and 
p^ : Sj^  > a(B^) e ^t Ox : \ > HJ^) e ^ , 
(ii) Ih« set of morphisms from an object (SitPi»&i fOh»i^) 
«>• «<M «fc MM 4rib 
f an object (SgtP «B2ia2,A2) consists of a l l t r ip les 
(•fg»f) € ^ x'fy X 0^ such that the following diagran 
i s cwmmitative 
( 251 ) 
h'- h QiB^) 
GCOIL) 
s G(g) GP(f) 
GF(A2) 
CkJinma/cocomma category i s a par t icular case of the 
above category. 
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oopsoduota as a tuloobjaet (B,^) i f thttre sxists a aorphias 







- * > 4 k 
is ooiaautatiTa* Btt calls tba subob^tot (B»M) tb« obaraotariatio 
subobjsot of A if abof« oonsidarations bold only for infartiblt 
morpbiaa • € BOM (AtA)« Tbib pii2*pes« at tbis nota is to 
ganaralisa oartain propartias of ofaaraoteristio subgroups M 
ekarwKiaiM^s*^ subabjaata liy satagoriesl tacbniquas» thus 
obtainlnc slftllar situations is diffsrant algabraio struoturss. 
Sbs Jolloiving pr«pasition fallsws tJtom dafinitien itstlf t 
iropositian 1# iTary fully abszaataristio subobjaet of an 
( 2 ) 
obj«ot i« oharaotoristio «ut)obj«ot* 
£r<^foBitiQii.,2» l^t i^ffl) %• a olittpctoteristlo iubobjeot of «» 
object A of (3 . fhoa (B,M) ^ ( 0 ;i B» U ) wh«f« ( 0 /i B,tt) 
i s tho image of B undex^  6|i , aaA @ € a« | (A»Ji} i« an inmxtiblt 
laorpliisni* 
groqf : Slnoo 0 E Hcx& (If A) *»*»> thfro «clst« a \mlqift« 
fiorphiaB ©• : B ——> B 
suoh tbat tho following Aiagrsm i« ettamutatiw 
B '»' e» WmHWMtWIiWilj MWi W M M W H W H ••> B 
M 
Nl' ^ 
A *" >A 
•«•> we hare m B •"> A • B ' "•"> B ——•> A with il 
a fBonoBorphiiia, Jkm •inee @M(B) -^—> A • Hn (Qn) •«»> 
there exiet a unigue morphian a • 8 /i(B) **-—>>> B auoh that 
the foilcwixig diagram ia ooaoiutatiire 
eM(B) 
( 5 ) 
.> ( ©M(B), ti ) c (B,/4)« 
such that 6i{> • ZA » (|»d • 2|^ _«i>ttm> that f l8 ix»r«rtilDl« ,)uMtie« 
tfaare «zl8t8 a ttorphim <^ ' : B ^^> B mxdh tliAt th« jtolloiriitg 






M !••• |#* • M^« 
OOJasiatSP «• » p<^  J B #•*-*> 0 ^ B 
«««> (B,/4) 9 i0 n (B), a ) , 
mm9 (B,/i) •• ( 0 M(B)# U ) . 
Bp»»8iti»ii :^ > If ( c » jii ) i t ftOl^ ^ cliaraottriwtie tul^ QbjMt 
8f B cnA (B# 7 ) ifj^Bharaettristie iuTstbaeot ©f A tbtii ((H^) 
C c i '1M ) i» <^3y ch«eaot«ri«tie •ul>8l)^ 8et of A, 
» » t | . Ltt 0 t A - ~ > A # Sine* ( B, ^ ) i« ftaUy 
ohii]rM^«Pi8tie MlHttiltet 0f A tlitrt axisti a sarphiiK 
0* • B «-—> B 811^ that th« fvUewiag ditcrai i8 etNBBmtatiT* 
C 4 ) 






iSm sine* ( c # M ) i* ^E^ly oliaraottrlfftie •u1>ot>;)«ot 
of B th«r« «xi9ti «iMrpblJB 9** t c ——^> c gmeii tli«t 





0 imiKi ii<iiiiimnwn»iii»Mw»wiw»*>«»»^ S 
and h«ius« tlift foUoving Umgem i« eonnttatiir« 
9»« 
1/i 1 » . 
j j^ *ii«m»»iM» 
JrgBggltlgnJ, Jm^ [<V%^i 1^1 b# » fMiiSy ©f Itolly 
eliWM>ttri«tlo M^^^cot of an olijtet A ttiA (B* j i ) * '^ ^'i»%)* 
( 5 ) 
|3py>f» lAt 0 : A. <»«•«»> A 1>« a BOYpMOB and «e banrt tht 
0« 
nMH»MW^ 3 ' 
> A 
ftl 
- 1 ^ 
Jl, niiiii»niiiiii»miiM*»iKiii«iiiniiiiinniil»»»/' ^ 
I' 
tliejNi «ti»t» wojppMiB ft»j^B»*'*»««> »|^  mtoli that iU|^ 0| • 0 Hj. - ?.M^ 
''i ®1 Mi 
A A 
thtn.ligr difinitidn of inttmootlon tbttro^oxistc n sei^liifli 
e« • B« -——> B« •well th«l Vj^  B* • e^ j^  Vj^  » ajtd baao* 
eharMittirlstid irulNybjoet of A» 
firopei^ltiaa g> Ltt B « ^ B^  b« « eoproduet of •al^objoett 
1€I * 
(6 ) 
of A i f mO. oDlsr i f ••eh (3^$ fi u^) i« t&Xls ehantotoviatio 
•ubobjoot of • for aCU i..«rhoro ii|^  ore Oftsonioitl injootioas. 
gy^ Cjf* aippost (B» )^ i» j^3gr oliarMtoristie •tibobjoot of 
A iM oontidoring tht foUowing Aiagraa 


















How M (BfM) i* l^ iiaar ehtj»et«ti«ti6 imbolijoot of B th«ro 
«cisto ft «oi?pliiiii $^ t B «^ -*«**> B mtik timt squttro (I) i t 
eoKDHtatiTt. Bow fui (B»tt|) • S (1^) ttaivo oxioti * tmi^i^ 
i €> JC 
ttoxpMat 0*j^  i B|^  m-^-o^y 1^ iuoh iiiftt mivMm (XX) i t oaMmttativi 
< 7 ) 
And hitm9 total dl«grw& Is o«nnitfitif«« 
6oinr»7fldX3r SoppoM ««ckh {^^^ tm^) i« ftaiy ohstaetAristie 






o w n — M W W P — X I I I H KHIMI m » tmimimp J^ 
5!h«a we hacf tlm following dia^^in* for «U i 
®1 
K A - » | I »H> iUli H|>i!1l ilHWiBS IWHIIllWI»«>HWMlii|IWi» IP ' j N ^ ^ 











, ^ — — i i — i i n i K i i i <»>imi • III m i l mi l—j> J ^ 
Wmi$ tm (B|»/;*ij^ } «r« fully elutrmottristio subolijeetsef B 
t h m «xl«t #^ : 0^ > Bj^  , V 1 , ,11011 tUftt • ^ ^ • 
«zi0ts a iiniqut O* I B --*-*> B suoli tkat •» u^ • it|i|^ # ^ 1. 
2. 
Barvy X« in [ 11 A«fisit€ tli« oent«r of en obJ«et 9M 
fldows : 
Be^ inJL i^on, A itti'be1l>^ «ot CB«M) ef A i» oa3.1«A G«iitna in 
A i f tii«re i0 a »0xt>MMi B X A »• '""> A wlu>M 3!W0t]riotioii 
to B i s ixieXttsion iniya vhoM rcstriotion to A i s iA«atit3r« 
A 9ut}o1}|tot (S»M) ^ saiJltA router #f A i f i t i t eontiral and 
oontaiiis mmty wntmSL m1io%$mt or aiuitlioxr w»3fdt CtiM) 
i s th« w«3Cl3wa3. oimtvvl, »ul»o)}^ «ot» 
pypportLtiitn f^t Q«iit«7 of «n ob^oot i t ftlwo t^ etia]*aot«i*i8tio 
«ttl)Ol>J«0t« 
|iroff> 3 ^ (spM) ^ ^ ^ eeattir of on oDjftOt A and d } A <*«>*»> A 
%• Md ijav«rlit»lo morpMiB » tliiii (9(s)»«) isftgo of C«tM) 
uiiter • i s a sulio^jset of A. Vm « «s (s»M) 1* osntor of A 
thsrs sxists s worpHiB s X A '"^ >^'> A whoso srostriotion 
t s • i s i3aolu8ieai« 
i*w e^sits!* a* m sB z K A :. e(») X A *----*> A . 
fhsA vsstaristiva «f «• to 0(s) i s ljiia.ttSioa ma& to A idsntitr 
«M«i> #(•) i i a Stt1»o¥jset of s# ^isa oonsidsariBg 9* » ^ s ••«»-
|hs foUowiag Aisgran i s oosmtatiTo 
•>i 
( 9 ) 
H IIi« »Him>'iliinii«»nri •!II Iiii i« I I M m ^ H 
A - e 
^ 
•"^ ^ A 
Heno« («t/l> i s eliaxfaot«ri8tlQ 8u^ot»^«et of A« 
ptfinitlott .2» 800^9 ©f aa ot>^«ot A i« a«fin«A as tb* tution of 
•3.1 aimaiil mi1»obJ«et of A aaft i» d«not«d lagr Sool» (A)« [Sj 
lPopii»lt^iiik7> Soolt of on obj«ot Is folSy olJaaraotoristio 
Vi>' ••, •'-^-^./iB ord«]r to pjfow tlii» Bropositioii W9 hm9 tlm 
> 
foUonrlUg iMIBUit 
|ff»%,|* 2iit (A%i!i) !>« t1m miMSmtH «ii1>ot>^ «o« of foi o1>3«et A 
•aA f : A —*— >^ B l}« ft mtivphXm.lStmn Innge of | ^ : A* -«——> B 
! • A itinftial 9tt1»o1»|«ot of B* 
fg^ofiy Sappost ( j » tt) t>« lm«g« of ffl p and io not AiniMii 
•ubobjtot of B •"•«»•> l ^ r * ttKitta « att^*3tot ( ^»,ii»>i( ^f«). 
£a«ii «• )t»r« Ittfvrao isag* Ai«|^ piii fo:r A 
^ in « ni i i i i i i i» i i i^1i i«»«»i i« i»«mii i i i iMi |^ 5 ' ' 
N^ 
^ 
j ^ * •Willi Ml I n o p ; 
m« 
> B 
( 10 ) 
Blow eM u* i t mono «««*•> p l9 u»iu»« Ifiov «• A* i« «ln|»i^ 
thtn w« h«r» a morpbidn j^  • A' —M—> 1 «hieli faotors throog^ 
A morphiai u*. Blow { 0 ^ u) btlag laagt i s » MtallMt suljotyj^ ot 
throuifh Which i/4 faetora •-»> ( ^«,ti»)c.( j) >««)««•> { ^t^^t) 
« ( ^ , u ) •«»»»«»> ( ^ y tt ) i« ain|ina1.» 
ia S and Soela of A » U A|^  t A4 *s aira alBlJsnLi auhohjaots 
of A henetjt^ XtOisuaa 3. t @ (A^ )^ aare mlniwal for tiX I » 
*•> 0(Af) Q 1? At «> taking 
r^ * i€I * 
©• « e I !r A : tr A- -—^> 0 A* $ iei i lei ^ mx ^ 
f eXXewing di«gr«M i t eoiamutatiiv 
Soola A ••»•'••'""'- *>> Soe la A 
A •iiiiimr • • im • • niiiiiim ii» mum mim — ^ A 
» ' 
I an axtrtmaljr gratafol to wy ttiptwiaor Irofasaor 




1» BepcVf X* 
5. Fartigiff 
ihat i s e<»at«]«t Xid«We«ftC«t«Sittlxuar nx« 1«7« 
oat«goxy« Qaat«^i»U3*,lfatlia9 (X968)» 36>»389. 
Qroup ftimsxy Qliels«o PatiXlvliing Oea^ anoTt S*T« 
0attgO3?ie«3L and lkn<itev » A« P* 3.970» 
3)epex'tmont of ]latlic»atioa 
ON omnxs fipss o? YUHCSORS mn 
?ACZ0RIZA!n01IS 
1* Iflboil [ 5 J in 196§l gaT» th« notion ot #3Etx?«nail epi 
and oonoaorphiflffis* Kelly, (^ .H* [ 4 ] in 1969 usad M« notion 
witli hit oim nmr oonoepts of rogalar and strong episoovphimM 
and found out aaveral ralation batman thaaa ooncapts. 
asrvilioh \, I ] in 1971 introduoad axti?«mai ganaratlng 
i&orphima and axtramal genavating mono faotovisationa, Sha 
puz^ oaa of thia nota ia to uaa tha ooneapt of Zaball»S»ll3r 
and Bsrrilioh in introdnoing ragulart atrong and extreoiai 
api/Wono funotora and to invaatigata thair intair relationship, 
alao to dafina ragular, atroug genarating tBorpbisaa and mono 
faotrosationa and to mBk« tha ooB^aratlTa atudar with th« aid 
notiona• 
|3efinition,.l# in apiaorphim f : A -—-•> B in a oatagoxy 
ia aaid to ha regular i f for a»Qr g S A ——>C i a ^ 
aatitfSring 
gz » gy whanarar fjc « fir • 
thara exiata a uniqua marphifB h t B —>—>C in (S 
•uoh that g " hf [ 4 ] • 
(2 ) 
Pafinitien 2» An •pjmonphli* f I X ——> B in a eattgoiy 
i» 0al4 to tw Mtrom i^t wheaewr vf •» »u with m «» aoao 
ttorphlaa , tlitre i s a uniqud w mdh that th* diagraa 
.> B 
J^ V 
WlirMnillHI I K I W H I I M I — l l — M W W O O ^ | f 
i s coBarutatif* [ • 3 • 
ae>finltl,on 2* ^ wepUi^rpUm f : A ——> B in a eattgoiy 
IB called extr«ael If A - ^ > B * S Ji^> A» • -^> B with 
t a motamovphim thin e i« an lOiBOZphiMB [ 3 1 « 
SIha dual notions of th««s dsfinitiona can lilctwiss 
h« defined, 
2. mtohaU I 5 3 showed that a faithftel funotoir f refleeta 
epiaerphiaBS » monoaovphiaBS and eecimutatlva diagrans etc* 
wa in the following theorem find out that such a funotor also 
reflects regular strong, eoetrenal epiaerphiims «id i»i«a«sorphi 
prerided in addition i t i s full* 
Iheorea 1. ( i) If (? and {^ he two oategories and 
I • g - > g» i,t ft full and faithf^ eoTariant funot«r» 
(3 ) 
ttoitn f refX«ott rtguXaTf strong and ^x^vm&tX •piaorpMias 
(It) It f t (9 - -—> {?• i» * full *M faithfta 
eontraimriaisfc fundtov t thtn 7 xwfXceti r«guX«r t itvong 
ov «xtr«m«l epittorphlMui cmto i?«gular » stx^ ong or iacta?tffi«l 
i&o»Gmo2*plii«&s «xid •io««xver0a* 
]groof» ( i ) we birr» to sliow thRt for AIQ^  moxpliiM f in {? 
i f !rCf) hfts oitliir propttrtr th«& to lias f 
(a) Ijtt S(f) b« ft r«gal«r oplxoorphitta. Sinoe S i t .. <-' 
faitbftil f f i s «n spiffiorpMan* 
I«t gx «* gf whenever fsc «• fy 
•> f{g) fCx) • If(g) 5Cr) nbeaerer f(f)f(x)» 1(f) f(y). 
Sinoe f (f) i s regular epiaorpliifln in ^ t there exists a 
unique norphiai h* <S (^ * sueh idiM 
h» S(f) » f(g> 
Vext i as T i s fall * thsrs exists a nmE^toimk It 9 & du^ 
that X(li) s li*« »ittS t f(H) f(f} «> X(g}» Sinoe f i s faithftd 
eotariant ftxnoteiPf bf • g * 
f i s * therefess » regular •pimmtpTalm^ 
( 4) 
(l») Ut fit) b« strong «piiBOTpM«» in (^ * aaA 
4t0mitm»i^<iit*immmitit«mmmm»'i>&imim •> . 
•^ 
. i W M i n n w i M «•«»»»<••—]• ^ 
!)• « eenaBatatlir* diagram in (^  with si as a wmmoisphiem^ 





K T ) 
v/ 
•> • 
B6Wt tinot X i s fun and faithful » $(») i s a moaoisovphiw in 
(S* f sad henoe » \fy Htfinition 2 ^ thsvs saeists a i]niq,u« 
mozphisBW* e (3* such that the foUowing diagraia 
Tit) 
MMMMMMMhBMlM 
• > . 
«(u) 
V// 
w* . - ! ' ( • ) 
^r 
Uli—ll i i l<i*«l lMllWW|HllhM|MI| I IMW'»»*i i—•> 1 1 ^ •> . 
i s OflBBtttatiTt* 
< 5 ) 
£(w) "* w** Sino* f is taitbfttX » i t vefltots OGntutativ* 
aiagrtos » th«r«fei!« t w« bavt tht foUowiiig diagrfan 
n 
•^MMM—IWII' >*iW*l •Mil*—.KIMMI —MWHIlil •wKljMM—*llXI»i j ^ . 
J, 
T 
dommutatiim in ^ « Benott f i s etrdng dpimorpMan, 
(o) l(tt 1t^) ^9 K^Q «3ctr«ffi«l epiisszrpliia« ia Q* aai 
A -£—•> B • A —JL»> A» •—S—> B bs a flROtorisatioia of 
f with e ss a awnoooxphim isk @ ^ mta we hare the f oiiowiag 
factorisation of 3f(f) in @* 
^ t 1(a) I(«) 
j(j^) «-»*<-^>X(B)»$(A) •—«—> $(A») - ~ - > T(B) » 
Sinoe f is f^l and faithftd « S(e) is a monoiiorphisi in ^ S 
and since x(f) is extiremsl epi , 7(e) is an isosoxphiaa. 
AgaiA using the fact that I is faithftd » e is an isssierphim 
mmmm^ f is extvenaX epi* 
Part (ii) can he prereA siBilarly, 
?• It t newfdefine recalar » strong end eztreaal functors 
< 6 ) 
la tb# folloirliig t 
PtfAnitlen 4. ^^ (S «aA @» !>• ti»o oategorlM* A oovtriazit 
iwfixw—iwifimiiMiiaiMt mum ^^ 
ftinotor t % 0 —-«—> (^ « will be called « regularystrong 
03? •xtrtBua •pi/mom funotor i t S(t) i» regular » stroag 
0r extreiReil api/ BIOHO itorpliiSzBii for aaar ragular , etrong or 
axtrwaal epl/taoBomorphlaai t in (9 raapaotlvaly* 
wa giva balow soma inter ralationsliipa of thaaa ftmotora. 
gfaaeroBi 2> (i) Jmt f I 0 -*-—> (^ » be » ooirarlaat 
regttlasr apl ftanetor. HJhaa 3! lo ooatualiaera praearrlng, 
(11) 2iat I : (9 ——.> (9« be A oontraTarlaatt funotor 
vMob takaa « regular epijaorplilsaa onto a regular »Qnoaorpbla»« 
Tbmk i t takea ooetuallaera to OQuallaera^ 
Eroef , Suppaae B —.1—> <J be ooequallier of a and pjA——>B» 
Since p ie coequallsar of « and p only t 1^ ! • regular and 
hence , bsr torpotheaia » T(p> la a regular eplmorpblan in ^ \ 
»0w » i f h T(a) • b tW in (9* i far aeM norpblM 
h * 1(B) ,mm» •> c* in (^ • Since f ia a eoTariant functor 
and pa « p8 >«»»> T(p) I(«) * f Cp) f (6). fherefore • \iy 
Baflnitlon 1 i there exlit a unique norpbiaa k : f (c ) — > c* 
auob that 
f (B) •-*—> f ( c ) — - > c ' • «(B) — > C* 
(T ) 
> H^ ) iff eotq^uallsftr of f(a) anA fCp)* 
Beoof of part <U> i s «lttiXikV« 
S^§ESiL2» Ci) liit f I (5 -—*-> (2>i 1^ ft Govirijuatt 
f^otor. • 
(a). If (^  1» a oattgosy with p l^l»&Gk»/ptt0^ 1^sff s&d 
f i$ «ctir«i&a3. epi/kono fuiustos? » thm f i s tftrtmg vpi/kono 
fuaotor, 
Ct>)» If (^ « m a category nith pullbacks/ pushoats 
and f i s atrong opl^ito foaotor « than f ia ex r^araal api/keno 
(U) liit t : ^ —,**> ^ 13« a eentrawKPlaat ftiaator, 
(a*) If (^ iff a oatagory witli puatu^uta/pulltiaoks and 
S takaa aztremal api/k(maiiovp)ilaB» to axtrtmal mmm/ api 
morpMaBUift fhan I takaa atifong api/aotifliBovphi«ta to atirong 
m&m/ apiffiorphiaws. 
(T»») If (^ iff I^ Jicatagaiar with piiiliouta/pulUiaolcff and 
f takaa atrong api|f aanoBorpiiiaaa ta atrong aono/apiMoxphiaaat 
than I takaa extvasal api/koaapoxphiaoui to icctraaal a«no/api 
•orphiaaui* 
(8 ) 
tt b* «a •xtremal itipSmerphltm^ Binm & t» m oatogoxQr with 
pixXXbackai u ia a strong •pinorphlaoi ( [ 4 J» Sroposition !$.4)» 
imA •ino* f i0 stroag tpi fimotoVf f(u) i t a tftroug wpimnrpMm^ 
A3.S9f as sveiT strong splsorpMHi i s sxtreosl syiRovphifli ^ 
$(u) i s sxtrtnttl spiiBozptiiam* fkms § 1^ Bifinitio» 4 t f i'* 
sxtromsl opi fim<r6or« 
(1.1>) !<•% n ltd a str<»!ig ^$M&rphimi» fb»n u i s an 
extrsttsl spinorpMss. ainee f i i ssctvensi spi^ f^^ xnotort S(u) 
i s ««tr«»aX spiaospliisDt in &** iPlss« si»»s (^ * i s a 
oatdgoxy with pullhaokst thsrsfsvs f(tt) i s strong spinsiorpliiSMi, 
Shis pro'Tss tlmt S i s a stsrong spil^mstor* 
Sroof df tbs othtr part i s similar, 
Oorollary %• list f t (^ '•"•-«•**> (?• t>s a oovarisnt ftmotsi? 
froB an aibsXiaa eategozgr to an aStslian eatsgozar ^ • Shsn 
f i s ssetrsmal spi/aonsHE^motsr lt£ f i s st3?ong s p i ^ n s * 
funstsr, 
thssrsa f > ( i ) Ist f : ^ ——> (^t |>s a covariant fUnotsr, 
(a) If (S^  i i a satsgsi^ in which tprw^ strong spi/ BO»S 
aorphiss isasguiar spi/ssns aorphisa anA f i s rsgolar 
( 9 ) 
•pi^ 6ii0no*£uneto3f| tb»n f la strong tpiAioiio*fimotor« 
(b) XT (^ ! • A oategozar IJBI wliioli ffrezy strong 
mpi/mxm isorpliiat is rtguXar ^pl/mtmo Borphim and f i s strong 
•pi/ieno ftmotor # thsn f is r«ga2.«r spi/ions^funotor, 
( i l) ynt f X (^ -"- «•> (5' t>s a ooatrafsriant ltoicter# 
(s*) If Q* iM m ostsgory in wMeli swry strong 
epi/^ mio«iMrphieB is a rsgtiler spi/mmo-ooipMsB anA f takss 
regular %pt/tsmiiMmr^^tm to rsguiar Bumo/spl MorpliitM* thsn 
f talESS strong epi/Bon»««iorphi«iS to strong mone/epiHnox|>liiiiMi« 
(b») If (^  i s a eatsgorjr in wJiioli svery strong 
spi/aiQiio<4K>3^ M«i is a roguXar epi>4Mmo««90rphiss and ¥ tiikss 
strong 9pi./mm» sorphiss to strong Kono/spi »orpliisss» tlwn f 
takss rogular spi/sonoHBorpMsns to rsgular iBono/fpi««orphi»ui« 
g^of* i .a, Xttt 7 lie a rogulsr spifunoter and u bs a .t^ trong 
spliMKrplkiNi in (^  t 19^  IiQrpotlkssis^  tt i s rtinilar spiMorphiSM. 
Sinot f is rtgular spi^funetov i f(u) i s rtgular spl*orpliiiri 
> f (tt) i s strong spiaorptdss. 
&y1l« Xist tt W a rsgi^sr spinorpliiw in (9 • fhsa n i s 
strong spliRsrpliiSB in ^ . Sinos f i s strong tpi«*ltenotor i 
¥(n) i s strong splssrphism ±a 6 • and i tgr Wpiit\mBiM # 
T(tt) is rsgitlar splvsTplilst in (^ V. thas f i s a ragular 
( 10 ) 
0^«r pwrti i i oan b« pTnunt in similar wag .^ 
4, In tliis <»Gfeion a f^ inistor 9! : (^ >>*•« •> B ataas « 
coTariaat functor JfiPom e o«t«goxy ^ to & ci^tegoiy ([J , 10% 
k tie «n o!>^ «ot of @ and f : B •—*> 3!<A) 1>« A morpMaai in © , 
Then we bave tba following d«tinition0 from 1 1 ] • 
I)afinitiott,.^ S» 'JSsM mjivphlwA f t B * •'•*.•>> Tik) ganerates k 
i f m&^ GxC^r i f for aaor pair 4 i ^ J A of morpMaos in (^  » 
9 
f(r) f • f(a)f «"»«> r • » . 
Vfipjammm4,* » « morphia* f : B ——> f (A) g«n«ratet A 
•xtramally i f B -^ X—> f(A>B J L - > f(A») -«Ki> f(A) with m 
m i s an iecmoi^ Maim* 
Definition | , k factoriaation B - ^ > $(A)«B .rX*>3!(A»)Sill>i(A 
i s oalXeA an axtremal generating «* mono^faotorisation of (f *A) 
i f m& onlsr i f f * genaratas A* eaetresally ana » i s a mom^ 
HorpbiM in ^ • 
Stfinitioa 3> A faetorisation B—^>se(A)«B-^>a?(A»)-S^>T(») 
i s oallad a ganarating-eattranal monofaoterisattion of (f»A) i f 
and only i f f * gauallllliiA* and • i s extremal monoaorphifli* 
( n ) 
f«» mm§ introduot some new oonetpts* 
b0 a oovarlant funotor 
and f ! B «"*-""> f (A) bt a aerpliliB itt ^ « Shan wa aa^ r that 
f ganarataa A ragularly i f for anjr »orpM(W b : B — "•" > X(A*) 
in ^ satiafiaa hx « tiQr nhenafav fjc >• f^t than thai«e exists 
a aorphiaa k ^ A "<« •"»> A* aueh that 
B -L^> f (A») • B —1-^ > 3J(A> IM^> if(A») 
i.e« h f ^(k)f» 
33efinitioB IQ, f ; B •> f (A> a aorphisa in 33 gaaerataa 
A atroij^^ i f and ozOy i f wbenvrme f (ir)f »> !!*0&)u with m a 
monaoorphiiai in (^ ( i»e* the tolXmias diagrsa 




^ f O J imiii> nil iMirmiiiuMi m ii ninwnXMt)^ A V B J 
is oiMnitativa % than there exists a unique aoxphias 
w : A ****•> e iM & aueh that f(aw) • fir) and f(*)f •• u,* 
Befinition 11# lat f : B — — - > T(A) he a aosphiaa in 
( 12 ) 
wUI be calltd a regulap / tftvozig gen»ratiii£«4Boi3» jTaotorisation 
of (f#A) i f f • gttttratea A» r«gular2y/«ti?oagay and a i s a 
moimiiorpMaa. 
3?8fiaition g^> A faetoriaati<»a B *«i->f(A)«B-^>!B(A»)Si»i>«(iL) 
win ba GalXad a g^ a«3*ati2ig vagulapt/ atrcmg mtam faotorlaation 
of (f ,A) i f f • gtnaaatea A« and » la iregular/atrong nano* 
movptiim* 
(ISia fallowing theorflia dixreotSy folXoira ft*<»a tha fact 
that a norphiiw f la vegolai? •••> f la strong •*•> f la 
vt^msiX BiorphlflB ( aono or epi )• 
!Piaoram 4> ( i ) If » -^—> I(A)»B *JEl-> f(A*) Ifei.> f(A) 
18 generating ragular tuoiio factorisation of (f lA) » thtn i t 
la also ganarating strong mono faotorisation of (fti^)* 
(11) If B - X « > f(A) •• B -HX*> 3P(A*) -IlSi> r(A) 
i s gsntrating strong sono faotorisatiouf then i t i s also 
gsnarating artrsnal noao factorisation of (fpA)* 
( i l l ) If (^  i s a oatagorjr with pushouts and 
f ; B *JL*> f(A) • B --JC1*> I(A*) - l i s l> f(A) i s gsnarmting 
•sctraiBal aans faotorisation t thsn i t i s also ganarating 
strong mono faotorisation* 
( 15 ) 
f I (^ •.•^ ..••^ > Ifi ii« m mono ftanotor anft 
f : B - M _ > 2J(A) , g : 0 — — > f (D) bt ffiorphiMi ill ?Q • 
mich that f and g ha« rogulfix* geniomtiiig aono ftotorieatlous 
f « 7(») f * f g » f (n) g* and th« following di««r«i 
f» f{tt) 
I I I 5 ( f ) f(T) 
c m«,. £„••... .-,> f(D») •—-2iaL-«-> f(D) 
i e ooinaatatiTO ( i«o* !C(T)f » gu )» then thoro ezl*t» «. uniqtao 
moa^ Mflffi J J A» *—.^> B» «uolx that atK>ir« diagiTisi i s 
ecH»nitatiir«, 
l3c.oo.f> menovor f•» • f»y » for any x § y « ^ • # wo hinrt 
! ( • ) t(»)f »x • f (T) lB(ia)f »3r » thoa lagu ooifflamtatiTi'^ t 
S<si) g'tDt • f Cxi)g*u3r • Sine* f i s mono fonotor t ^(n) i« 
mono marphim J>'^> g*ux « g*iiisr« Siiioo V g^xeratw A* 
roguiarly j "; thoro oxiotii a uaifoo mosrphisa J * A* f-*—> D« 
suoh tlsat %i( ^ )f • • g«tt. ^ prore tlio other equar* to be 
ceeiMtttatiTet eoneider B •£-— »(») «• 5 ( T ) 2(») f * « f (n> g'ji* 
sew i f t*x • f »y iwiti««> )« * Iqr ••-> there exiete a 
tt&ita* Borphiae k froM A^  *"»«"'-' > B eaeh that h « l(k)f * • 
( U ) 
But th»r« are two movphXmaa mi and n -^  sueh th«t 
!i « !lf(TOi)f • • T(n ^ )f • ««•> tji • n^ 
> I ( T ) 5P(«) * 3J<a) 35 ( 1 ), 
SMs Is^XieB thttt; st^ uax^ s izi aI>oire diafraia are contnutatiire, 
|gc^Qgitlon.„|» Imt ^ t & «—.—.> ZJ^  ba a mono oovafflaat 
functor. 3!h«n f J B -—-> UCA) ganarataa A atongly If f 
genaxfataa A ragolas*}^* 
> 2(A) geiioratea A ragularljr aad 






h% a oonttttatita Aiagratt witli m a menoaorphlMi in (9^ 9ton 
aldaTi diagniB can IM writtaa aa tha feUemlag dlagrwa 
1 «...,. .,.,t •••„,„.> f (A) -.*.. glML,>^> f (A) 
aj(w) 
TUQ) V T(ii) 
f(0)—————*> T(0) 
I ( T ) 
> T(B) 
( 15 ) 
Ihtn f tsy al»OT* imam 1 t tbtre exiata m tmlqut w : A.«H.-<«> O 
8uoh that «l»oT» diagram i s coaBDut»tiir« «•«> t gcnnrAtes A. 
s t r o n g » 
CtoroHaaar 2^ I^ Bt I J ^ "'•"•" •> ^ b« a mono covariant 
l^notor and f 5 B —— >^ !P(A) baa ragular genwatiag mmm 
fftetornatioa « th«a i t also hm atrong gisxmr&tiDg mono 
faotorlsation. 
Ipoy^aitioii 2, Ijit ff : & — > S) bt a faitbftd ooirariant 
functor m& t I 3 ——> 3p(A) genaratea A atrongJy t than f 
ganarataa A asetremaly* 
^ lat B -ll-^> I ( A O -Si2i-.> 3f(A) b« a f&etorinatloa of 
f J B ——.> S(A) aucili tbftt tt i s a inimiano»pht«« in IB • ®i»n 
«• bava tba tallowing aMnmtativa dlagrait >, 
f» f (w) ^ - KIA) 
f(Xf\ «..,^i.,«.. r---- . — V ' ? ' / 4 \ 
Sinea f ganaviktaa A atrongljr »^  tbar* axi«tt a aniqiua narpblni 
w r A — . > A» in ^ auch tbftt I(m)f <w)««f (lj^>«»>I(Ht) • I(lj^ )#^ 
( 16 ) 
SinM T i i fmlthful t m ^ t^^ 8i»m m aoaiiiovphlfli » wMeh 
1« rttraotion p i i an Isoaorpliiait C [ 5 ] » Cli«|>t«ir 3.t5.X* ) 
•*•«> tt l i «a IfoBorpMai »«»> f geaicrate» A »xtreB«l3r* 
Cordlliay 3,. !•* f • ^ ———> ig b« a faithful ccnraviamt 
fanetor and f S B --—••*> S(A) baa atpoag gtawatiag BOBO* 
faotorisatlon, Stien i t has aactrtmal generating mono^faotorieatio 
Bfoy^aitjien 3* let f : (^  .,^»„,>B ba a co-rariant funntar 
froB a Gatfligoi?y (? with pullbaclca to a imtagoasy 10 and f i« 
pullhacka pratarTing f^ mctor mtid f i B ••• ' > f (A) gtntrataa 
A extristeSy* Th«n f gtntrataa A atro»|3jr* 
Braof • Supposa t I M -——> T(A) gtntrataa A tjctstmaljr and 
Q MMlHi 
- > T(A) 
IS 
9?(0) « ( « ) 
•> / 
t>a a cewttttatiira diagram in 1$3 *lt l i» : 0 -*—*> B a 





( 17 ) 
1>e t l» piiU1»olc« diagnaBB of m S 0 ——> D and v : A 
Slaot t pvemvreB pviD!tme^» 
•> » • 





m W W W I i — M X W i W i M M I M H I W l i f 
V 
>f(D) 
i9 puUbaek di^rsBi for morpliiflMis 7(») anil TCT) in 13 » 
and liherefore , tMre exists a unlQua norphiais T • B «•—«>S(P} 
moh that 
B -JL-> $(p) •Jkl> f(A) « B - X - > 2(A), 
Sinot fit i s & monoaoz^Moa # a i s a oonoaoxx^Miia » and t 
gczi«7«t«s A «xt]pe»«l^ «a»> a i s sa isonorphini «»*»> 
th«i?0 «eists « Aorpbian # t A —---> P such that 
P —JL«> A "«••"••' > ? • % sad A "r-£^> p -«S—> A • Xj^m 
SSWf dsfint w •• S^ f whish iM ths rtquivtd storphian. this 
proTSS that f gsnsratss A str&^agly, 
OeroXljaey •> l«t « t ^ -••"•••*> ?@ hs a ooTai?iaiit funetsr 
fron a eattgozy ^ with pulXhao)» to a eatsgexy ^ and t 
i s pullhaoks prossrring • fhsn f ! B *•»••"*> f(A) has 
( 18 ) 
»ti?ong getmt&iiim »©»» faotorisation, If f • B -.-.—> $(4) 
|gggg|dtl^J* irfc f : » -«—> f(A) g«tt«p«te» A eactptmtay 
and ]ui» strong g«xi«rfttl.iiig »^30 f«eto7is»tloA« Xh«ii f g«n«vat«t 
A etaroagly* 
jg^gg|, liit B *-*li-> f(A») •SAB*> fCA) !>• •trong3y g«nei?atiiig 
mono ^aetox'iaatioii* Sinev m i s mGxm and f gtiies^tett A 
eximnml^ ^ m ia mn iommvphlsm «**«> f (m) i s an isMBorpMam t 
and since f * gsna^atss A* strongly t tl)srdf0i*e » f gensi^tss 
A St]?(»)g2,3r# 
5* DastliTt i t ia 1^ m>v&X dtitsr to pasr sQT gratituds to 
w^ 0t;^ @i*^ sor frofessoir If* A* Easla* Ssp33?tBtent of Ifathaa^tioa 
a»d St^atistiost Aligarlx Iftiiaia ttoiirsrsit3r» iligsiXfh, for 
Ms suggostions and oairef^l otisoking of tlis pap^« 
1. HexiTiliclitR* faotorisation of mojepltiSBiB f 5 B .**—> f (A) 
liatbsz. 114 (1970)» 180-186. 
2« HisriliolitH* @wetflaotiire sul^oategorias f«A«M«3« 
157(1971) .205-226* 
54 Isift^liiJ.E^ aa1lo1»^ setStadSQuaegr«o«ai^ lstaii«S8 and catagoriss 
of altolE>vaStR**P3?«ii3r lliit«f 6 <1964)>1*?2« 
4* Silljid.M* Ifsiioaoiffliiaas^aplAorphisns and piiHbaoks.Jouv* 
Aiist»]lath*Sot« i(1964)fl24«*142. 
5* XitelialliB* mmmir »f eatsgoapiaSf A,f • 1970* 
6* P«x*aigiSfB« Oatsgovits and fuaotazsi A*F* 1971* 
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